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SUMMARY

••••

The Tualatin Hills Park & Recreation District (THPRD) is currently developing a 20-Year
Comprehensive Master Plan. Through the planning process, THPRD became aware that
parks and recreation facilities must be planned and provided in the areas surrounding
Westside Light Rail stations. The Hexagon Group, six graduate students in Urban and
Regional Planning at Portland State University, undertook the project for THPRD and has
prepared this plan.
Planning for parks and recreation facilities in station areas presents challenges for THPRD.
The communities that will develop around light rail stations will look and function
differently than the suburban neighborhoods THPRD has traditionally served. They will
have many people living and working in compact, mixed-use neighborhoods with good
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit connections. This plan examines the opportunities and
challenges facing THPRD and provides recommendations for meeting the park and
recreation needs of future station area residents.
This plan proposes new park classifications for THPRD, adding new types of park and
recreation facilities appropriate to station communities and adjusting existing classifications
to address the needs of a more urban environment. This plan also presents service criteria
and design issues that should be considered in siting park and recreation facilities, and
elements that should be incorporated into site design. The classifications, service criteria,
and design elements were applied to the 170th/Elmonica station area, resulting in a
conceptual park and recreation plan for that community, which is also included. Finally,
strategies are presented to implement the recommendations contained in this document.
The Hexagon Group's primary recommendations for THPRD are to:

+ Acquire property for park sites in the immediate future. Available land in station
+

+

+

II

communities is expected to develop quickly, and land costs continue to escalate
throughout Washington County.
Work with local jurisdictions to institute a system for acquiring land for parks and
recreation facilities in station communities. Require land dedication from
developers and/or employ financing methods such as systems development charges
and fees in lieu of dedication.
Develop a system of parks and recreation faci I ities that offers a variety of activities
and is wel I-connected.
Locate and design facilities to enhance accessibility for all persons. All residents of
a station community should be within a three-minute walk of a park facility.
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+ Emphasize the quality of park and recreation opportunities over the quantity of
space at each site.

+

r

+

Sm al I parks (less than one acre) wi II be important in station

communities.
Take advantage of opportunities to preserve and enhance important natural features.
Encourage residents' input and incorporate their needs and preferences into park
design.

+ Use opportunities for cooperation and coordination with other public and private
service providers to maximize efficiency in providing parks and recreation services.

-

The Hexagon Group believes that, by following these recommendations, THPRD can
provide the high quality park experience in station communities that citizens in other
neighborhoods now enjoy.
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CHAPTER

1 •!•

BACKGROUND AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION

I. I Introduction
The Tualatin Hills .Park & Recreation District (THPRD)·,ts currently preparing a 20-year Comprehensive Master Plan to guide the District into the new millennium. From its
inception in 1955, THPRD has provided parks and recreation in suburban Washington
County. Now, new development patterns are emerging. The next 20 years will challenge
THPRD to adapt to change as its service area transforms and to reevaluate how it serves the
public.
The challenges for THPRD primarily result from population growth in the Portland
metropolitan region. Of the three Oregon counties within the region, Washington County
is currently absorbing the greatest number of people, with the trend expected to continue
into the future. (See Appendix D) In response to growth pressures, the region has begun
to rethink its land use patterns. Rather than continuing to allow the sprawling pattern of
development associated with reliance on automobiles, the region has made a serious
investment in growing compactly, providing choice in travel modes, and protecting
farmland and natural resources. (Appendix G describes how transportation has affected
urban form.) Adoption of the Region 2040 Growth Concept and the ongoing development
of a light rail transit system are evidence of the region's commitment to compact growth.

1.2 Region 2040

-

The Portland metropolitan region adopted the Region 2040 Growth Concept as part of
Metro's Regional Urban Growth Goals and Objectives (RUGGOs) in December 1994. The
Growth Concept provides guidelines for managing the region's growth and development to
the year 2040. It focuses on creating communities which are compact, walkable, bikeable,
and transit-friendly. (See Appendix F.)
The Growth Concept incorporates a new way of integrating land use, transportation, and
open space provision as a means of accommodating the growing population while
maintaining livability. It will affect the way residents of the region live, work, travel, and
play in the future. The development focus is on centers and corridors. The centers are
nodes of higher-density urban development with a mix of employment and housing that is
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easily accessible on foot or bicycle. Further, the centers are places where people can
gather socially and form a sense of community that is often missing with current patterns of
development. The proposed regional benefits of centers are a reduction in auto use,
vehicle emissions, and roadway congestion; greater accessibility for all persons; a balance
between housing and employment in localized areas; and compact development which
conserves open space and farmland outside the urban growth boundary (UGB).
A fundamental element of the Growth Concept is the protection of open spaces inside the
UGB, urban reserve areas, and rural reserve areas. Preserving important natural features
and park land will help the region accommodate increasing levels of density by protecting
environmentally sensitive areas from development pressures and impacts, and providing
recreational opportunities to the region's inhabitants.
THPRD has the opportunity to play an important role in the implementation of the Region
2040 Growth Concept by understanding how its services can support the regional goals.
This can be achieved in three areas: protecting natural areas; developing parks and
recreation facilities that serve higher-density, mixed-use developments; and creating trail
systems that provide bicycle and pedestrian connections to and between activity centers.

1.3 Westside Light Rail and Transit-Oriented
Development
The impact of the Westside Light Rail line on Washington County will go beyond just
providing a method of high-quality transportation to the local areas. The newest leg of the
regional light rail system is one of the first steps toward implementing the Region 2040
Growth Concept.
Light rail transit is a fundamental piece of the mullet-modal
transportation system that supports a compact urban form. According to the Growth
Concept, development near light rail stations will support transit use through increased
residential and employment density, a mix of land uses, and good pedestrian access
between the transit station and the station area community.
This type of development pattern is termed "transit-oriented development" (TOD). It
represents a return to traditional community design in that pedestrians become much more
important in planning than they have been since the advent of the automobile. TODs are
oriented to high-capacity transit stations, such as those along the Westside Light Rail. In
theory, they comprise roughly a quarter-mile radius around the station or the equivalent of
a five-minute walk from its furthest points. (However, most station planning areas in
Washington County are larger than this.) Housing densities in station TODs are expected
to be between 9 and 40 dwelling units per acre with a maximum of 100 dwelling units per
acre. Metro's goal for station communities is an average density of 20 dwelling units per
This represents a significant change from current
acre--about 45 people per acre.

2
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residential suburban development in Washington County, which has a density of 3 to 6
dwelling units per acre.

........

TODs combine apartments, townhomes, rowhouses, and small-lot single family homes
with a mix of retail and services like markets, restaurants, florists, medical clinics, dry
cleaners, and brew pubs that serve the local community. Housing or office space is built
above ground-floor retail space. Buildings are oriented to the street to better accommodate
pedestrians, bicycles and transit access. The community has a well-connected street
system. The need for an automobile is reduced because people can perform many of their
daily activities by walking, biking, or riding transit.
·

.......

The Westside Light Rail line provides unique opportunities for the development of TODs.
For one thing, there is more vacant land surrounding some individual Westside stations
than was available along the entire Eastside Light Rail line. For another, Portland and other
cities now have experience with rail projects and TODs, providing valuable lessons in how
to approach land use planning in Westside station communities.

-

Washington County, Hillsboro, and Beaverton, in conjunction with Tri-Met and Metro, are
working together on the Westside Station Community Planning Project to devise land use
alternatives for light rail station communities. The consortium is addressing zoning issues
and design standards; pedestrian, bicycle, and auto access; and community design that
emphasizes compact, people-friendly development. In the interim, temporary rules have
been established in designated station areas to prevent development that is not conducive
to transit-friendly communities.

-.

1.4 THPRD's Role in Station Area Communities
,,...._

-

Station area planning for the Westside Light Rail is nearing completion. Washington
County is presenting to the public its preferred land use concepts for several station areas.
The County anticipates adopting station area plans as early as October 1996.
Nine of the 22 Westside Light Rail station areas are either fully or partially located within
THPRD's service boundary. The seven stations fully within the boundary make up the
study area for this plan. Figure 1-1 depicts the Westside Light Rai I alignment as it relates to
the study area. THPRD must be proactive in establishing new approaches and designs for
park and recreation facilities in anticipation of the increased densities within these station
areas. With station community planning almost complete, decisions will soon be made
that will affect THPRD's choices about land acquisition and service provision. THPRD
must become an integral part of the process to ensure it has the opportunity to create great
faci Iities.
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THPRD can provide quality parks and recreation facilities for citizens living and working in
TODs by providing a variety of small parks and recreation opportunities. The quality of
public spaces will depend less on the size of the space than on other factors like
accessibility, connectivity, design of facilities, service levels, and community preference .
.>...

.....

1.5 Organization of This Document
This document contains the key elements for parks and recreation planning near light rail
stations. These elements are:

-

+ Service criteria and design issues for establishing parks and recreation facilities that
consider space limitations, service levels, accessibility, and the needs and
preferences of citizens living and working in station communities (Chapter 2).

+ Design elements that influence the creation of good, small, urban, public spaces
(Chapter 2).

-

+ Application of service criteria and design elements to a selected station area within

.....

+ Implementation strategies for the development of parks and recreation facilities

THPRD's service boundaries (Chapter 3).
in

station communities (Chapter 4).

-

·-

+

A summary of recommendations (Chapter 5).

The appendices included with this document contain background information and a
summary of research supporting this plan's recommendations.
Appendix A briefly
describes THPRD's current service. Appendix B summarizes recent public input solicited
by THPRD.
Appendix C describes the results of The Hexagon Group's survey of
Washington County apartment developments relating to their provision of recreation
facilities. Appendix D presents demographic data for THPRD's service area and the
Portland region. Appendix E provides an overview of other cities' experience with parks
planning, light rail and TODs. Appendix F describes some Oregon regulations that relate
to planning parks and transportation. Appendix G contains a brief discussion of the
historic context of park planning, particularly near transit. Appendix H presents conceptual
and design issues. Appendix I summarizes the results of interviews and discussions held
with various individuals and groups while developing this plan. Appendix J presents a
new numerical standard for parks provision. Finally, Appendix K contains a section of
Clackamas County's zoning ordinance that applies to the Sunnyside Village District.
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CHAPTER 2

•!•

FUTURE PARKS PROVISION CRITERIA AND DESIGN

2.1 Broader Applications
The criteria and design issues presented in this plan were developed with the Westside
Light Rail in mind. However, the essential elements to be used in planning parks and
recreation for the Westside stations could be applied in other locations. Characteristics
such as density, good connectivity, and community are not limited to Westside station
areas. Though zoning and densities vary, other places within the District, such as Regional
and Town Centers not on the light rail line, fit much the same profile and fall under the
same discussion. The same is true for similar areas in the Portland metropolitan region and
elsewhere.

2.2 What Makes Station Areas Special for THPRD?
Circumstances for parks provision will change with the advent of station communities. An
essential question for THPRD now is how to effectively respond to this change. The
answer lies in the unique aspects of the station area, which can be summarized in just a
few sentences:

+

Community suggests some important roles played by parks and recreation. In
station communities, parks will provide gathering places to encourage interaction
and community-building.

+ Density leads to the need for residents to be closer to parks. Each station area
resident should have a park facility within a three-minute walk (for the average
person).

+

6

Connectivity is both an imperative in parks design and an escape valve for overutilized parks. People self-regulate their use of parks to avoid over-crowding.
Close, well-connected parks give people the opportunity to move on to another
park if one seems too busy.
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Community

-..

Future station areas are envisioned as cohesive communities. THPRD has an opportunity
to improve and encourage these communities with parks and recreation facilities. Of
course, pleasant and popular parks do not create community, but they can facilitate its
development. Central gathering places, such as the Community Square described in
Section 2.4, help define the center of communities. Public parks are an essential element
of the overall mixed-use nature of development, providing a place to interact with
neighbors, meet people, etc. Conversely, a stronger community will make greater use of
parks and recreational opportunities.

Density
Station area communities have higher planned development densities than THPRD has
typically worked with. Three challenges are posed by these higher densities.

.;.....

.A

-

1.

Increased density and population within station commentates make it necessary to
restructure current service requirements to provide optimal park access.

2.

Due to higher land values and the need to preserve land for high-density
development, land will be more difficult to acquire in station communities. This is
especially true for large parcels, so smal I parks are necessary.

3.

More people will live in apartments, condominiums, and on smaller lots, so fewer
residents will have large private open spaces (i.e., suburban yards). Parks, if welldesigned, take on an additional role. One major role of parks in current suburban
areas is to provide programmed activities, though at least half of the use is sti 11 nonplanned, passive recreation. In contrast, in new, compact neighborhoods where
open space is at a premium, non-programmed activities will likely be even more
important. People will still want to join baseball and soccer leagues, but other
activities and benefits of open space will be espedally vaJued.

Connectivity
-..

-

Future station areas should enhance access and travel by foot, bicycle, other nonmotorized means, transit, and cars. This should occur within each station area, among
station areas, and between station areas and other significant locations within the District.
The light rail line is the most obvious aspect of improved connectivity in future station
communities. Light rail transit will change transportation patterns in the immediate station
area.
Future plans for transportation and transit development, as wel I as legal
requirements, will concentrate more attention on multi-modal connectivity, resulting in
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communities where most transportation needs will easily be met through a system of
pedestrian paths, sidewalks, bicycle paths, transit service, and roads. (See Appendix G for
historical context.)
Connectivity will make parks within station communities more accessible. Currently,
Neighborhood Parks are sited to allow users to reach them without an automobile, but
Community and Regional Parks have larger service areas. While pedestrian connections
are provided to these larger facilities, people who live some distance away are likely to
drive to them. Thus, people under 16 and a portion of people over 65, as well as others
who cannot or choose not to drive may have more difficulty reaching these larger facilities.
With light rail, people can reach not only their own Neighborhood Park, but also parks at
other station areas quickly and safely, without having to drive. (Though this may be
somewhat true with buses, many suburban dwellers find the service is sparse and buses are
daunting and uncomfortable. Light rai I has frequency, efficiency and an attractiveness that
buses do not currently have in the eyes of the pub I ic.)
Therefore, parks within walking distance of a light rail station will be more accessible to
many people. Community or Regional Parks could be located within a station community,
especially if they are targeted to people with Ii m ited transportation options.
Enhanced connectivity within station areas is an opportunity THPRD can use to its
advantage. People tend to self-regulate to avoid crowding in public parks and plazas
(Jacobs 1961; Whyte 1980 and 1988). As the number of people in a particular park
reaches a level where crowding might begin to occur, fewer people enter the space and
more begin to leave. In this way, the park never becomes crowded, reaching a dynamic
equilibrium at relatively high densities. Providing a system of well-connected parks
ensures that when one park reaches this equilibrium, other parks are within a short walk.
Both programmed and non-programmed activities may change with this change in
accessibility. With greater non-vehicular access, more younger and older residents may
seek activities at THPRD facilities, increasing use and demand. Also, parks within the
station areas will suddenly be on the walk between the transit station and home. This may
increase commuter-peak-hour use of both programmed and non-programmed activities.
Parks and recreation can also encourage and enable transit use. Through coordination
with Tri-Met, the City of Beaverton, and Washington County, and by integrating transit
service and non-motorized modes into parks planning, not only do parks benefit from
transit, but transit can be made more viable and attractive by parks. Parks and recreation
play a vital role in the future success of the 2040 Growth Concept. Parks will improve the
livability of station areas, making them more attractive and leading to greater acceptance
and demand for such communities.

8
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2.3 Service Criteria

,.~-:i

-

i-~

-

Before trying to project into the future to determine parks needs, it is necessary to get a
picture of current conditions. Appendix A presents THPRD's current service criteria in a
· way that may be compared with the proposed service criteria and park classifications in
this chapter. Appendix B summarizes public comments about THPRD's service, Appendix
C describes facilities provided by some private developers, and Appendix D presents
demographic data for the District. All of these elements may impact future parks and
recreation needs and THPRD's plans for service provision.
As. of this writing, THPRD has tentatively identified one acre o~.. NetgRborbe~P-arks for.
each 1,000 population as a general service criteria. This standard is above the current
average level within the District. Recent public input does not indicate a great demand for
more parks at current population levels, only in response to future growth (see Appendix
B). The 1 acre/1,000 population goal should provide the District with adequate land to
accommodate future growth. Barring a sudden trend in some intensely land-consumptive
sport, the criteria should allow the flexibility to deal with future changes in population
demographics and preferences, as stressed in Section 2.5, Design Issues.
In our proposed park classification scheme for station communities, three types of parks
serve the Neighborhood-level (Mini-Parks, Community Squares, and Neighborhood Parks).
The total acreage of all three should be counted toward the 1 acre/1,000 population
criteria. In addition, privately provided open space, if developed to the same standards,
can substitute in part for pub I ic parks.
However, the spirit of the criteria rather than the number is important. Fully-developed,
wel I-designed parks can provide the same number of opportunities as half the acreage of
less-developed parks. Thus, the criteria should serve only as a guideline, just as the
National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) suggests (Lancaster 1990). More
important is the proximity, accessibility, and quality of parks.

..,,....

-.

-

Parks should be no more than three minutes away from any residence (Alexander 1977).
Though the positive aspects of parks are needed, only people who live very close
(generally within three minutes) make full, daily use of them (Alexander 1977). A threeminute walk to a park was considered ideal when most people traveled by foot rather than
by car (Greed 1994). This still holds true for people in TODs;
Of utmost importance is to choose specific facilities (e.g., tennis courts, soccer fields)
within each park based on public input. There is no perfect formula for determining the
needs of an individual park. Only the nearby residents and frequent users will be able to
choose what should be there.
Possible methods of obtaining public input include
neighborhood workshops, localized questionnaires, and design charettes. Methods of
engaging the community include eliciting design help from neighborhood associations,
and involving local residents in Adopt-A-Park programs (see Section 4.3).
A Plan for Parks and Recreation in Light Rail Station Communities
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The NRPA provides specific numerical guidelines for facilities provision in parks (NRPA,
1990). These are to be used as guidelines that should be adjusted with experience.
Though the best way to determine facilities needs is to ask the residents, Appendix J
presents a standardized use ratio that could be used to generate reasonable guidelines.

2.4 Future Park Classifications
THPRD's existing classification of parks (Appendix A) can apply to station areas. However,
the anticipated needs in station communities suggest revising the classifications, as shown
in Figure 2-1 and detailed below. Two classifications are entirely new; the remainder are
simply amended as explained in this section.
The numbers provided here are guidelines to be modified with experience. The service
area criterion should provide the strongest guide to parks planning. Size and population
estimates (based on estimation of typical densities expected in TODs) are given as guides.
The proposed minimum park size classification is lower than current THPRD minimums. It
was reduced to provide as much coverage as possible within station communities. With
less private open space available, public open space should be even closer to every
resident. Though numerous small parks could have cost implications, design strategies can
be utilized to minimize them (see Section 2.5). Small parks can provide a quality park
experience.
The true need is for public open space that is easily accessible; size is relatively
inconsequential. Although people often say they use parks as an opportunity to get away,
their use indicates the opposite. Smaller parks open to thoroughfares with many people
passing through are most popular (Whyte 1988; Jacobs 1961).
Solitude is only
occasionally a goal of parks users (but it should also be provided for; facilities like the
THPRD Nature Park and smaller natural areas serve this purpose). Exercise, pleasant
walks, meeting people, sitting in the sun, and a number of other activities possible in
almost any size park form the vast majority of activities in parks. More active recreation
and organized sports still occur at larger sites and must be planned for, but most needs
created by the new station area communities can be and must be met with smaller, nearby
spaces.
The proposed classifications have an overall logic. The first four categories (Mini-,
Neighborhood, Community, and Regional Parks) involve parks and facilities that serve
progressively larger portions of the population. Population Served plays the main role in
determining the classification. Within these four categories, proximity of a higher level
park can take the place of any lower level park (i.e., a residence next to a Community Park
does not need a Mini-Park in addition). The next two categories (Natural Areas/Wetlands
and Open Space/Greenwaysi'Trails) remain separate to portray the importance of _natural
10
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2,000-5,000

10,000+

255,000

varies

varies

10-minute walk
(approximately
1/2 mile)

2 or more
light rail
station areas
and/or
1/3-mile radius
55 sq. mi.+

varies

varies

varies
station
community

1-5 acres

5-25 acres

25 + acres

varies

varies

varies

0.5-1 acre

Neighborhood Park

Community Park

Regional Park

Natural Areas/
Wetlands

Open Space/
G reenways/Trai Is

Special Faci I ities
and Properties
Community Square

2,000-10,000

varies

200-2,000

3-minute walk
(approximately
800 feet)

3,000 sq. ft.1 acre

Mini-Park

Size

Population
Served

THPRD
Classification

Service
Area

Ice rink
Golf course
Camping
Wild life refuge
Boardwalks
View points

Hardscape/softscape balance
Seating (movable)
Space for food provision:
Vendor carts, snack bar, or cafe

Drinking fountain
Plantings
Fountain
Small amphitheater

Visitors/Interpretive Center
Large group picnic area
Natural area preservation
Pathways/T rai Is
Observation opportunities
Interpretive Center
Pathways/T rai Is
Running trail
Play equipment
Frisbee golf
Benches
Unique facilities that cannot otherwise be classified

All above facilities plus:

Group picnic area/shelter
Interactive recreational water feature
Tennis courts (4 min.)
Recreation Center
Community library

All above facilities plus:

'•!,

Play field
Playground
View points
Horseshoe courts
Volleyball court
Track
Childcare faci I ities
Bleachers
Formal garden
Swim Center

All above facilities plus:
Basketbal I court
Skate area
Restrooms
Gardens

Arbor/gazebo
Drinking fountain
Community garden

Facilities
Native vegetation
Benches
Hardscape/softscape balance

Figure 2-1
Proposed THPRD Parks and Facilities Classification Matrix

)

Community events
Information kiosk
Restrooms
Public art

View points
Picnic tables

Water-based recreation
(e.g., boating, fishing)
Arboretum
Aquatic activity park
Wildlife refuge
Native plantings

Play pad
Picnic tables
Small play structure
Wading pool/junior pool
Small amphitheater
Tennis courts (2 max.)
Small picnic shelter
Interactive water feature
Athletic fields
Large amphitheater
Concession
Senior Center
Historic properties

features. The few facilities and parks that do not fit into any other category are in Special
Facilities. Finally, Community Square is a special category, relating to the unique needs of
station area communities.

Mini-Park
The Mini-Park is a
density areas and
communities.
In
However, its size,
classification.

new classification, which reflects the needs for more parks in higher
a strong commitment to providing nearby parks within station
one sense, the Mini-Park is simply a small Neighborhood Park.
use, and intended fu-nction are different enough to warrant its own

Smaller, more widely dispersed parks offer better access to all people within a community
than larger centralized ones. Almost any smal I open space can fit this classification, as
long as it is accessible to the public. A single lot with native, low-maintenance vegetation,
a bench, a picnic table, and perhaps a small play structure can serve the immediate park
and open space needs of many people within a few blocks. Not all needs can be served
by such a park, but this is always true. No park provides for every sport. The majority of
activity at most parks is passive. Most people are looking for a brief respite, a social
opportunity, in public open spaces. Even tiny parks fill this need.

Neighborhood Park
The Neighborhood Park classification remains essentially the same as in THPRD's current
service categories. (See Appendix A.) People within easy walking distance can use a
Neighborhood Park for a variety of activities. Smaller sports facilities may be included.
The major change is that current criteria set the minimum size of such a park at three acres.
In station areas, Neighborhood Parks as well as other park types must be closer to the
average residence. In addition, land acquisition costs will be higher and large parcels will
be targeted for development. To provide adequate coverage, smaller parks may be
necessary. Therefore, the minimum ~park stze for this classification is reduced to one acre.

Community Park
As currently defined, the Community Park is a larger park designed to serve a number of
neighborhoods. It also has a greater level of organized sports and other facilities than
Neighborhood Parks to accommodate heavier use. At very high densities, a Community
Park could serve a single large station area. However, a more likely opportunity is to serve
several station areas with a single Community Park.
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A Community Park at one station area should mesh several uses from the matrix in Figure
2-1 into one facility. It should include a small recreation center with special senior, teen,
and daycare programs. The Community Park would be accessible to transit-dependent
people all along the light rail line. This facility could be incorporated into a larger mixeduse structure, either with office or retail space, or perhaps as part of the planned Beaverton
Civic Center at Beaverton Trans it Center. The Beaverton Trans it Center or Beaverton
Central station area would be an optimal location for a Community Park facility.

-

Large facilities like Community Parks present a problem for station areas. If they are
placed too far from the station, convenient access is lost, and there is I ittle benefit from
being located in the station area at al I. If placed too close to the station, they uti I ize land
that is better used for dense development served by small parks/open spaces, which are in
keeping with 2040 Growth Concept. Thus, in general, large facilities play a lesser role in
station communities than do smaller, more versatile spaces. This does not mean large
facilities are unimportant. Because light rail will increase accessibility for people without
autos, faci I ities serving such populations are entirely appropriate in one or two station
areas. Examples of facilities include those offering teen-focused activities, senior programs,
and a community library.

Regional Park
Designed to serve the whole district, Regional Parks are large parks with many faci I ities.
Certain services, especially targeting people with fewer mobility options, caQ be sited near
I ight rai I stations.
In considering siting a Regional Park in a station community, THPRD must weigh the
potential benefits of the facility with the land costs. A large development like the
Terpenning Complex would be inappropriate. First, land close to the station will be
expensive to acquire. Second, a large park near the station would prohibit developing that
land with more land-intensive uses essential for a transit-oriented community. Of course,
Terpenning or other regional facilities can be linked to the light rail with high-frequency
bus service and trails to provide convenient access. The curr.ent Route 67 from the Merlo
station to the Terpenning Complex is an example, though higher frequencies of bus service
are preferable.

Natural Areas/Wetlands and Open Space/Greenway/Trails
The natural area designations remain essentially unchanged. However, emphasis should
be placed on linking greenways and trails with both transit, THPRD parks, and other
natural and open spaces.
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Increasing urbanization in Washington County will increase environmental impacts,
therefore, it is especially important to preserve natural areas, when possible.

Special Facilities
Most Special Facilities under THPRD's current classification have been moved into more
appropriate and specific categories. Most facilities have an inherent level of service, and it
is important to keep this in mind rather than relegate them to a catch-all category that does
not offer any guidelines for provision. Only very special facilities that cannot be classified
in any of the other classifications should remain.

Community Square
The Community Square is a new classification, necessary to respond to the special aspects
of station area communities. Each community should have a central location that serves as
public space and for community events. It would be a place for gathering in groups and
meeting others, located near surrounding activities like restaurants, shopping, and
employment.
Given the region's climate and the heavy use such central facilities would probably
receive, this park should have a balance of hardscape and softscape. It should be adequate
for community activities, but not be too large. Think in terms of a small Pioneer
Courthouse Square or a tiny Rockefeller Center. The cultural center of the community rests
here. If a link to a nature trail or open space away from the station could be made, then so
much the better.

2.5 Design Issues
Good design significantly contributes to the success of parks and open spaces. Design
guidelines should apply not only to park and recreation facilities themselves, but also to
the adjacent uses which interact with and help define these park spaces. This section
presents a set of design objectives with particular relevance to park planning in station
communities. Each objective is followed by an explanation and suggested tools for
achieving the objective.
The design issues presented here have been raised by numerous authors, some of whom
are referenced in this section. Others are discussed in Appendix H. We also found many
of these issues cited by District residents (Appendix B) and heard them in brainstorming
sessions held with college students and THPRD staff (Appendix I). Many are also being
addressed by other cities in North America (Appendix E.)
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Objective: Make Parks Part of an Integrated Transportation Network
Park spaces should function as part of the interconnected street systems expected to
characterize future station communities. Station communities will offer good opportunities
for residents to use alternative transportation modes. Convenient pedestrian and bicycle
connections should be made among park facilities and between parks and other
destinations. Parks should improve the transportation netw~:>rk by providing a pleasant,
safe environment for all users, whether they are passing through or visiting a park.

Tools:

+
+
+
+
+

Locate parks with attention to their distance from and access to other significant
destinations within a station area. Locate parks along streets which provide bicycle
or pedestrian amenities.
Ensure multi-modal access into and out of a park in various directions. Streets and
trails should lead up to or border parks.
Co.ntribute to pedestrian comfort by providing shelter from the sun, wind, and rain.
Provide frequent seating areas for pedestrians to rest.
Provide outdoor lighting to encourage evening pedestrian activity and increase
safety.
Provide access for people with physical mobility limitations. This will enhance
comfort and convenience for al I users.

Objective: Create Parks that Feel Safe
While always an issue in park design, safety concerns will be particularly important in
station areas because many people--especially those unaccustomed to higher residential
densities--believe crime increases with density. Several elements can create a sense of
security in parks:

Tools:

+

Improve visibility by providing clear sight lines into and out of a park. Berms,
dense vegetation, or other barriers which prevent people from seeing into a park
may discourage people from entering a space. A user should be able to scan the
entire park area. Nighttime lighting should be provided (Greed 1994).
+ Orient buildings to face a park and ensure building facades contain windows. This
provides a connection to surrounding land uses and creates "eyes" on the park,
discouraging illicit uses and increasing interaction.
+ · Locate parks in mixed-use areas, generating use throughout the day (Jacobs 1961 ).
+ Ensure that streets lead up to or border a park so it does not feel isolated.
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+ Provide access routes in several directions to provide users with potential escape
routes.
Park safety issues encompass not only crime concerns but also protection from traffic
dangers:

+ As much as possible, locate parks away from roads with heavy vehicular traffic.
+ Separating different uses an,d user groups. For example, designate separate trails for
bicycles/roller sports and pedestrians, or designate separate lanes for these two
activities. Similarly, provide separate play structures for pre-school and pre-teen
children.

Objective: Create Parks that Enhance Community Identity
Parks can serve as focal points in station communities. The degree to which parks
contribute to community identity is influenced by the vitality of the surrounding
community; the amount of interaction between the park and surrounding land uses; the
degree to which a park reflects cultural values of the surrounding community; the strength
of the aesthetic experience provided by a park space; and, perhaps most importantly, the
amount of use a park receives.

Tools:

+ Locate Community Squares in high-activity, mixed-use areas.
+ Include features in parks and plazas that reflect the cultural and historical aspects of
their users and location.

+ Incorporate elements such as water features, works of art, or other focal points,
creating a unique park or plaza.

+ Repeat design elements in different parts of a station community to provide
+

continuity and a special identity.
Consult residents and utilize their input. This will increase their sense of ownership
and investment in a park space. Community workshops are useful in obtaining
input from iocal residents.

Objective: Create a Positive Aesthetic Experience
An attractive, well-designed park can be a successful center for the community. Attractive
parks can also contribute to the initial success of station communities by providing a
special amenity for early residents.
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Tools:

+
+

+

+

Create parks of appropriate size. Smal I parks can provide a strong aesthetic
experience. Use grade changes and human-scaled elements to break up larger
spaces and create visual interest.
Create park spaces with a balance of openness and enclosure. People may seek
large parks for a sense of openness and freedom. Small plazas and community
squares, on the other hand, require a strong sense of enclosure. The character and
height of surrounding buildings contributes to a plaza's ability to create an intense,
three-dimensional experience (Hedman 1984).
Include focal points (visual anchors) within a park to tie the whole together. Also
provide sight lines both into a space and out toward important focal points (e.g., a
tower). Orient parks and plazas to emphasize important natural, built, or historic
features.
Strike a balance between simplicity and complexity. Keep overall park shape easily
comprehensible, yet add variation and intricacy through the use paving or building
materials, topological changes, groupings of plants, and views leading to focal
points.

Objective: Work in Concert with Natural Features and Processes
Integration of natural and built environments is important in park design. The expected
urbanization in station areas creates a special responsibility to consider natural features and
ecological processes.
New development will transform the landscape in several ways. New development near
Iight rai I stations wi 11 increase impervious surfaces and generate more stormwater runoff.
As station areas urbanize, trees will be removed or become susceptible to damage from
construction and other urban impacts. Development of currently open land may disrupt
existing plant and animal habitats.
Respect for natural processes cannot only mitigate potential damage, but lead to
memorable urban form (Spirn 1984). Good park design incorporates climatological
elements such as sun and wind patterns, and hydrology. Oregon's climate of wet winters
and dry summers creates special design considerations. Natural features are also important
to consider in the site planning process to maximize user comfort and minimize
maintenance costs (Whyte 1980) .
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Tools:

+
+

+
+
+
+

+

Early in the station area design and planning process, identify and evaluate natural
features such as streams, wetlands, forested areas, unique stands of vegetation, or
areas serving as wildlife habitat.
Preserve significant elements of the ecosystem by integrating them into an open
space network. They can be incorporated into th'e design of active recreational
parks as special focal points or set aside as protected areas receiving less intensive
use.
Determine daily and yearly sun patterns, as well as the presence of elements which
block sun, then site and design parks to provide sunny areas during the winter, and
both sun and shade in the summer.
Design and locate park spaces so that wind is minimized.
Provide sheltered areas to shield users from precipitation. In the winter, the ground
becomes muddy, so provide paved, gravel, or woodchip walkways through a park.
Parks can play a role in mitigating the impact of runoff by incorporating structures
which detain stormwater and slow its movement into water bodies. Locate parks
next to streams so they may serve as stream overflow areas. There are many good
examples of parks which double as water-retention areas (Spirn 1984).
Compile and employ a catalogue of hardy and indigenous plants which can best
survive urban stresses.
Careful consideration of appropriate species and extra
planting efforts designed to help plants survive saves money in the long run because
fewer plants will have to be replaced.

Objective: Make Parks Responsive to Demographic Context
Good design reflects a park's physical and social setting. The demographic character of
THPRD's service district will undoubtedly change over the next few decades, and station
areas wi II reflect these changes. The age, cultural heritage, average household size, and
family structure of households in station areas will influence recreational preferences and
park needs.
The densities and price range of the units in TODs may attract smaller families, including
single-parent households and single adults (Calthorpe Associates 1993). Faced with time
constraints, single-parent households wi II benefit from parks within a short walk of their
residences.
The future population in the Portland region will likely include a greater number of people
from a variety of cultural and ethnic backgrounds. At least one study found that parks play
different roles and are used in different ways by different cultural groups (Hutchison 1987).
In cultures with strong family orientation, groups in parks are more likely to be of mixed
ages and to be engaged in stationary activities (e.g., playgrounds, picnics). In those with
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less family orientation, groups are more often of like age and use parks in mobile, but nonorgan ized activities (e.g., bicycling, walking, jogging).
However, making sweeping claims about the needs of different cultural groups is
inappropriate and unlikely to result in optimal solutions. A much better approach is to
respond directly to the stated needs of the neighborhood, regardless of cultural mix.

Tools:

+ Seek resident input in order to develop park and recreation spaces responsive to the
needs of users.

+ Provide flexible park spaces accommodating both large group and small group
activities to reflect the variety of households and people using them.

Objective: Integrate Parks with Their Surroundings
Land uses surrounding a park space profoundly influence its use and success. Vital areas
tend to have vital parks (Jacobs 1961 ). A mix of land uses surrounding a park helps
generate multiple sets of people who use the park throughout the day.

Tools:

+ Consider the proximity of existing park and recreational facilities when determining
+
+
+

the need for parks in new developments.
Existing facilities influence the
appropriate location, scale, and function of new parks.
Locate parks in vital, mixed-use areas.
Require adjacent buildings to face the park.
Incorporate design elements from the surrounding area.

Objective: Create Parks Serving Multiple Functions
Parks faci I itating various types of activities should be accessible to residents of a station
area. If residents of station areas use alternative modes of transportation, it is especially
important that they have different types of facilities within easy reach of their homes or
workplaces.
People use parks for many different reasons: to interact with others or to be alone; to play
sports or to ponder quietly; to linger or to pass through on their way to somewhere else.
When determining park function, designers should also think about daily and seasonal
patterns of use.
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Tools:

+
+

+

+

A station area park system should provide a balance of passive and active
recreational opportunities.
The layout of elements within a park should provide opportunities for either
solitude or interaction. When seats face each other, people can interact. Sitting
spaces oriented towards a children's play area allow parents a view of the activity.
Semi-circular seating (i.e., amphitheater) is useful for a place where performances
might occur. A few scattered benches allow solitude.
Designers should consider lik~ly· movement patterns through parks.
Informal
pathways that develop should be supported rather than discouraged, as long as they
do not damage environmentally sensitive areas.
Incorporate suggestions from Section 2.4 to determine appropriate facilities for
different park types in order to create a system of parks in station communities that
offers multiple recreational opportunities.

Multiple-function facilities are important to station areas for additional reasons. Station
communities should develop at high densities in order to encourage use of transit, walking,
and bicycling. Land prices in station areas are expected to rise. In this context, multiplefunction facilities--through allowing multiple activities in a smaller area--will use land
efficiently. In addition, the impacts of urbanization on the natural environment can be
mitigated by park facilities which serve dual roles of environmental protection and
recreation provision.

+ Create flexible park spaces that can be used for a variety of activities. Playing fields
+

should be adaptable to different sports.
Consider incorporating stormwater retention- devices, flood overflow areas, or
wildlife corridors into park design.

2.6 Maintenance Costs
Having smaller, more numerous parks raises a question about the long-term cost of
operations and maintenance of these properties. Although a system of smal I parks
increases the number of parks to be maintained, the parks will be close together, reducing
staff's travel time between them. Design and facilities included in a park· have more
impact on long-term costs (see Appendix I, Section 1.3).
Design strategies can be employed to minimize maintenance efforts and costs without
detracting from park quality.
Some of these strategies are compatible with design
guidelines discussed Section 2.5. Strategies include:
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+ Plant native species that require no special care in the local climate.
+ Use hardscapes (such as brick) in locations where heavy foot traffic will occur.
+ Design features and open areas within each park to al low easy access by
+
+
+
+

maintenance equipment and personnel. For instance, restrooms should be close to
the street or other service access.
Place paved or other low maintenance surfaces (e.g., bark dust) rather than grass
under park fixtures like picnic tables. This avoid shaving to move fixtures before
mowing the grass.
Assign some maintenance to local groups such as Adopt-A-Park groups (also see
Section 4.3 ). For example, the Portland Parks Bureau uses volunteers to dear nonnative species from Forest Park.
Use satellite locations for maintenance facilities, staff, and equipment storage.- This
will reduce travel time to each park.
Consider contracting out some maintenance activities.
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•!• CHAPTER 3 •!•
CONCEPTUAL SITE DESIGN

Chapter 2 detai Is criteria and design considerations in a general discussion that can be
widely applicable. However, much of the discussion included the idea that the unique
characteristics of specific places should guide implementation. This chapter presents a
conceptual plan for parks and recreation facilities in one station area, the one located at
170th Avenue in the Elmonica area of Washington County. The plan is a conceptual
application of the criteria presented in Chapter 2.

3.1 Why the l 70th/Elmonica Station Area?
Our decision to focus on 170th/Elmonica was based on current land uses, planned zoning
and development, and natural features. Of the station areas within Washington County's
jurisdiction, the Elmonica station has the greatest potential for significant transit-oriented
development. It also has some challenging elements (e.g., a designated wetland near the
center of the station area). The ideal site for our study would be one with:

+
+
+

good near-term development opportunities,
readily avai Iable information regarding future use, and
a station area that is completely within THPRD service boundary (see Figure 1-1 ).

The station area surrounding the 170th/Elmonica station best fits the selection criteria. It
has a significant amount of still-undeveloped land. This allows extensive near-term
development, more than any other station area fully within current THPRD borders.
Regarding the three characteristics (Section 2.2) of a station area: 170th/Elmonica illustrates
the density aspect as the station which is likely to go through the most intense change
between current conditions and conditions as a fully developed station area. It al lows
connectivity throughout the entire station area, allowing growth of a true community. In
other words, this location will look like the 2040 Growth Concept idea of a station area
sooner than other stations within the District.
We eliminated other station areas for our conceptual park plan for several reasons.
Stations areas west of 170th/Elmonica are only partially or not at all within THPRD
boundaries, thus they were not optimal for analysis.
The next stop east from 170th/Elmonica is Merlo/158th. This "kiss & ride" station is
hemmed in by the Tri-Met bus facility and light rail maintenance facility, the THPRD
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Nature Park, and current institutional and industrial uses. Redevelopment at this station
will occur over a much longer time frame, and many uses, such as Tri-Met's, are unlikely
to relocate or be redeveloped.
The Murray West/Beaverton Creek station had undergone a master plan process for a
transit-oriented community. However, Nike's acquisition of the large Tek Woods property,
which encompasses the northern half of the station area, has left development
opportunities uncertain. This station area will likely provide many opportunities during
future development, but the current uncertain situation was a detractor from choosing this
station.
The Millikan Way station is dominated by high-tech employment uses (e.g., Tektonix),
leaving near-term development uncertain.
The Beaverton Central and Beaverton Transit Center stations are situated in the most urban
settings of any of the stations west of Goose Hollow. These two stations were eliminated
from our study due to the amount of existing development and lack of information about
the station area.
Finally, the Sunset Transit Center is disrupted by US 26 and Highway 217. This site has a
large amount of available land, but the lack of connectivity within the station area in the
near-term was a detriment. Also, because much of the available lafld is held by a single
owner, park land acquisition would be a less certain process.

3.2 History of the Elmonica Area
Based on our findings in Chapter 2 that the unique characteristics of a place should be
incorporated into park design, the history of the Elmonica area should be an important
element in the conceptual plan. Incorporating the area's history into recreational faci I ities
can enhance the sense of community within the 170th/Elmonica station community.
The history of the Elmonica began with the construction of the Oregon Electric Railroad
line in 1908. The railroad requested a right-of-way through property owned by Samuel B.
Stoy, a Portland insurance man. Stoy agreed to the right-of-way on the condition that the
station be named for his two daughters, Eleanor and Monica, hence the name Elmonica.
Another prominent family in the area, the Schlottmans, owned and operated the Elmonica
General Store, which was located at the current intersection of Baseline and 173rd
Avenue. The historic Schlottman house was relocated to THPRD's Terpenning Complex
property and houses the District's maintenance office.
The identity of the Elmonica area with its historic railroad background is evident from the
name of the Elmonica Elementary School's team name, the Elmonica Engineers. The fact
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that the area will once again be an active rail station ties the community to its early
heritage. Remnants of the area's history, such as the old "swaybacked" barn on the Wilson
property near the station site should be commemorated with a historic plaque or
photographic and interpretive display.
An old house near the intersection of 173rd and Baseline (currently home to a gift and
espresso shop) looks very much like the one next to the old Elmonica General Store shown
in one of the photographs in this section. If THPRD could acquire the house, it might
make a good location for a community library combined with a small historical museum
for the area.

3.3 Existing Conditions in the l 70th/Elmonica Station
Area
The location of available and developed land in the 170th/Elmonica station area provides
an exceptional opportunity to create a viable community there. Most of the developable
land is in the immediate vicinity of the light rail station. Much of the land further from the
station platform contains residential subdivisions typical of suburban neighborhoods in
Washington County. This allows for a community with a center of shopping, employment,
and apartments, transitioning to townhomes and small-lot residential, then to lower-density
residential areas.
The station area is divided into quadrants by the light rail line running southeast-northwest
and 170th Avenue running north-south. Each quadrant has unique opportunities and
constraints, but all share some common characteristics. Perhaps the most important shared
characteristic is vacant and buildable land near the light rail station. However, the area is
developing rapidly. Several large parcels in the area have been developed since 1994,
mostly with residential subdivisions. (Figure 3-2 indicates existing conditions in the station
area. Parcels showing zoning designations are either vacant or expected to redevelop
[except those zoned for institutional use, which are existing schools and Tri-Met's
maintenance facility]).
A recent real estate evaluation inventoried all parcels within the core of the station area and
identified key parcels for future development (ECONorthwest 1995). Key parcels were either
vacant or under-developed at the time of the study. Nearly half (92.9 acres) of the 196.4
acres in the station planning area are contained within key parcels, which are divided among
the station area quadrants.
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Northeast Quadrant
In December 1995, Washington County approved development of 144 apartments on 5.9
acres in the northeast quadrant. The parcel is at the corner of SW Jenkins and Baseline Road.
To the east, just outside the planning area, is the Sunset Golf Center and a Price/Costco store.
The northeast quadrant contains an additional 14.6 acres of farmland recommended for
future development. The northeast quadrant also contains the Tri-Met light rail maintenance
facility, located between the light rail line and SW Jenkins Road, and a 460-space park-andride lot which will be completed soon.
Land north of Baseline Road within the northeast quadrant is developed primarily with lowdensity single-family homes (3 to 6 units per acre). Most have been built in the last decade,
and many have been built since 1994. Steele Park, a medium-density, single-family
subdivision based on a design by Calthorpe Associates, is on the northeast corner of Baseline
and 170th. Steele Park will contain 74 homes on lots ranging from 1,700 to 2,500 square
feet (12 to 24 units per acre). A small natural area/wetland lies between Steele Park and
Elmonica Elementary School to the north. The natural area is dedicated open space.

Northwest Quadrant
The northwest quadrant contains 6.2 acres of land identified for future development. Most of
this land is currently developed with low-density commercial and industrial uses. Another
6.5 acres with frontage on the north side of Baseline Road is vacant. A local property owner
plans to develop 18 units of disabled-accessible housing on 1.5 acres of this vacant land, but
a development application has not been submitted yet to Washington County. Single-family
homes and a few vacant parcels occupy the remainder of this quadrant. Construction has
begun on the extension of 170th Avenue north from Baseline to Walker Road (indicated on
Figure 3-2, but not yet complete). The connection will be completed by 1998, when the
light rail line begins operation.

Southwest Quadrant
Most of the developable land in the station area lies in the southwest quadrant.
Approximately 51.5 acres, currently vacant or in agricultural use, have been identified as key
development parcels, though development will be somewhat constrained by identified
wetlands. The remainder of the land in this quadrant is developed primarily with low-density
single-family subdivisions, almost all of which have been constructed since 1980. (An aerial
photo from approximately that time shows almost all of the land in the station area in
agricultural use (US Department of Agriculture 1982).) Some low- to medium-density multifamily housing is built along Merlo Drive west of 170th. Beaver Acres Elementary School is
immediately south of that multi-family housing development.
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Southeast Quadrant
Three key parcels, comprising 14.7 acres, are contained in the southeast quadrant. The
Tualatin Valley Water District maintains some property on the northeast corner of Merlo
Road and 170th, including a demonstration garden for drought-tolerant plants. A small,
paper bag factory is located on a 5.2-acre parcel on the north side of Merlo Drive; and two
other industrial buildings are located across the light rail tracks from the Portland General
Electric substation. The Beaverton School District has a special education school on the
corner of Merlo Drive and Merlo Road. A portion of the THPRD Nature Park is contained
within the southern part of this quadrant.

Challenges and Opportunities Related to Parks and Recreation
Planning
The station area has some special challenges and opportunities relating to parks and open
spaces: two elementary schools, identified wetlands and wildlife habitat, and the THPRD
Nature Park. In addition, THPRD's Terpenning Center is approximately one mile from the
center of the station area.
The two elementary schools, Elmonica and Beaver Acres, are in the Beaverton School
District. These public facilities provide play fields and equipment that can be used by
neighborhood residents during non-school hours.
The most prominent natural feature within the Elmonica station area is a small, intermittent
stream that runs through the southwest quadrant of the station area and connects to
Beaverton Creek. As shown on Figure 3-1, Washington County's Significant Natural and
Cultural Resources Map for the Sunset West Community Plan (part of the County's
Comprehensive Plan) designates the stream corridor as Water Area and Wetlands
(Washington County 1991 ). Wildlife Habitat is also designated along a portion of the
stream within the station area. The National Wetlands Inventory identifies the portion of
the stream at the southwest corner of 170th Avenue and the rail crossing as PEMC
(pal ustri ne emergent, seasonally flooded). Further west, but within the EI mon ica station
planning area, the stream is classified as PFOA (palustrine forested, temporarily flooded),
and PFOC (palustrine forested, seasonally flooded) (US Department of the Interior 1989).
The Washington County Soil Survey map indicates Cove silty clay loam as the soil type in
the wetland area; this is classified as a hydric soil (US Department of Agriculture 1982).
The wetland area has been disturbed by agricultural practices, filled (for road crossings),
channelized, and diverted through culverts. The stream flows under 170th Avenue, and
there are two other stream crossings. One is a private drive, the other is Marty Lane, a
gravel, dead end road. However, most of the wetland area retains native vegetation,
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Figure 3-1
Significant Natural and Cultural Resources
fro m th e Wash in gton Co unty Sun set Wes t Co mmu nity Plan
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This is a generalized description of the significant
resources. Additional Information concerning each
Identified resource is available from the Washington
County Department of Land Use and Transportation,
Hillsboro, Oregon .

WATER AREAS AND WETLANDS
100 year flood plain, drainage·hazard
areas and ponds, except those already
developed. ·
·
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WILDLIFE HABITAT
Sensitive habitats identified by the
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife,
the Audubon Society Urban Wildlife
Habitat Map, and forested areas coincidental with water areas and wetlands.
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WATER AREAS AND WETLANDS
& FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT
Water areas and wetlands that are also
fish and wildlife habitat.
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SIGNIFICANT NATURAL AREAS
Sites of special importance, in their
natural condition, for their ecologic,
scientific, and educational value.
OPEN SPACE
Existing parks, recreation sites, golf
courses, cemeteries, school playgrounds, poweriine rights-of-way, and
future park sites owned by the Tualatin
Hills Park and Recreation District.
HISTORIC AND CULTURAL
RESOURCE OVERLAY DISTRICT
Historic Resources described in the
Washington County Cultural Resources
Inventory, including sites, structures,
objects and buildings. Historic buildings
and structures are protected by regulations in the County's Historic and
Cultural Resource Overlay District.
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including soft rush Uuncus effusus), spreading rush Uuncus patens), Oregon ash (Fraxinus
latifo/ia), and slough sedge (Carex obnupta). Wetland enhancement would improve the
stream's habitat and water-holding functions, as well as its aesthetic and recreational
values. The Unified Sewerage Agency (USA) has already planted some wetland species
along the stream as mitigation for a sewer line which was placed along the southern edge of

the stream. The mitigation planting, done in late 1995, includes red-osier dogwoods (Cornus
stolonifera), willows (Salix sp.), Oregon ash, and rushes in the area immediately adjacent to

170th Avenue and along the stream where it flows under Marty Lane.
Stormwater runoff from the recently completed Tri-Met maintenance facility is being directed
through culverts into the wetland. Runoff from the large park-and-ride lot under construction
at the Elmonica station will also flow into the wetland area. Wetlands can carry and absorb
stormwater runoff, and remove some impurities from the water. Wetlands also play a
significant role in controlling the effects of flooding, underscored by the record floods that
occurred in the Portland metropolitan region in February 1996. Therefore, we feel it is
critical that the natural, water-holding abilities of this stream be preserved and enhanced ·as
much as possible.
The County-identified Wildlife Habitat along the stream, north and east of Pheasant Lane
(Figure 3-1) is primarily forested and floods for part of the year. It lies between two THPRDowned properties: Pheasant Park, a 5.5-acre parcel along Beaverton Creek, and Crowell
Court, a 0.5-acre parcel between two subdivisions. Both properties are identified as Natural
Areas in THPRD's Park Site Inventory (THPRD 1995). The inventory also designates both for
future development. Crowell Court is shown on Figure 3-4; Pheasant Park is just off the
southwest edge of the map (Figure 3-4).
Several groups of mature trees, in addition to those along the stream, are in the station
area. Most of the trees are Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) or Ponderosa pine (Pinus
ponderosa).

The THPRD Nature Park is located southeast of the Elmonica station area; a portion of the
193-acre park is included in the station planning area. THPRD identifies the Nature Park as a
Regional Special Facility. Developed facilities within the park are minimal (i.e., trails), and
future development plans are designed to preserve the park as a Natural Area/Wetland.
While this park offers unique opportunities for visitors to experience a large natural area,
there are concerns about environmental impacts that may be caused by overuse. At present,
there is an entrance to the park on 170th Avenue, but THPRD plans to close this entrance in
an effort to monitor park use. Future access to the park will be maintained off Millikan
Boulevard. Users will be able to reach the park via a pedestrian/bicycle path from the
158th/Merlo station.
The Howard M. Terpenning Recreation Complex, at SW 158th Avenue and Walker Road,
is THPRD's showcase facility. It offers a variety of recreational activities including tennis
courts (some covered), athletic fields, an aquatics center, basketbal I courts, a jogging trai I,
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and meeting and classrooms. A skate park is planned for construction in the near future.
Natural areas are also preserved on the 92-acre site. THPRD's administrative offices are
located at the Terpenning Complex, :and maintenance offices are at the historic Schlottman
House, also on the property. The Complex is listed as a Regional Special Facility in
THPRD's Park Site Inventory.
The Terpenning Recreation Complex is just over a mile away (via streets) from the center of
the 170th/Elmonica station area, offering extensive recreation facilities within relatively easy
reach. Currently, most of the streets between the station and the Terpenning Complex lack
bike lanes and sidewalks.

3.4 Potential Future Development in the
I 70th/Elmonica Station Area
This section presents a picture of what the station area might look like in 20 years. The
future conditions are based on Washington County's current preferred land use concept for
the station community plan and development opportunities identified in a recent real estate
evaluation prepared for the County (ECONorthwest 1995). ·Washington County is currently
seeking public input on the County's preferred land use concept, and it will likely be revised
before adoption (sometime between October 1996 and May 1997). However, the preferred
concept incorporates earlier public comments, so we expect the final concept to be similar to
the one availabre at this time. (See Figure 3-2.)
The existing street system is already undergoing improvements to add capacity. 170th
Avenue will be widened to three lanes through the station area, continuing north to Walker
Road. Baseline is also being widened and realigned at its intersection with Jenkins Road.
Automobiles will remain the
The extension of Jenkins Road is nearing completion.
predominant mode of transportation in Washington County, and many people will continue
to travel through the station area.

Northeast Quadrant
Future development in the northeast quadrant of the station area will be constrained by the
Tri-Met maintenance facility and park-and-ride lot. These two facilities take up a large
amount of land immediately adjacent to the station, undermining development
opportunities there. However, vacant land is available further from the station. The 3.4acre parcel at the corner of Baseline. and 170th is designated for transit-oriented retai I
commercial in the preferred land use concept. Because of its location on two major
streets, auto-oriented retai I is Ii kely to occur, at least in the near future.
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Source: Washington County

NOTE: Density calculated after suhtracting undevelopahle land (wetlands, slopes over 203) and planned right-of-way for major
streets (major collectors and above), but not local and minor streets to be built within the project site.
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Figure 3-2, cont.

Figure 3-3

Representative Housing Types and. Density
Station Area Communities • Washington County, Oregon
Type

Residential Density
(Units/Acre)

Residential Towers

40-100

(Limited application to
area immediately around
Sunset Transit Center)

Midrise Apartments/
Condominiums

40-100

(3 to 8 stories)
L

Mixed-use Neighborhood

24-40

• Street level
retail/office/commercial
• Residential or additional
retail/office/commercial
space on other floors

tlJXJ=<iJU

rrnrur I

I

"Low-rise"I
Moderate Density
Garden Apartments
• With less residential open space

24-40

• With more residential open space

12-24

Partial source: Residential Design Strategies for .5nohomish County Tomorrow

Figure 3-3, cont.

Representative Housing Types and Density
Station Area Communities • Washington County, Oregon
Residential Density
(Units/Acre)

Type

10-14

RowhouseJTownhouse

12-14

Single-Family
with Accessory Apartments/
Carriage Homes

10-14
(
\

\/?
\ . \l.4.'~-·
~~~

~·'

Small Lot Single-Family

7-12

• Zero Lot Line
• Zipper Lot
• Wide by Shallow lots

Detached Single-Family

3-6

• Post WWI I Suburban

Rriw .

5' ~t:=fp

Partial source: Residential Design Strategies for Snohomish County Tomorrow

As mentioned in Section 3.3, residential development is already occurring or has been
approved in the northeast quadrant. The Sunset Golf Center, a driving range, may develop
with low- to medium-density residential in the future, as land values increase.

Northwest Quadrant
The northwest quadrant is also largely developed. The existing retail uses along Baseline
and 170th Avenue will likely be replaced with higher-intensity retail/commercial. Parcels
along 1 70th, located closer to the I ight rai I station and the core of residential development,
are likely to develop with retail and commercial uses that serve the station area
community, such as restaurants, shops, a bank, and other services. Remaining vacant
parcels north of Baseline are planned for low-medium- and medium-density residential
development on the County's preferred land use concept.

Southwest Quadrant
The southwest quadrant contains a large amount of undeveloped land, almost all of which
is designated for residential development. Density will be highest near the station area;
Washington County recommends 24 to 40 dwelling units per acre on land designated for
medium-high density residential.
Apartments and condominiums will be the most
common housing forms.
Further west, land is designated for medium-density
development:
12 to 24 dwelling units per acre.
A combination of townhomes,
apartments, and small-lot single-family homes fits into this category. Land on the western
edge of the planning area, adjacent to existing low-density subdivisions, is designated lowmedium density residential: 9 to 12 dwelling units per acre. This includes small-lot singlefamily homes, townhomes, and duplexes.
(Figure 3-3 illustrates the housing types
expected for various densities.)
The southwest quadrant is projected to contain
approximately 800 housing units, but the actual number will depend on densities realized
in the future.
Approximately 2.5 acres in the southwest quadrant are designated for transit-oriented retai I
commercial. This parcel, on 170th, across from Merlo Drive, provides the best opportunity
for uses serving local residents and people who work in the area, particularly in the
southeast quadrant.

Southeast Quadrant
The southeast quadrant is likely to develop with an office park or high-tech, light industrial
uses, with some retail/commercial uses located on 170th, adjacent to the light rail line.
This quadrant will be the employment center for the station area, and will bring employees
who live in other locations into the area.
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3.5 Conceptual Park and Recreation Plan for
l 70th/Elmonica Station Area
In formulating a conceptual plan for park, open space, and recreation provision at the
170th/Elmonica light rail station area, we combined our research on parks, high-density
development, and other issues with studies specific to the Elmonica station area.
This section is intended to show one application of the concepts presented in Chapter 2 to
an actual station area. The conceptual plan for 170th/Elmonica is shown on Figure 3-4.
The locations indicated for parks are general conceptions only. Parcel-specific plans have
not been made at this time, and it is possible that none of the specific parks in this
conceptual plan will be developed. Our intent is not to define exactly the future parks for
170th/Elmonica, but to provide recommendations. Final decisions depend on THPRD's
ability to acquire parcels and on the needs defined by future residents of the area.
However, we feel it is important that future park faci I ities be located in the general areas
identified, as the locations were determined by analyzing opportunities and constraints of
existing and future conditions in the 170th/Elmonica station area.
Land for some of the future parks/open space in the station area may be provided and
maintained by private developers. Other parcels may be acquired by THPRD through
purchase or dedication. The important thing is that park space is provided. We believe
the number, type, and general location of parks recommended in this plan are the
minimum needed to ensure livability in the station area and to provide a quality park
experience for future residents.

Community Square
For the station area to succeed as a community, it should have an obvious hub of activity,
and it should welcome people into it. In traditional urban neighborhoods, a public space
near a shopping area often provides the hub for social as well as commercial activity.
Neo-traditional and transit-oriented design attempts to re-create this type of urban
interaction.

A community square should be included to serve as the central gathering place for
residents and employees of the 170th/Elmonica station area. The square is a place for
community events, concerts, weekly farmers' markets, etc. To encourage all-day use, it
should be bordered with a mix of commercial and residential uses. Based on the most
recent plans for the Elmonica station community, the best location for a hub is the
southwest quadrant, between the designated retail/commercial and residential areas.
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Ri ght: The Oregon Electric Railway
provided early rai I access to the
Elmonica area.

Left: Early development in
Elmonica included the
A. H. Schlottman General
Merchandise (near 173rd
and Baseline).

Right: This old barn is just
north of the park-and-ride lot
at the 170th/Elmonica
station. The Conceptual Plan
incorporates interpretive
signage (including a photo of
the barn and history of the
area) in a mini-park located
among the pines on the left
side of this photo.

Below: The southwest quadrant of the station area co ntains over 50 acres of vacant land. An intermittent
stream is marked by the line of vegetat ion in the midd leground of this photo.
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Above: An intermittent stream runs southwesterly from the
intersection of 170th Avenue and the light rail line. The
Conceptual Plan preserves th is as a green way and natural area,
with a path along the stream.

Right: Th is stand of Douglas fir is on the southeast corner of 1 70th
Avenue and Merlo Drive. The Conceptual Plan designates a minipark at th is site.

Below: This photo, taken from 170th Avenue looking west/northwest, shows the light rail corr idor. The
185th station is just out of site. Land to the right of the corridor is shown on Washington County's Preferred
Land Use Concept (February 1996) as Transit-Oriented Retail Commercial. The Conceptual Plan designates a
small plaza at the corner.

-

-
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The community square in Elmonica should be approximately one-half acre in size. It
should feel like an urban space, combining green space with hardscape. Grass (to sit on),
trees (to sit under), and plantings of flowers (for seasonal interest), should be included. A
fountain, other water feature, or sculpture would provide interest and triangulation-something that prompts people to start a conversation (Whyte 1980). Because the site is
near the light rail (developed on the historic Oregon Electric Railway alignment)
interpretive signage describing the railway history would ~e appropriate.

Neighborhood Park
The station area should include a park that generally fits the proposed Neighborhood Park
definition: 1 to 5 acres in size, serving residents within a 10-minute walk (see Section 2.4).
Facilities to be included, at a minimum, are picnic tables, an open play field, playground
equipment (either traditional swings, slides, etc.; more innovative play structures; or a
combination), benches, a play pad (paved play area), restrooms, and drinking fountain(s).
Other facilities that should be considered include: horseshoe courts, basketball court (at
least hoops on the play pad), tennis courts, and a volleyball court. Most important at this
time is to acquire the property; most development should occur later with input from
residents.
The neighborhood park should incorporate the intermittent stream. The stream wi 11
provide visual interest; even when the water is low, its course creates some variation in
topography. The park can also serve to protect at least part of the stream and habitat
within and along it. Native, wetland vegetation should be planted in the riparian area to
enhance the wetland area and its functions.
An ideal location for the neighborhood park is adjacent to/incorporating Crowel I Court, an
existing natural area already in THPRD's inventory. Washington County has identified a
park in this location in the preferred land use concept for the station area. This is an
excellent location not only for the natural elements on the site, but because it allows
THPRD to add to a property within "its inventory, making it a more useful space.

-

Trail Connections
A trail along the stream corridor will be a vital element to the 170th/Elmonica station area
community. The stream corridor runs diagonally (northeast to southwest) through the
southwest quadrant of the station area, beginning at 170th Avenue and the light rail
station. Plans for the station area identify the southwest quadrant for containing the
majority of residential uses in the station area (ECONorthwest 1995, Washington County
1995 and 1996).
A trail along the stream would provide an excellent pedestrian
connection to the I ight rai I station and other development along 1 70th Avenue.
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Currently, there are two road crossings of the stream, which will likely be improved as the
area develops. A trail crossing between the two road crossings should be added to
increase pedestrian access within the station area. The bridge or boardwalk crossing
should include sitting areas on both sides and some plantings to define the public space.
Care must be taken to protect and enhance the wetland and wildlife areas along the
stream. Native vegetation should be used to inhibit erosion, increase water holding
capacity, and enhance habitat. Bridges,· paved trails, and/or boardwalks will encourage
people to stay out of the natural areas. Such amenities should be designed to maximize
enjoyment, provide efficient trail connections through the residential areas, and preserve
the natural environment. Of course, they shou Id also be structurally sound--they wi 11 be
integral transportation I inks.
Because the stream corridor is an identified wetland area, the trail must be developed in a
manner that will not create negative impacts. THPRD will need to have the wetland
boundaries delineated, then locate the trail outside of the wetland as much as possible. If
encroachments into the wetland are necessary, e.g., for stream crossings, THPRD must
contact the US Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) and the Oregon Division of State Lands
(DSL) for guidance in minimizing impacts. If development requires filling any wetland
area, a permit must be obtained from ACOE; if more than 50 cubic yards of fill will be
placed, THPRD must also obtain a permit from DSL. Boardwalks through the wetland area
may be allowed without a permit, but THPRD should contact ACOE and DSL prior to any
construction in a delineated wetland.
The trail should continue along the stream southwest, through Crowell Court to Pheasant
Park, then through to 185th Avenue. Such a trail connection is included in the preliminary
Trails and Pathways Master Plan being prepared by Draggoo and Associates for THPRD.
To expand opportunities for pedestrian and bicycle access, the trail should be extended
past the station platform, through the northeast quadrant of the station area and onto the
street system east of the station area. A trail alignment on the eastern edge of the park-andride lot, alongside the Tri-Met maintenance yard, would be the most direct route to SW
Jenkins Road. We recommend a tree-lined, paved trail through this area. Once the trail
reaches Jenkins Road, it would connect to the on-street trail system (sidewalks and bike
lanes) which should be provided along Baseline Road and 158th Avenue. This would
create a trail connection from 185th, through the 170th/Elmonica station area, to the
THPRD Terpenning Center. Convenient access to the Terpenning Center would greatly
enhance the scope of recreational facilities available to station community residents.
Interpretive signs should be included along the trail corridor. These can be used to explain
the importance of wetland areas, the stream's connection to a larger system of wetlands,
and/or simply to direct users to trail connections.
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Small Plaza/Entry to Shopping Area
A small plaza should be provided on the northwest corner of 170th and the light rail
tracks. Retail and office uses in the northwest quadrant will likely be oriented to serving
the local station area community, primarily residents of the southwest quadrant, but also
park-and-ride commuters and residents in the northern portion of the station area and other
nearby residential areas (ECONorthwest 1995). Auto-oriented retail will locate along
170th Avenue and Baseline Road, but other businesses will locate behind them. To reach
those businesses, we envision a pedestrian mall with its entry point where 170th and the
tracks converge.
The entry would be a small plaza, incorporating a fountain or other strong visual aspect to
give identity to the space and make it interesting and inviting. Some seating should be
provided here, but it is important to keep the plaza relatively small--approximately 2,500
square feet. Traffic on 170th Avenue will have noise, visual, and air quality impacts on
this location, but will also add activity and interest. People like to watch people, and this
is where most people will cross 170th to catch the train. In sum, this is not a park for
recreation or to retreat from urban activity, but to meet someone, watch people come and
go, or wait for the train (or bus).

Community Garden/Mini-Park
Community gardens are parcels set aside for individuals and families to use to grow their
own vegetables, flowers, or herbs. Each community garden parcel is divided into equalsized plots, then "rented" (some charge a small fee, some do not) to individuals.
Community gardens are currently quite popular in the Portland area; the Portland Parks
Bureau has a Iist of people waiting for garden plots
It is likely that residents of high-density housing will be especially interested in community
gardens. These residents will not have the backyard gardens so common in large-lot
single-family development, and many will want more than, for example, tomato plants in
pots on the patio. A garden also re~lects the agricultural element in Washington County's
history.

-

A community garden should be located in a mini-park in the southwest quadrant, where
high-density residential uses are concentrated. The parcel need not be centrally located
within the quadrant but should be surrounded by residential uses. Because a community
garden looks very informal, i.e., not urban, the one at Elmonica should be located near
low-medium-density and medium-density housing. This places it in the western part of the
quadrant. One-half acre would provide sufficient space.
The site should only partially be developed for garden plots; the other part should include
a play area (including a play structure) for younger children. This setup would allow
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parents or other caregivers the opportunity to work in their garden while keeping an eye
on the children. Also, many children like to get involved with growing things, but may
like to play with other kids when they lose interest in seeds and dirt. Children even want
to be in sight of their parents sometimes--they provide an audience (Planners Casebook
1995).
As with all parks, the specific design should be flexible enough for future .change. For
example, if the majority of residents interested in gardening are seniors, it may be wise to
develop raised beds for better accessibility.

Mini-Park in Southwest Quadrant
One other mini-park should be provided in the southwest quadrant, north of the wetland
and south of the light rail tracks. To serve the maximum number of people, it should be
located within an area designated for medium-high residential development in Washington
County's preferred land use concept. (See Figures 3-2 and 3-3.)
The park should be approximately one-quarter acre in size and include facilities
appropriate for a mini-park, as listed in Figure 2-1. At a minimum, benches and a play
structure should be provided.

Mini-Park in Northeast Quadrant
The northeast quadrant of the station area is largely developed with single-family homes.
Recently, however, a large (144-unit) multi-family development on Jenkins Road was
approved by Washington County. Another apartment complex, immediately east of the
station area on Baseline Road has been approved by the City of Beaverton. The 74 homes
at Steele Park are nearing completion. While residents of this quadrant are within a mile of
the Terpenning Center and one-half mile of the proposed neighborhood park in the station
area, a mini-park should be developed in this quadrant to serve the daily needs of these
residents. (The dedicated open space within Steele Park is a natural area and not expected
to be developed into a usable park.)
We foresee this park serving a specific purpose, depending on the demographics of the
area. This small park can serve those with limited mobility, for example, young children
(especially pre-school age) or elderly--people who would have more difficulty traveling to
larger parks further away. Facilities in the park should be geared to the nearby population,
(e.g., play equipment for preschool children, benches for seniors and others).
The mini-park should be located in the vacated portion of Baseline Road created by the
realignment of Baseline at Jenkins. The parcel is approximately one-half acre in size and is
surrounded by residential land. Furthermore, it would provide a shortcut for pedestrians
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and cyclists traveling along Baseline Road. Trees or bollards should be placed at both ends
of the park to prevent vehicles from entering.

Preservation of Significant Trees
Two groups of trees, in particular, should be preserved. The first is a stand of Douglas fir
on the southeast corner of 1 70th and Merlo Drive. These trees form a sort of informal
entrance to the southeast quadrant of the station area and would provide the basis for a
mini-park. Douglas fir has played an important role in the history of the Portland region's
industry. Because this portion of the station area is expected to be designated for light
industrial uses, the trees become an even more important historical symbol and
greenspace.
We recommend developing a mini-park on this site. The trees will provide shade, and
benches would be used primarily by employees of -surrounding retail and industrial
development. Residents in apartments or townhouses across 170th would also use the
park and would appreciate a view of the trees from their windows. Facilities should
include a paved path, benches, and/or a picnic table.
The other trees of particular interest are the Ponderosa pines in the area. The stand of
Ponderosas northeast of the old barn, near where Jenkins Extension meets Baseline Road,
includes large trees (some 12 feet in circumference) and should be preserved. Ponderosa
pines are not very common in the Portland region, but are typical of drier climates and
higher elevations east of the Cascade Mountains. However, several stands of mature pines
are scattered throughout the Elmonica area. Another group of Ponderosas is located near
Crowell Court. Preserving the pines in the northeast quadrant will provide a visual
connection to the proposed park in the southwest quadrant. The trees also create visual
interest and would partially screen a portion of the park-and-ride lot from view.
We recommend maintaining the trees for their natural and historical significance, and the
park should remain relatively undeveloped. A paved path, benches, and interpretive signs
would be appropriate. Subjects for interpretive signs include: native vegetation and why
the Ponderosas are found in the area; history of the Howard Wilson farm (including
pictures of the old "swaybacked" barn); and agricultural history of the area.
>-.

Facilities Provided in Coordination with Other Service Providers
THPRD is pursuing intergovernmental coordination and cooperation as part of its
Comprehensive 20-Year Master Plan effort. THPRD and the Beaverton School District
recognize the opportunities for sharing facilities. The two elementary schools in the
170th/Elmonica station area provide important recreation space, especially for active
recreation. While school facilities will be available to the general public only after school
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hours and on weekends, these times coincide with the leisure hours of most residents.
Without coordination with the school district, THPRD would have to provide more athletic
fields and large, open greenspaces within the station area.
While apartment owners or management companies may not be service providers, many of
them do provide recreational facilities. As described in Appendix C, the Hexagon Group
conducted an informal survey of several apartment complexes in eastern Washington
County. Of the 21 apartment' managers contacted, 20 reported maintaining an on-site gym
or fitness facility (e.g., weight room)·. All of them had an outdoor pool on site. Assuming
this trend continues, many of the station area residents will have convenient access to
indoor fitness facilities within their apartment complexes. Those without on-site facilities
may utilize THPRD's Terpenning Center. Provision of indoor fitness facilities in the 170th
Avenue station area should not be an immediate priority for THPRD.
The District should pursue partnerships with private parties, however. If facilities such as
clubhouses or meeting rooms are underutilized in arr apartment complex, THPRD should
arrange to use these spaces for District classes or programs. Likewise, private pools and
other recreational facilities could be used more effectively and efficiently if the District
offered scheduled classes. Such arrangements would maximize the uses of the facilities
while keeping costs lower. THPRD could provide maintenance for the facilities, to off-set
costs for property owners, or could rent the facilities. For THPRD, the cost of utilizing
private facilities saves acquisition and construction costs, and allows the District to adjust
more easily to residents' demands. It is easier and less expensive to send an instructor to
an existing facility than to construct a facility for an instructor.
Private developers are req~ired, in most land use zones, to leave part of the development
site in open area. THPRD could work with developers to design quality open space that is
used by residents. Alternatively, if wildlife habitat or wetlands exist on a development site,
THPRD could help ensure that land set aside provides connectivity for wildlife and/or
protects significant natural resources.

3.6 Facilities at Other Station Areas
Some facilities, especially Community and Regional Parks, can serve more than one station
area (see Section 2.4). Because of the proposed development patterns at 170th/Elmonica
and proximity of the Terpenning Complex and Nature Park, it is not appropriate to site a
large faci Iity at th is station area. However, large faci Iities located in other station areas
would serve residents of 170th/Elmonica by way of their accessibility along the Westside
Light Rail line.
To better link facilities in station communities, we recommend developing a trail for
bicycles and pedestrians that follows the light rail alignment. Such a trail is currently being
provided in Atlanta, Georgia (see Appendix E.)
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The corridor of the Westside Light Rail line could accommodate bikes and pedestrians. It
could also be enhanced with vegetation to create an aesthetic parkway linking station area
communities and their associated park and recreational facilities. This would enhance the
livability of the station areas and connections between them. It would also make riding the
light rail more pleasant and could thereby stimulate ridership. With a variety of
recreational services and opportunities offered at the various light rail station parks,
residents will have a choice of several recreation options at either end of their journey.
To help finance the trail and enhancement of the light rail corridor, a system such as that
used at Pioneer Square could be developed. (Commemorative bricks were sold, and
people can look for their names in the Square's paving.) Individuals and corporations
could be encouraged to purchase a tree to be planted along the line, donate a tree (or
trees) as a memorial, or adopt a section of the trail. Community organizations like
Portland's "Friends of Trees" are valuable resources and should be enlisted to help plant
trees along the light rail line. They organize neighborhood tree plantings and also donate
There are other possibi I ities for involving the
seed I ings to neighborhood groups.
community in enhancing this corridor to create a parkway, such as volunteer efforts and
fundraisers.
We understand that Tri-Met is concerned about safety issues that may arise by al lowing
bicyclists and pedestrians to utilize the light rail corridor. However, the impacts and costs
of a parkway should be investigated. Establishing a comprehensive greenway trail system
would be a significant contribution to the residents of Washington County .

....
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•!• CHAPTER 4 •!•
IMPLEMENTATION

In this time of rapid land development and change, it is important for THPRD to adopt a
pro-active park land acquisition policy. Park land should be identified and set aside as
soon as possible, before other development precludes park and recreation uses or makes
acquisition costs prohibitive. In addition, early park development can benefit a station
community or other TODs:
"The timely commitment of public infrastructure and amenities, such as parks and open
space, will contribute to the project's success by establishing a quality image for the
neighborhood in early phases." (Calthorpe Associates 1993)

Implementation of a park, recreation, and open space system for station communities will
require efforts from multiple agencies and jurisdictions. While some of the following
recommendations may lie outside THPRD's jurisdiction, it is important for THPRD to plan
land acquisition in the context of and with cooperation from other responsible land use
planning agencies. These agencies"" include Washington County, the City of Beaverton,
Metro, Unified Sewerage Agency, and the City of Hillsboro.
Implementing plans for transit-oriented developments may require cities and counties to
develop new guidelines and design criteria for addressing livability issues in a mixed-use
environment. Many jurisdictions are still in the process of developing codes to translate
the goals of neo-traditional neighborhoods into concrete development plans. An ongoing
issue within this process is how to create planning policies for establishing open space
frameworks in station communities and other high-density areas.

4.1 Designating Parks in the Land Use Planning
Process
Is it is important to identify the l9cation and size of sites to be set aside as parks.
Jurisdictions involved in planning TODs have designated park locations on a land use plan
map for the area, then encouraged developers to adhere to these designations
(Mastrantonio-Meuser 1995; Spencer 1995). Park designations on a land use plan map for
a new development should be accompanied by regulations or processes which ensure that
designated areas are set aside.
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4.2 Special Plan Districts
Special plan districts have been used by cities to apply the principles of transit-oriented
development to a particular area. Special plan districts are important for planning station

communities because these areas offer a different set of conditions than do typical
suburban land use patterns. Special zoning districts for transit-oriented developments may
emphasize or require a mix of land uses, an interconnected street pattern, minimum
densities or floor area ratios, and building heights, setbacks, and orientation. They may
also specify design standards that help create pedestrian-friendly environments and ease
pedestrian movements.
Zoning codes can address parks in these new developments both directly and indirectly.
They may establish a procedure for dedication and funding of designated park space. One
agency incorporated land use plan maps showing park locations, minimum park size, and
requirements for trails and accessways into their zoning ordinances for a special plan
district (Clackamas County 1995). A code can require that development minimize
disturbance of natural features like treed areas, wetlands, and stream corridors.
It is important not only to acquire parks, but also to ensure quality design that encourages
park use. A zoning code for a special plan district may set design standards which apply
specifically to uses surrounding parks. Such a code could require that parks be bordered
by roads, trai Is or open space, rather than parking lots, backs of buildings, or blank wal Is.
It might require that buildings facing parks contain windows or architectural features like
bays and balconies or that they meet height and setback limitations. Such design standards
help create pedestrian-friendly, interactive environments which enhance parks.
Many implementation strategies discussed below can also be incorporated into special
zoning overlays designed specifically for station areas.

4.3 Land Acquisition Strategies
Private Donation
Private land owners may donate parcels to THPRD for the development of parks and
recreation facilities or open space preservation. This method for acquiring land has long
been employed by THPRD. The limitation of this method is that the areas donated may
not be optimal park locations.
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Developer Dedication
As part of a new development, a land developer may be expected or required to dedicate
land for parks. Negotiations can occur between the local planning agency and the
developer as to the size and location of the dedication and who takes responsibility for
development ar:'d maintenance of the park. THPRD, as the expert in this field, should
participate in negotiations to ensure that the land dedication meets THPRD's needs.

Fees In-Lieu of Dedication
Another financing method is to implement special park fees for a particular district.
Clackamas County's new ordinances for Sunnyside Village state that a fee in lieu of
dedication is due from each unit. The County's zoning code provides a model for
calculating an appropriate fee per unif based on unit type and overall park and area (see
Appendix K). Such fees should be formulated to adequately support park acquisition costs
created by the new development but not so high as to significantly raise housing prices in
places like station communities, where affordable options are a goal. Fees thus collected
should be used entirely for park acquisition and development, not maintenance.

Systems Development Charges
Parks and open space in new development can be finance, at least partly, through the
development process. itself. Systems development charges (SDCs) are an effective method
of ensuring that new development helps pay for the new infrastructure necessary to support
it. Each new housing development could have a SOC for parks and open space, as well as
for roads and water and sewer Ii nes.
Implementation of SDCs is supported by many residents in the THPRD service area.
Public comments received in community workshops and committee meetings conducted
by and on behalf of THPRD reflect this support (see Appendix B).

Density Transfers
Certain circumstances, such as topography or environmental constraints, may make it
difficult to develop on a particular site, so the permitted development density for that
property is moved to another location, increasing the permitted density for that parcel.
Wetlands on a privately owned parcel could be preserved if the owner is allowed to
develop another site at increased densities, resulting in no net loss of units to the owner.
Density transfer from lands designated for parks and open space to other locations could
be pursued by both Washington County and THPRD.
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Local Improvement Districts

-,

Local improvement districts (LIDs) are formed by local residents in response to a particular
need. The residents agree to assess themselves fees to pay for improvements to address the
need. They then hire a contractor or have a local agency do the improvements. LIDs
could be formed to create park facilities. Residents would acquire park land with their
own money and could either develop and/or maintain it themselves or dedicate it to
THPRD for development and maintenance.

Adopt-A-Park
To help finance the enhancement of parks and recreation facilities, a system such as was
used for Pioneer Courthouse Square (buying a brick) could be developed. For example,
individuals and corporations could be encouraged to purchase a tree to be planted in a
park, or donate trees or benches or other items as memorials.
Another possibility to involve the community in enhancing parks and recreation is to
institute an Adopt-A-Park strategy.
Interested local residents would take partial
responsibility for the design, care, and maintenance of their own park. Successful versions
of this type of program have occurred throughout the country, for example, using
volunteers to clean specified stretches of highway or to clear unwanted vegetation from
parks.
By creating an Adopt-A-Park group, THPRD would create a conduit for receiving public
input about needs at that park. The group could create the nucleus of input for initial
design of the park and for ensuring that the park changes to meet future needs. An AdoptA-Park group could also be responsible for periodic maintenance or organizing special
activities at the park. This would substantially enhance the benefits of the park to the
community. It may also ensure high usage of the park by creating a sense of responsiblity
and collective ownership of that public space.

4.4 Alternate Parks Provision Strategies
Alternate strategies for park acquisition and maintenance may lessen the financial burden
on the parks district, lead to greater recreation provision, and result in outcomes beneficial
to multiple parties.
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Letting Private Developers Provide Facilities
The Hexagon Group's survey of recently-constructed apartment complexes in Washington
County revealed that many of them provide on-site recreational facilities. While apartment
developers have typically installed pools and gyms, they could also be encouraged to
provide courtyard areas, specialty gardens, or passive recreation facilities as part of their
developments.
,
Another private provision alternative is small parks managed by a homeowner's
association. This could work especially well with parks which demand labor investment
and interaction, such as those containing delineated plots where residents grow flowers or
vegetables. Such park space would need to be developed concurrently with housing
construction and would require commitment from the developer.
A cautionary note must be made. While private parties might significantly contribute to
park and recreation facilities for Washington County residents, they cannot entirely
supplant the need for public facilities. It is impossible to ensure that each individual's
recreational needs will be supplied by private development. Because they are open to all
residents, public facilities are essential to providing equitable access. However, private
recreational facilities might influence the quantity and type of parks provided by the public
sector.

Public/Private Partnerships
There may be opportunities to encourage private land owners to allow public use of their
facilities. One example is allowing conditional uses within a particular zone if the
developer agrees to provide recreational facilities. Clackamas County's new Zoning
Ordinances for Sunnyside Village contain a special Community Service District in which
conditional uses may be permitted by providing community facilities like meeting rooms,
gymnasiums, or performance facilities.
A zoning ordinance could also allow larger-than-usual building setbacks for retail buildings
in order to accommodate small plazas and outdoor seating.

Joint Acquisition with Other Public Agencies
In accordance with suggestions made in Third's 20-Year Master Plan Process, the parks
district should consider joint acquisitions with other agencies such as the local school
districts or Unified Sewerage Agency.
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4.5 Responding to Future Change
Addressing community needs and preferences is essential to creating successful parks.
Planning for parks in new neighborhoods is challenging because residents are not yet

present to provide input. While THPRD can consider general demographic trends, it is
impossible to determine who the residents of a new neighborhood will be. Furthermore,
demographic characteristics do not necessarily tell us individuals' park needs and
preferences. It is important to involve residents in planning and developing neighborhood
spaces in order to build connection to and a feeling of investment in those spaces (Hester
1975).
Flexibility is also important in planning successful parks in new neighborhoods. After
acquiring park sites in new neighborhoods, THPRD should leave them relatively
undeveloped until residents move into the area (Hester 1975). Near-term improvements
could include planting and grading to define spaces within the park, and adding seating
and play structures that can be moved at a later time. These improvements create an
attractive amenity for early residents and a draw for the development, but allow flexibility
for future park redevelopment.
When more residents move in, THPRD should conduct outreach to determine what uses
the residents want.
This can be done through public workshops, working with
neighborhood associations, etc. This approach would also save THPRD from trying to
predict what types of recreation will be popular in the future, especially in TODs, which
are new to THPRD's experience.
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•!• CHAPTER 5 •!•
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The issues and criteria presented in preceding chapters can be distilled into a set of
recommendations:

+ Continue to work with Washington County and other agencies in the station
community planning process to identify optimal future park and open space areas
and solidify these into a land use plan for the station communities.

+

Work closely with other agencies to create pedestrian, bicycle, and automobile
connections between park and recreation faci Iities.

+

Acquire identified park land in station areas as soon as possible. Negotiate with
developers or require them to dedicate land identified for parks in the land use
planning process. This will require coordination with Washington County and the
City of Beaverton.

+

Create a system of small parks which are developed in a flexible manner to allow
for future development. Activities should also be programmed for flexibility.

+ Institute a system for financing parks and recreation facilities in TODs. Employ
methods such as SDCs and fees in lieu of dedication to assure that new
developments finance the parks needed to serve them.

+ Locate and design faci Iities to enhance access i bi Iity by al I persons. Al I residents of
a station community should be within a three-minute walk of a park facility.
Pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and automobile connections should be maximized.
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+

Emphasize multi-purpose parks and facilities to maximize flexibility.

+

Emphasize the quality of park and recreation opportunities over the quantity of
space at each site. Small parks will be important in station communities.

•

As neighborhoods become established, further develop the park system with
reference to suggested design criteria and community input. Solicit input from
residents through community workshops, etc. to obtain information on their needs
and preferences.
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+ Use opportunities for cooperation and coordination with other public and private
service providers (e.g., school district, Unified Sewerage Agency, apartment owners)
to maximize efficiency in providing parks and recreation services.

+

Advocate the use of arrangements that encourage developers to contribute public
amenities (e.g., parks, trails) by allowing them special development rights. Tools
include density transfer, allowing conditional uses in exchange for providing
recreation facilities, or increasing allowed setbacks for providing plazas/seating
areas adjacent to sidewalks.

+ Continue to provide parks and recreation facilities that serve all ages.
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•!• APPENDIX A •!•
EXISTING CONDITIONS FOR

THPRD

This appendix summarizes THPRD's current service criteria and provides a park
classification matrix that may be compared with the proposed service criteria in Chapter 2.

A. I THPRD Background Information
THPRD is a special service district formed by a citizen group in 1955. It is the largest
special park and recreation district in the state of Oregon. THPRD serves the city of
Beaverton as well as unincorporated areas of Washington County, including the
communities of Aloha, Rock Creek, ~edar Mill, Cedar Hills, and Raleigh Hills.
The District's stated mission is to provide year-round recreational opportunities for people
of all ages and economic levels. It operates a variety of park and recreational facilities,
including a major sports complex, two recreation centers, a regional nature park, seven
swim centers, a day camp, two lakes, a library, and an historic estate. It is· a very
successful park district, with a great deal of citizen support, and is currently expanding
facilities in order to maintain the quality of services it offers.

A.2 Current Service Criteria
Goals, Policy Statements and Objectives
THPRD currently has no clear set of service needs criteria. However, the District's goals
and objectives are clearly stated. The District's mission statement is:
"The basic goal of the Tualatin Hills Park and Recreation District is to develop a quality park
and recreation program that meets the leisure time needs of the citizens of the District and
insures that all ages and economic levels are served in accordance with changing times and
conditions."

A full set of Policy Statements and Objectives refines the statement. One item to
emphasize is policy statement #17: "Insofar as possible, provide a similar or equal level of
service throughout al I areas served by the District."
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Service Criteria
The current criterion is essentially that there be a park within a half-mile of each residence
within the THPRD district. The criterion is set through classification of current parks and
services. It is not a strict standard that is part of a clearly-stated and separate needs model.
The half-mile distance is embedded in the description of the "neighborhood" or smallestlevel classification of parks. Other classifications serve larger portions of the district or
Some other criteria can be identified from these
perform very special functions.
classifications as well, as will be described below.

Park Classifications
THPRD has six separate park classifications. Each serves a different number and range of
residents or serves a special function. Each has a different level of imp~ovements and
facilities on the park property.

Neighborhood Park
The Neighborhood Park "provides a basic recreational opportunity" and "a peaceful,
refreshing, physically challenging, or imaginative atmosphere" (THPRD, no date). The
service area of the neighborhood park includes all residents within one-half mile of that
park. This distance ensures that it is within a reasonable distance for pedestrian, bicycle or
other non-motorized access.
By limiting the need for motorized vehicles, the
Neighborhood Park performs several functions:

+ provides easy access for children (and other people who are unwilling or unable to
drive),

+ minimizes negative spill-over impacts from traffic congestion, parking and noise on
•

the surrounding neighborhood, and
minimizes the danger of traffic to park users.

Size of the Neighborhood Park is set in the range of 3 to 5 acres. This allows for the
versatility of the space and some of the more land-extensive facilities listed below. The
District's service area is largely suburban and has been since THPRD's formation. Given
the current low density of land use, this size range is probably appropriate. However, in
the station areas of the future, this size requirement will have to be sharply scrutinized and
may need to be reduced for parks analogous to the Neighborhood Park service level.
The specific improvements and facilities provided for the Neighborhood Park vary
depending on the characteristics of the site and the preferences of the residents within the
park's service area. Below are a list of basic improvements and a list of recreational
faci I ities typical of the Neighborhood Park.
A-2
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BASIC IMPROVEMENTS

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Grading and drainage
Seeding
Irrigation
Landscaping
Signs
Paths and trai Is
Drinking fountain

Picnic tables
Play field
Playground equipment
Horseshoe courts
Park benches
Multipurpose play pad
Tennis courts (max. 2)
Volleyball court

Though each Neighborhood Park does not serve a large population, it does include a
number of improvements and facilities. Adding routine maintenance and upkeep at even
this minimum level carries significant costs.
This level of park service should be available to all residents within the THPRD service
area. This requirement is clear, given statement #17 quoted above in "Goals, Policy
Statements and Objectives" and the description of the Neighborhood Park. Thus, the de
facto service criterion is formed: all residents must be within one-half mile of a District
park facility, with Neighborhood-level characteristics and facilities.

Community Park

A Community Park is intended to serve a number of neighborhoods. As such, it includes a
higher level of improvements and facilities, with a corresponding higher cost in land
acquisition, construction and maintenance. The Community Park may also serve as a
Neighborhood Park to those within one-half mile of the Park who do not have a separate
Neighborhood Park.
The Community Park is a much more comprehensive facility than the Neighborhood Park.
It is "designed and equipped in a manner which allows and encourages activities of more
organized, structured and supervised play" (THPRD, no date). Community sports leagues,
and clubs holding special outdoor functions can make use of this level of park. The
automobile is the primary mode of travel to and from this park. This means that negative
impacts on the Park's immediate surroundings are greater. Those residents using the
Community Park for activities more typical of the Neighborhood Park may have access to
more complex and complete facilities but lose some of the safety, quiet and variety
inherent in the Neighborhood Park.
In keeping with its expanded role, the Community Park typically encompasses an area of
between 10 and 25 acres. The large size of these parks reflects the types of activities they
are used for, such as large sports fields with bleachers and large group activity areas.
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The Community Park subsumes all the improvements and facilities of the Neighborhood
Park, plus the additional ones listed below.
,
BASIC IMPROVEMENTS

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Off-street parking
Rest room and storage bldg.

Athletic Fields
Spectator bleachers
Concession
Group picnic area and shelter
Formal garden
Tennis courts (min. 4 courts)

Implicit in this description is the assumption that facilities should be made available for
everyone in the District to have access to group activity areas and organized athletic
competitions. The park, then, is not just open space in the view of THPRD; it is a place
that serves a variety of needs and desires of the District's residents.

Regional Park

Of all THPRD park classifications, the Regional Park serves the largest area and greatest
number of people. A very large park (100 + acres), the Regional Park is intended to serve
the entire District as well as people outside the THPRD servite area. Such large pieces of
land would be questionable in a station area.
Regional Parks encompass all of the improvements and facilities of both Neighborhood
and Community Parks. In addition, the following may be included:
Golf course
Water based recreation (boating, fishing)
Camping
Arboretum
Wildlife refuge
Large group picnic area
Natural area preservation
Visitors/Interpretive Center
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Natural Areas/Wetlands
Natural Areas/Wetlands are defined by features other than size and service area. These
areas are set aside and "left in a natural condition with an emphasis towards the
preservation of wildlife habitat as well as scenic and recreation values." More than the
other park classifications, parks of this classification respond very closely to the existing
features of the natural surroundings.
Within this classification, linear parks receive special attention. These typically fol low
wetlands, streams, or drainage corridors. When they include a path, they provide ·both
proximity to the natural feature and connections to other natural areas and neighborhoods.
The size of this classification is not specified, but varies with the needs of the site. The
THPRD Nature Park, at 193 acres, is more than twice as large as the next largest park
owned by the District. Other Natural Areas may be as small as, or smaller than,
Neighborhood Parks (e.g., Surrey West at 1.03 acres).
Improvements to Natural Areas/Wetlands are limited by the conditions of the site.
Facilities and improvements to the site cannot compromise the value of the site in its
natural state. Heavy recreation is not intended in these areas, as evidenced by the list of
typical improvements below:
Pathways and trails
Observation opportunities
Boardwalks
Wildlife refuge
Native plantings
Interpretive center

Open Space/Greenways/Trails

-

Open Space/Greenwaysffrails are also more closely related to the properties of the site
itself rather than the facilities or nearby population. These parks are areas with special
recreation and/or scenic potential. Intended for more active uses than Natural Areas/
Wetlands, they also typically have higher-impact improvements and facilities:
IMPROVEMENTS

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Grading and drainage
Seeding
Irrigation
·Landscaping
Signs

Pathway and trails
Play equipment
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Drinking fountains
One aim of this classification is to provide non-motorized links between various THPRD
facilities as well as bikeways/trails and other facilities maintained by the City of Beaverton
and Washington County. This aim is only partially realized now. Station areas provide a
unique opportunity to extend access by linking their large populations to each other and to
other destinations of interest. It is essential to locate and set aside areas that provide
connections before development precludes their acquisition.

Spe€ial Facilities and Properties
As its name suggests, the Special Faci Iities/Properties classification is somewhat of a catchal I. This classification includes park facilities for specific groups, or those with unique
characteristics that are valued by the community.
The size and nature of the facilities vary greatly depending on the needs created by the
·specific nature of that facility. Service areas are not explicitly delineated but can, in some
cases, be inferred from the nature of the facility itself. For instance, the seven swimming
pools maintained by THPRD are intended to serve. the entire District with each pool
serving a certain segment. These segments vary greatly in size and shape according to the
quality of the nearby facility and the needs of the residents (e.g., those needing a 50 meter
pool would go to the Terpenning Recreation Complex).
Due to its open nature, this classification would include facilities not yet built, planned for
or even dreamed of. However, examples include:
·
Recreation Centers
Senior Centers
Swim Centers
Historic properties and structures
Historic estates
Gardens
Mini-parks
Amphitheaters
Viewpoints
It is likely that many of the possible parks within the light rail station areas would be
defined as mini-parks, which are currently classified as a Spedal Facility. It would
probably be best to reclassify many of the Special Facilities within the first three Park
classifications. Such a restructuring of the classifications would tie many park types
currently labeled as Special Facilities more strongly to a ~ervice area.
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A.3 Current Park Classification Matrix
One of the ultimate goals of this plan is to develop a set of criteria for providing service in
future station areas. Many considerations will be included in the eventual criteria, as
discussed in Chapter 2. However, it is helpful to simplify THPRD's current classifications
into a simple set of criteria. These criteria can be modified and expanded upon to create
the more complex and inclusive set of criteria, one that reflects the opportunities presented
by station areas. Figure A-1 shows summarizes the current classifications in a matrix.

-
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1/2-mile
radius

1- to 3-mile
radius
55 sq. mi.
(THPRD
service area)
Varies

Varies
Varies

3-5 acres

10-25 acres

100+ acres

Varies

Varies
Varies

Neighborhood Park

Community Park

Regional Park

Natural Areas/
Wetlands

Open Space/
G reenways/T rai Is
Special Facilities
and Properties

'

Service Area

Size

THPRD
Classification

Community gardens
Amphitheaters
View Points
Mini-Parks

Benches
Play pad
Tennis courts (2 max.)
Volleyball court
Athletic fields
Bleachers
Concession
Golf course
Water-based recreation
Camping
Arboretum
Wildlife refuge
Native plantings
Interpretive Center

Facilities

Picnic tables
Play field
Playground
Horseshoe courts
10,000-15,000 Group picnic area/shelter
Formal garden
Tennis courts (4 min.)
170,000
Wildlife refuge
(population in Large group picnic area
THPRD
Natural area preservation
service area) Visitors/Interpretive Center
Varies
Pathways/T rai Is
Observation opportunities
Boardwalks
Varies
Pathways/T rai Is
Play equipment
Varies
Recreation Center
Swim Center
Senior Center
Historic properties

2,000-5,000

Population
Served

Figure A-1
Current THPRD Parks and Facilities Classification Matrix

•!• APPENDIX B •!•
PUBLIC INPUT

B. l Telephone Survey, 1994
THPRD commissioned a telephone survey of public opinion about the District in June,
1994. Randomly-chosen residents were polled by telephone, with 403 total respondents.
This survey was conducted prior to a bond measure for the District that was eventually
passed by the residents.
The most telling result of this survey was the lack of support for substantially expanding
spending and facilities maintained by the District. Although 55 percent were in favor of a
$15 million bond measure, only 45 percent (of those. already indicating support for the
$15 million measure) supported a $26 million bond. The two main reasons cited by those
against any bond measure were that taxes were already too high and that the District
already had enough parks. A further question explored the residents' attitude toward
acquiring more land now while it is still available. An even 48/48 split was the result, and
even this level of support was evident only when the question was phrased, "We need to
preserve park land now while it's stUI available even if our taxes do go up a bit [emphasis
added]." Residents of the District did not show strong support for increased spending by
THPRD .

......
Another question posed during the survey dealt with ratings of statements' effectiveness in
garnering support for a bond measure. The statement that received the most positive
support was "A strong park and recreation system is an important way to keep kids off the
streets and out of gang activity." This response, perhaps to be expected in "lessadvantaged" areas of Portland, shows up even in this suburban District. This is an
important message about the role of parks which should be considered in developing the
conceptual station area plan and proposed classification matrix.

-

Overall faith in the economy has improved somewhat since 1994, so the same survey
conducted today might yield somewhat more positive opinions in regard to spending.
However, the emphasis on improved maintenance and development on land the District
already owns evidenced by several q~estions is unlikely to change dramatically.
Station areas present more uncertainty. In the Metro 2040 Growth Concept, these station
areas will receive a good portion of the population growth within the District, yet the
attitudes and preferences of future residents cannot be assessed at this time.
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8.2 Community Workshops, 1995
A series of neighborhood workshops was conducted by THPRD between mid-October and
early November of 1995. These were conducted as part of the 20-Year Comprehensive
Master Plan process. Attendance was not overwhelming (between 3 and 9 participants at
each of six workshops), but a number of important issues were raised. Although the results
of these workshops cannot be assumed to be representative of residents of the entire
District, they provide indications of residents' concerns.
Many issues were raised at each meeting. After generating a list of concerns and
comments, ranks were assigned to the most important elements. We highlight a few of the
most prevalent here. The need to ensure flexible use of THPRD facilities was raised
repeatedly. As stated in the summary of Workshop #1, "Flexible use of facilities will
provide [the] best value."
Another concern centered around Neighborhood Parks. The participants indicated a desire
to limit parking around Neighborhood Parks to ensure the predominant users were locals.
The parks should not be an "invitation for beer parties and drug dealers." This sentiment
reiterates the fear of inappropriate use mentioned during the telephone survey. One
important role that parks are perceived to play is improving the community by providing
alternatives to negative activities. Another activity idea generated by the workshops was
that THPRD have community gardens at neighborhood centers.
Participants identified the need to improve communications with those who might be
involved in land acquisition by the District. This included the need for the District to
"better explain benefits of donations [of land to THPRD] to landowners."
The need for parks in dense areas with apartments was identified by workshop participants.
Significantly, it was indicated that the low income families in these areas would need
parks. The assumption that apartments will necessarily be inhabited by low-income
families is perhaps not surprising for an area where housing is predominantly single-family.
However, it indicates a challenge in the future acceptance of the station areas.
Other needs indicated were the development of the Portland General Electric powerline
corridor for a trail/linear park, open space preservation, preservation of small natural
spaces and conservation of resource areas, and the need for trails to make connections
with other significant trails, sites or destinations.
One group of participants emphasized the importance ,of parks planning for station areas.
They wanted THPRD to focus land acquisition on future high density areas such as station
areas and Town Centers. This was ranked of highest importance during that workshop.
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The interest in higher density areas was mirrored in a different way at Workshop # 6.
Here, participants identified the need to serve the Farmer's market and other uses requiring
a hardscape in central Beaverton. Pioneer Square was raised as one example of a central
hard surface location that THPRD could maintain (perhaps through partnership with the
City of Beaverton) for varied uses.
Finally, the issue of developers' responsibilities was raised. The idea that developers
should provide pocket parks, or contribute ~and and money (SDCs) for parks to meet the
demand created by new residents in their developments was ranked highest in importance
by several participants.
The workshops provided a somewhat different picture of the District residents' attitudes
than the earlier phone survey. The need for more parks in the future was identified
repeatedly. Yet, at the same time, the cost of acquiring land in an inflated land market was
seen as a real problem. Thus, tod~y's public opinion climate is one in which there are
many desires, but a clear sense of fiscal limitations.

8.3 Mail Survey, 1995
In September 1995, a mail survey was conducted on behalf of THPRD. The· survey was
intended to obtain input from residents who were unable to attend the public workshops.
Response rates to the mail survey were above 20 percent. This survey provided an array of
useful information for THPRD. Selected portions of the survey have direct application to
this report.
All five of the highest rated priorities deal with outdoor spaces. The consultant conducting
the study characterized this as "concern for the loss of open space, of land for future park
needs and of trails and. bikeways". Also, "stream and wetland protection were mentioned
frequently." Furthermore, "passive activity such as walking, enjoying nature and relaxing
receive a higher preference than do the active pastimes such as jogging or bike riding." In
fact, almost 25 percent indicate ride bikes. The second block of highest priority is
recreation for kids. The third block is recreation centers and aquatics.
Benefits cited include "socialization, and community (social and natural) emphasis. "there
seems to be a very clear expression that people see THPRD providing an important basis
for a safe, healthy, livable community."
Of respondents, 34 percent gave "no time in my schedule" as a reason for not visiting
parks or participating in programs. Parks that are well-integrated with transit will help
address this problem for those who use transit for their commute. The parks will then be
on the way home.
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Respondents indicated that the District should provide safe places and programs for
children and fill the void left by reduced school programs. Childcare, however, was not
significantly supported.

B.4 Issues from 20-Year Master Plan Process
Several issues were raised by residents and participants both in committee meetings and
workshops. One issue dealt with flexibility in parks design. For example, soccer was "not
even a blip on the radar screen 20 years ago". This provides an important warning for
predicting future needs over the long term. New interests that are marginal at best now, or
even unknown, may be the next 'new thing.' Only by incorporating flexibility in design
and process can this problem be addressed.
A second set of issues dealt with future land acquisitions for the District. Concerns were
raised that the District needs to be more aggressive with land acquisition. The idea was to
obtain the land now and worry about exact uses later. They also supported future joint
acquisition and programming with the Beaverton School District and other agencies.
Connected to these issues were ideas for funding new parks. System Development
Charges applied to new developments were raised as a possibility, as were Local
Improvement Districts for specialized needs.
Importantly for the focus of this report, members demonstrated support for non-automobile
access to parks from Iight rai I stations and other transit. Also mentioned was the need for
"urban parks" near stations.
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APPENDIX

C •!•

PRIVATE PROVISION OF SERVICES AND FACILITIES

C. l Recreation Facilities in Apartment Complexes
Higher density residential developments, especially apartment complexes, often provide
recreation facilities for their residents. To the extent that such facilities are provided to
residents in the new station areas, this will reduce the need for public provision of facilities
~ by THPRD.
It is, of course, difficult to project the extent and type of facilities that
developers will provide in new future developments. However, in order to develop some
understanding of what might be expected, the Hexagon Group informally surveyed a
number of recently-constructed apartment developments in Washington County. The
results are displayed in Figures C-1 and C-2.
Interviews were conducted over the telephone, with questions posed to on-site
management staff. Properties range from 65 to 630 units and were built between 1986 and
1996, with the majority constructed in the 1990's. The properties chosen should give a
reasonable idea of current provision of faci Iities. However, we must caution that these
developments were not chosen randomly, but rather a cross-section was chosen based on
geographic location within the District and ease of contact. Thus, it is possible that
responses are not representative. However, this should have no real impact on the
conclusions drawn given the general nature of our analysis.
Several faci Iities stood out above al I others. Al I 21 complexes provide an outdoor pool
and fully 20 provide both a spa/jacuzzi and fitness gym. Slightly less frequent, but still in
the majority are clubhouses (17 properties), tot lots (14 properties) and saunas (12
properties). Other facilities are provided at 1/3 of the properties at best.
To the extent that new residents in station areas witl live in such apartment and
condominium complexes, their demand for certain facilities will be low. Our survey
suggests that there will be little need for new outdoor pools, spa/jacuzzi facilities or fitness
gym equipment, except by those not in such developments.
Even the smallest
development, at 65 units, had an outdoor pool, spa/jacuzzi, fitness gym, tanning facilities,
clubhouse and even a community garden.
At this stage it is impossible to accurately predict what percentage of new residents will
live in such developments. It is safe to say, however, that demand for THPRD provision of
those facilities that are widely available will be lower than if the same population growth
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were somehow accommodated by single-family dwellings without common recreational
and sports faci Iities.
Other results that stand out from this survey point to facilities that THPRD probably should
focus on due to the lack of provision by private entities. Only three of the 21 locations

provided an indoor pool. Given our local weather, we can assume that demand for indoor
pool space will keep pace with population growth. In addition, few locations offer
basketball, tennis, racquetball or community gardens. These, then, may be more important
to explore as possible facilities to provide at station areas.
Other facilities are provided at only a few locations. Tanning facilities, putting greens, and
childcare facilities fall into this category. For various reasons, we have not included these
services among those that THPRD should provide in the future. Tanning is widely
available from private companies and does not truly fit the "park and recreation" goal.
Putting greens are most useful when connected to a golf course. Because golf courses
require huge amounts of land, they should not be sited in station areas. Finally, District
provision of childcare has not been well supported in recent public input processes.
A caution about the results is necessary. Although many future apartment developments
are likely to provide fitness and recreation facilities, it is certainly not true that all will do
so. In addition, there will be new developments such as Steele Park that provide higher
densities than the more. typical large-lot single-family developments. These are very
unlikely to provide private sports or recreation facilities. Furthermore, it is possible that the
residents who are most likely to live in housing (especially apartments) that does not
include facilities may be the ones for whom other private fitness facilities would be too
expensive. THPRD strives to keep program fees low in order to allow lower-income
people to take advantage of District programs. · Thus, it is important to consider that,
although private faci Iities provision may lower demand, they cannot supplant public
facilities. Failure to provide public facilities would result in shutting some people out of
the sports and recreation programs the District wants to provide to all of its residents.
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

D. l Metro's Regional Forecast
The demographic. data and forecasts contained in the accompanying tables
directly from Metro's regional forecast for the Portland-Vancouver metropolitan
1993). This is the most up-to-date information available at this time. Metro is
revised forecast, but the information is not yet available. The revised forecast
to indicate more growth than forecast in 1993.

were taken
area (Metro
preparing a
is expected

Metro's data only goes down to the census tract level. Forecasting demographics for
smaller areas, such as station area communities, is very difficult. However, a look at how
demographics will change overall provides some insight ·into future conditions in THPRD's
service area.
Metro divided the Portland metropolitan region into 20 subareas for analysis. Subareas 13
and 14, as shown on Figure D-1, approximate THPRD's service area. Tables D-1 through
D-6 present demographic data for Subareas 13 and 14, both areas _combined (THPRD),
and, for comparison, the metropolitan region as a whole.

Population and Households
As shown in Table D-1, the average annual rate of population growth over the past 25
years in Subarea 14 has been at least twice that of Subarea 13 or the region as a whole.
The forecast indicates that Subarea 14 will continue to grow at a relatively rapid rate over
the next 20 years, absorbing 12 percent of the total growth anticipated in the metropolitan
region between 1990 and 2015. The THPRD sen/ice area will absorb 16 percent of the
region's expected growth over the same time period.

In

1970, Subarea 14 had less than half the population of Subarea 13. By 2015, Subarea 14
is expected to have almost 50,000 (over 45 percent) more residents than Subarea 13. Both
subareas, and virtually every census tract within them, will gain population and housing
units over the next 20 years.
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57,702

1980
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22,490

1970
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1990
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1..4%

2.8%

1.3%

2.1%

Region

Change
90-92
90-15

100.0%

1.8%

2.1%

0.8%

4.9%

THPRD
Region Share

Table D-2
Population and Household Projections
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County Subareas
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Table D-1
Population Trends
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29,969
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42,251

318,803
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I

I

I

149,931

17,377
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144,794

18,927
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10,370

$40,499

374,825

58, 197

35,162

23,036

Plus
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200,891

40,727
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Under

29,752

3,608

62,829

6,871

461,867

66,777

39,506

27,272

54 Years
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25 to
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351,305

45,754
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64 Years

Region

191,468
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109,798
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6,204
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65 Years

Subarea

16,432

13

8,328

$17,499

Persons
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$17,500 t
$29,000 to

98,089

115,037
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22,826
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25 to
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County

Persons

$0 to
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12,621
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AGE OF HOUSEHOLDER

Su bare a

Persons

HOUSEHOLD SIZE
Three
Two

6,410
5,686

7,580
5,040
14,136
15,885

Plus

Under

County

Person

One

139,668

10,854

7,057
3,797

Four

131,413

186,812

90,130

145,329

15,841

11, 158

22,818

15,775
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10,025

10,255
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Table D-4
Household, Income and Age (HIA) for 2015
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Table D-3
Household, Income and Age (HIA) for 1990
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Table D-6
Household, Income and Age Share Change 1990 to 2015
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13
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Two
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Table D-5
Household, Income and Age Change 1990 to 2015

>

13

14

13

14

--,
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Table D-2 indicates that the number of households within the THPRD area will increase at
a slightly faster rate than population, indicating a trend toward smaller household sizes.
Data in Table D-6 reinforce this, showing the share of larger households declining and that
of smaller households increasing. In fact, household size throughout the region is
expected to decline over the next 20 years, following a national trend. Smaller households

are indicative of single-parent families, couples without children, and singles. Because
household size in multi-family units is typically smaller than in single-family, Subarea 13 is
expected to have a smaller average household size than Subarea 14.

Age
The average age of the population in THPRD's service area will shift upward if projections
hold true. The majority of householders will still fall within the 2S-to-S4 age group, but
both of the older age groups (SS to 64 and 6S and over) will increase their share of the
total population. (See Table D-6.)

Income
As indicated in Table D-6, the only income category that will increase its share is the
$40,SOO Plus category. This is due to an assumed increase in real _household incomes and
the underlying growth in asset wealth associated with an aging population. It is interesting
to note that the THPRD area household income share in the upper quartiles currently
exceeds the regional shares by substantial margins. The projections suggest this will still
be the case in 201 S.

Culture, Race, Ethnicity
Metro's forecast does not include any data on cultural composition of the Portland
metropolitan region. However, recent growth has been accompanied by greater influxes
of people from a variety of different cultures. It is likely that this trend will continue.
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OTHER CITIES

E. l Learning from Other Cities and Transit Agencies

-

-

......

To obtain information about how parks are provided in TODs and other high-density areas,
we contacted several cities that have developed light rail transit, or that are recognized for
providing good park facilities in urban environments. We also contacted other cities in the
Portland region to learn how they are changing development patterns to comply with
Metro's 2040 Growth Concept. Most of the information was obtained through telephone
interviews and publications, though some was acquired through personal visits to the cities
(e.g., Vancouver, BC, Seattle, WA).

MetroLink, St. Louis, Missouri
Metrolink is the light rail system recently completed in St. Louis, Missouri. Kiel Center is a
sports and event center near downtown, served by the Metrolink rail system. For Portlandarea residents, the new Rose Garden facility with light rail stop and bus transfer center
nearby is a reasonable comparison. The Bi-State Development Agency, which operates the
region's transit system, is in the process of creating an urban park called Triangle Park at
this station .
"The primary objective of the Triangle Park project is to facilitate and organize pedestrian
access between the Kiel Center and the Kiel Center Metrolink Station. Additionally, it is
intended to provide safer access to surrounding parking facilities as well as nearby
entertainment and employment centers. Moreover, it is expected to serve as a gathering spot
for system riders, the traveling public, Kiel patrons, office workers and tourists .... A balanced
amount of paved and unpaved space is proposed . . . .. The amount of unpaved area is
important to create an appropriate park-like setting." [emphasis added] (Bi-State
Development Agency 1995)

The design objectives created during the process are illuminating for any urban park
development:

1.

Safety. Though this need is primarily seen as one of pedestrian safety in traversing
the space between Kiel Center and the Metrolink Station, this objective can be
more generally stated as that of providing a safe environment for all users of the
park.
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2.

Access. Again, in application to this park alone,. this objective primarily considers
pedestrian access from nearby developments and parking lots. This objective could
be more generally applied with a concern for accessibility by all potential users to
and from the park and its faci I ities.

3.

Identity and Sense of Place. This is essential in all truly successful parks, especially
in urban areas. Specifically for this station, the designers considered design that
reflected the Kiel Center as well as stressing creation of unique public space with
gathering or meeting spaces as well as performance areas for events of varying size.
A good example of this is the use of the metaphor of a river to serve as a general
guide for all identified alternatives for this park. This metaphor. mirrors the
dominant natural feature of the St. Louis metropolitan region, the Mississippi River.

4.

Compatibility.

5.

Maintenance and Operations. This is an essential element of design and planning

For Bi-State, this was primarily a concern for future multi-modal
compatibility in terms of transportation. However, again, this can be restated much
more broadly and becomes an essential element of parks and recreation design.
The elements of design and facilities must be compatible with the surrounding land
uses.

in considering the long-term viability of parks and recreation facilities. Proper
design can substantially reduce the costs of maintenance, al lowing more parks or
more comprehensive and innovative facilities, programs, and recreation in the
future. Examples in application of this concept include the use of low-care plants
such as ornamental grasses and clump-forming herbaceous perennials that are
chosen for their "drought tolerance, color, texture, and pest free characteristics" (BiState Development Agency 1995).
All of the design alternatives include a water feature, abundant seating places on low walls
and other structures. Each design consciously strives to create central places of varying
size within the park to accommodate public gatherings and events.
A final, important feature of the design for this park involves the phasing of plans for future
developments. Improvements are identified in discrete units and prioritized to allow
development over a period of time that can vary with funding and construction realities.

MARTA, Atlanta, Georgia
The city of Atlanta has developed an excellent plan that links parks and .open spaces
together through a greenway system which is aligned with their transit line, MARTA
(Metropolitan Area Regional Transit Agency). (See Figure E-1.) Since Atlanta is hosting the
1996 Summer Olympics, it is not surprising that some innovative planning is occurring
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there to improve the transportation system and Ii nk recreational faci I ities (as wel I as
Olympic venue sites).
One of the visions of Atlanta's Parks, Open Space and Greenways Plan is to provide "wide,
beautifully landscaped paths within a chain of parks filled with families and friends from
across Atlanta, playing games, picnicking, enjoying special events, and socializing" (City of
Atlanta 1993). The city's system of paths will link open space areas, as well as the city's
transit system, which will provide access to recreational opportunities from all
communities within the city.
Two objectives of Atlanta's Greenway Plan are very similar to recommendations we are
making for the Westside Light Rail station area communities:

1..

2.

Provide public parks and plazas in commercial areas to include spaces for
socializing, special events, outdoor dining, sculpture, fountains, landmarks and
gateways.
Strengthen neighborhood unity and stability by creating neighborhood parks that
increase opportunities for neighbors to interact.

Not knowing exactly what the needs of future residents will be, it is important to secure
and protect passive open space. This is listed as an important objective of Atlanta's plan.
The provision of bicycle and pedestrian trails is also a key element of Atlanta's plan. Many
of these trails are planned along the alignment of the transit system. This both enhances
the accessibility to station areas by travel modes other than the automobile, and provides
increased rationale for developing the transH corridor into an aesthetically pleasing park1i ke corridor.·
Regarding the cost and service of a greenway trail along a light rail line, Atlanta provides
an interesting statistic. The City estimates that the proposed greenway trail system will
cost $30 million to build and will serve approximately 5 percent of Atlanta's commuters;
while MARTA cost $1.5 billion and serves approximately 4 percent of commuters.

Regional Transit of Sacramento, California
We contacted Regional Transit of Sacramento and learned that at the present time,
Sacramento is not directly addressing the issue of parks in light rail station area community
development. However, they are involved in the issue of joint use of public facilities
which has direct relevance to implementation strategies that we are exploring for THPRD.
Sacramento County's Executive Office defines Joint Use as:
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"shared use-to the greatest extent possible-of land, capital faci I ities, capital costs, operation
and maintenance costs, staff, and programming responsibilities among respective
government jurisdictions." (County of Sacramento 1994)

.;....

-

In California, Proposition 13 has forced local jurisdictions to look for alternative financing
strategies for public facilities in the face of a decreased tax base. Thus capital costs for
public services have been shifted from taxpayers, to developers and ultimately to home
buyers. In Oregon, this strategy can prove equally effective in maximizing the financial
and natural resources available within growing communities. As discussed in Appendix F,
recent legislation (House Bill 3133) addresses the issue of exempting multi-family housing
developments within light rail station areas of property taxes, by means of providing public
open space or recreational facilities (among other requirements).
Sacramento County has created a Joint Use Task Force to investigate and seek
imp.lementation of strategies for shared use of public facilities. These include:

+ joint use of detention basins and portions of a park;
+ joint use of community centers, satellite offices, libraries, and fire protection
......

+
+

faci Iities;
joint use of parking facilities between various service providers; and
joint use of parks and school facilities.

THPRD should work in cooperation with Washington County, the City of Beaverton, and
private developers wherever possible to negotiate for sh<;tred use of these kinds of public
faci I ities.

-.

...._

-

Santa Clara Transportation Agency, Santa Clara, California
The Santa Clara Transportation Agency, the City of San Jose, and private developers have
been working intensively together to create high density transit-oriented developments
along the light rail system which was begun in 1987. It is one of the most extensive light
rail systems in the nation. Peter Calthorpe has worked with the Santa Clara Transportation
Agency to develop TOD design concepts to create mixed-use communities around the
light rail station areas.
The Santa Clara Transportation Agency has not specifically addressed park provision in
these station area communities specifically, parks and open spaces are integral components
of any successful TOD design. Other features being planned at the TODs which relate to
public services and recreational facilities are day care centers, recreation centers, libraries,
theaters, and tree lined streets which connect the transit stop with local destinations.
There·has been an extensive Station Area Planning Program within the Santa Clara light rail
system which has involved the Transportation Agency and the cities of Milpitas, San Jose,
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Sunnyvale and Mountain View. These cities have rezoned the station areas for higher
density and mixed use development.
Like Sacramento, the Santa Clara Transportation Agency is also working intensively to
promote joint development opportunities in the area. The Agency's goal is to transform
underutilized Agency-owned land around the light rail stations into "safer and more
attractive" areas. Currently, two joint development projects stand out as innovative
examples of public-public and public-private partnerships.
The first is the Tamien Child Care Center, the first child care center to be located at a
station site. The Tamien Station is a multi-modal station which serves riders of Cal-Train (a
commuter train which operates between San Jose and San Francisco}, light rail, and bus.
For many working parents, the trip to the daycare center on the way to work is a deterrent
to taking public transit. The presence of a childcare facility at the station site makes
commuters' schedules simpler and more efficient, thus encouraging ridership and
ultimately decreasing traffic congestion.
The Tamien Child Care Center was built by the Santa Clara Transportation Agency but will
be operated by an independent non-profit contractor. It is located only six minutes from
San Jose State University, which could facilitate the use of student interns and teachers,
keeping operating costs down. Funding for the Center will come from local, state and
federal funds. Eighty percent will come from the lntermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA), which encourages development compatible with intermodal
transportation.
The second innovative development project is the Almaden Lake Village Project, a joint
development between Almaden Lake Village Associates and the Santa Clara County
Transportation Agency.
The term "Trandominium" (a combination of train and
condominium) has been coined to describe this development, the first of its kind in the
nation. It is being constructed on top of a park and ride lot at the Almaden light rail
station, and will consist of two and three story luxury apartment buildings on podiums
over subgrade parking, at a density of 47.2 dwelling units per acre. The development is
geared toward the high end of the rental market and will include amenities such as inner
courtyards, a lap pool, a large recreation center, meeting rooms, fitness center, water
features and lush landscaping. This development conjures up a rather futuristic image of
commuters riding a vertical elevator from their home to the transit station and then taking a
"horizontal elevator" to work.

Pocket Parks, Seattle, Washington
Pocket Parks are very smal I pub Iic spaces, often no larger than a single lot, most often
situated in highly dense residential areas. They serve the purpose of creating a small piece
of urban greenery to break up the monolithic built environment. Seattle, Washington has a
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number of such parks. These successfully give nearby residents a small piece of open
space with attractive surroundings, something which is not provided on their own lots due
to the lack of private yards.

-

Two common concerns about such small parks can be addressed with sensitivity to these
needs in the initial design.
Costs of maintenance for small parks are increased
proportionally due to coordination, travel distance and time impacts from having multiple
small, discrete sites versus more centralized, larger sites. However, design elements, such
as native, low-maintenance plantings and incorporation of enough space to maneuver
maintenance vehicles and mowers can significantly reduce these costs. Safety concerns
are addressed by ensuring compatibility with surrounding land uses and visibility across
and through the park from the sidewalk, street and surrounding residences and businesses.

Vancouver, British Columbia

,,,......

-..

JI>.

Vancouver, British Columbia, is often lauded for its exceptional public spaces. Part of
these parks' success is due to the context in which they are located. Good urban design
that integrates many uses in an easily accessible pattern provide a solid foundation in
which to create good, well-used public open space.
Vancouver's land use patterns provide examples of transit-oriented development. The city
has many areas of medium and high-density housing interspersed with commercial
development and public spaces that provide social gathering spots and recreation areas.
Two notable community centers are placed in very busy mixed-use neighborhoods. One,
in the fashionable West End, is located along a bustling pedestrian-oriented commercial
street. It provides community meeting areas, childcare facilities, recreation classes for all
ages, and is linked to a public library. It serves not only the residents in the neighborhood
but also the people who work there. Another community center is located on Granville
Island, a publicly supported artist colony that also serves as both a tourist destination and a
neighborhood commercial center. The community center offers similar services to the
West End facility. Both centers are successful because they are located where people of all
ages can reach them easily and where a variety of activities occur.
Vancouver took a bold step in prese..Ving access to its scenic beaches along English Bay.
Rather than allowing development to occur, the city created a greenway along English Bay
that connects Stanley Park to False Creek. Separated walking/jogging and bike trails are
provided. On a sunny day the popularity of the trail system is evident by the throngs of
people competing for space on the walkways and bikeways.

-

Extensive nature trails provide city kids with the opportunity to experience nature first hand
almost in their own backyards. There are duck ponds, a miniature train ride, a farm animal
petting zoo, and a world-class aquarium. Play structures are provide in several locations

-
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throughout the park. Particularly creative is the water park: a hardscaped plaza with many
structures that spray, spurt, and splash water at young (and not so young) participants.
Public plazas are integrated into the pattern of the city. In the West End, a few streets are
closed to auto traffic but allow pedestrian and bikes to continue through. The result is
small plazas sandwiched between apartments. The plazas contain both decorative,
hardscaped surfaces and vegetation. There are benches to sit on and soak up the sun but
there is also a clearly defined path between two streets. Such plazas serve a variety of
functions: social gathering place, pathway, and traffic-calming device.
Vancouver's success with its parks and recreation facilities is a combination of good
planning, good urban design, and strong public support.

·Gresham, Oregon
The City of Gresham is involved with planning the Gresham Civic Neighborhood, a new
transit-oriented development adjacent to a light rail stop, park and ride lot, and Gresham
City Hall. To accommodate this development, the City of Gresham created a new zoning
overlay district with three components: a .grid street plan, minimum floor area ratio
requirements, and maximum parking standards.
Several P.ark spaces have been designated within the plan for the Gresham Civic
Neighborhood. Park designs are not finalized, but character sketches have been made. A
one-acre plaza is planned at the light rail station, which is the high-density center of the
development and the place where two major streets converge. A three- to four-acre park is
planned in the single-family neighborhood on the west side of the development. This park
will provide flexible space for active recreational uses. The park concept also includes a
picnic area. The park will encompass and preserve an existing stand of firs valued by
residents.
The Gresham Civic Neighborhood Plan reflects the notion that different types of parks are
appropriate for different areas and land uses within a station area. It also reflects the
importance of planning for multiple-use park facilities.

Clackamas County, Oregon
Clackamas County has been working in conjunction with consulting firms and developers
to plan East Sunnyside Village, a neo-traditional development covering 360 acres. When
completed, the village will contain approximately 2000 units at an overall density of 10
units per acre. The plan for the area states that most residences and jobs will be less than
four blocks from a park (Calthorpe Associates 1993). The plan identifies important natural
features such as creeks and wooded canyons. It proposes preserving these features by
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either incorporating them into park design or by designating them as Resource Protection
areas. The natural areas will form an open space network providing wildlife corridors,
helping to maintain a diverse set of habitats, and creating recreational opportunities for
residents. The plan recommends maintaining trail connections or the potentiar for future
trail connections to major open space areas.
The development will have a 2.7-acre Village Green adjacent to its central commercial
area, providing a focus for the village. In addition to the neighborhood green, small parks
placed throughout the neighborhood will provide nodes of community activity. Six
neighborhood parks, each at least an acre in size, have been incorporated into the land use
plan. Designated park areas include 1.3-acre, 2.2-acre and 2.4-acre parks. Preliminary
designs for neighborhood parks include the following elements: a trail system, an
amphitheater, half-court basketball, and play areas. East Sunnyside Village will also
contain two community service sites, the form of which has not yet been determined.
(Mastrantonio-Meuser 1996).

,,.....

Clackamas County has created a new zoning district to implement the plan for Sunnyside
Village. One section of the County's new ordinances deals specifically with parks
provision in the Village (see Appendix K). The ordinances set a standard of 2.5 acres of
park area for each 1,000 residents or employees (602.02,A). They also state that an
applicant requesting a land use action shall dedicate land for park purposes if their parcel
has been identified as a park site on the East Sunnyside Village Plan Map (602.02, B).
(Park sizes represented on the. plan map are minimums.) Modifying a park locatio"n is
allowed only when it can be shown that access, topographic conditions, or extreme
engineering costs make the identified location impractical to develop as a park. The
ordinances and Plan Map also stipulate an interconnecting system of trails and accessways.
"A system of interconnecting accessways shal I be provided from subdivisions and
multifamily developments to ... public amenities such as ... parks and plazas" (1600.01 ).
The Clackamas County ordinances offer residential developers the option of park land
dedication or fees in lieu of dedication. In either instance, the ordinances provide a model
for calculating the area to be dedicated or the fee to be paid (see Appendix K). All
nonresidential development is required to pay a fee in lieu of dedication.

.A

All park acquisition fees are to be deposited in a special Park Acquisition Fund, which may
be used only for park acquisition, not .maintenance. Any residual money can be
transferred to the North Clackamas Parks District's Park Development account, to be
utilized only for park development within the Sunnyside Village Plan area.

-..

-

Clackamas County's ordinances contain other design guidelines which . contribute to
successful parks by assuring that surrounding uses are appropriate and well-designed. In
village residential zones, streets, public paths, or open space must abut the entire
perimeter of all parks (1603.07.B.2) .. In no case is the rear of a building allowed to face a
park. The Sunnyside Village ordinances also include provisions for building heights and
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setbacks, and a standard that primary dwelling front facades be designed with balconies
and/or bays. Facades facing a public street shall not consist of a blank wall (1603.09, B,3).
Both commercial and apartment zones allow towers or other special vertical elements in
order to focus views.
The ordinances also contain strategies encouraging private developers to contribute to the
provision of park and recreation facilities. The Sunnyside Village zoning district includes a
special Community Service District, in which public recreation facilities, daycare centers,
and community/senior centers are permitted outright. Conditional uses within this zone
(art galleries, athletic clubs, developer sales offices, and professional offices) may be
permitted by providing community facilities like meeting rooms, gymnasiums, or
performance facilities. The code requires retail buildings to be built to the street right-ofway, but allows additional setbacks if they accommodate small plazas and outdoor' seating.

Fairview Village, Fairview, Oregon
Fairview Village is an 88-acre neo-traditional village being constructed in Fairview,
Oregon, east of Portland. The entire development of about 600 units is planned to be
pedestrian-friendly with mixed uses and ample access by foot and bicycle. Nine pocket
parks are incorporated for residential areas, and a two-acre community park serves as an
anchor for the south end of the village. The plan includes a requirement that all residents
must be within a two-minute walk of a park.
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REGULATORY ISSUES

Oregon has been one of the leading states in developing land use laws and regulations that
provide for the preservation of open space and agricultural lands. In recent years,
Portland-area residents showed their support for Oregon's planning system by approving
bond measures to acquire more open space in the region (Metro's 1994 Greenspaces. Bond
Measure) and to construct the Westside Light Rail line. Oregon legislators have created a
variety of innovative laws and regulatory tools that have paved the way to change the form
of development in the Portland metropolitan region. Regulations to reduce reliance on
automobiles and require more compact development are crucial in preserving the region's
natural resources and residents' quality of life. This appendix discusses some of Oregon's
most significant land use regulations and how they apply to this project.

F. l Statewide Planning Goals
Oregon's Statewide Land Use Planning Goals were established in 1974 by the Land
Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC). Several goals relate directly to the
provision of parks and preservation of open spaces.

Goal 5: Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural
Resources
Goal 5 addresses issues of open spaces, scenic and historic areas, and natural resources.
Goal 5 directs:

.........

"(P)rograms shall be provided that will (1) ensure open space, (2) protect scenic and historic
areas and natural resources for future generations, and (3) promote healthy and visually
attractive environments in harmony with the natural landscape character."

Historically, open space provision has been targeted mainly at the edges of urban areas,
such as in the "greenbelts" surrounding the early "garden cities." But as cities have
become more dense, open space provision and zoning within the city limits has become
increasingly important. Open space has two primary functions within urban areas:

1.
2.

The retention of scenic, environmental, and recreational assets, and
The alleviation of urban density.
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Goal 8: Recreational Needs
The purpose of Goal 8 is "to satisfy the recreational needs of the citizens of the state and
visitors and, where appropriate, to provide for the siting of necessary recreational facilities
(including destination resorts)". The communities along the Westside Light Rail line will
require recreational facilities suited to a more compact urban environment. On a local and
regional level, park districts such as THPRD are the main implementers of Goal 8, and are
charged with providing recreational facilities that meet the needs of the District's residents.
Their contribution will affect the livability of the region as a whole, in addition to serving
the needs of District residents.
·

Goal 12: Transportation (and the Transportation Planning Rule)
The Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) (OAR 660-12) was adopted by the LCDC in 1991
in response to Goal 12. The TPR's purpose is to "develop a multimodal transportation
system, reduce reliance on the single-occupant vehicle, integrate land use and
transportation planning, and improve coordination among planning entities." The TPR
requires larger jurisdictions "to provide adequate resources for pedestrian, bicycle and
transit circulation, and further, to make roadways and buildings more accessible for those
not driving automobiles" (Clark and Seltzer 1995)
The key issues of the TPR are:
+ Building orientation.
+ Street connectivity - more interconnectedness == more pedestrian friendly.
+ Provision of facilities for transit, bicycles, and pedestrians - sidewalks, and bicycle
lanes;. and infrastructure improvements for travel modes other than the automobile.
+ Reduction of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by 10 percent within the first 20 years
and 20 percent within the next 30 years.
+ Creation of a Transportation System Plan (TSP), a 20-year multi-modal assessment of
the mobility needs of the jurisdiction.
Jurisdictions were required to rewrite their development codes to include these provisions
by May 1996.
Construction of the Westside Light Rail line and development of transit-oriented
communities around the stations is a direct response by Washington Country, Tri-Met, and
the City of Beaverton to the mandates of the TPR. The City of Beaverton recently
distributed their revisions to existing City codes to the public, in compliance with the TSP
requirement for local jurisdictions. Implementation of the TSP includes "Neighborhood
activity centers, which include but are not limited to existing or planned schools, parks,
shopping areas, transit stops or employment centers" (City of Beaverton 1996).
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The TPR specifies the design of station areas to meet the needs of transit users and provide
an efficient system for accessing and using the area. It states that there should be "a
desirable, efficient and workable interrelationship among buildings, transit stops, facilities
and routes, parking, loading areas, circulation, open spaces, landscaping and related
activities and uses on the site" (LCDC 1995). Development at "major transit stops" (such
as at light rail stations) should either locate buildings within 20 feet of a street or provide a
"pedestrian plaza."

-

The TPR defines a Pedestrian Plaza as "a small semi-enclosed area usually adjoining a
sidewalk or a transit stop which provides a place for pedestrians to sit, stand or rest. They
are usually paved with concrete, pavers, bricks or similar material and include seating,
pedestrian-scale lighting and similar pedestrian improvements. Low walls or planters and
landscaping are usually provided to create a semi-enclosed space and to buffer and
separate the plaza from adjoining parking lots and vehicle maneuvering areas. Plazas are
generally located at an intersection and connect directly to adjacent sidewalks, walkways,
transit stops and buildings. A plaza including 150 to 200 square feet would be considered
small" (LCDC 1995).
The TPR defines Transit Oriented Development (TOD) as "a mix of residential, retail and
office uses and a supporting network of roads, bicycle and pedestrian ways focused on a
major transit stop designed to support a high level of transit use. Key features include:

+

Mixed use center at transit stop oriented to transit riders and pedestrian and bicycle
travel from the surrounding area.
+ High density of residential development proximate to the transit stop sufficient to
support transit operation and neighborhood commercial uses within the TOD.
+ A network of roads and bicycle and pedestrian paths to support high levels of
pedestrian access within the TOD and high levels of transit use" (LCDC 1995).
Development at the station areas along the Westside Light Rail line should create
communities which fit this definition, even though it may not happen all at once. As
growth occurs over time within these new communities, older single family residential
areas will give way gradually to higher density development, and new commercial areas
will be needed to serve these larger populations. New construction around light rail
stations should develop incrementally into communities that are truly transit-oriented. As
more development occurs in station communities, land values will rise. For economic
reasons, THPRD should acquire land for parks and open space as early as possible.

Goal 14: Urbanization (and the Urban Growth Boundary)
The Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) was created in 1980 in response to Goal 14:
Urbanization. Its goal was "to provide for an orderly and efficient transition from rural to
urban land use." To achieve ,this goal, LCDC required that, "Urban growth boundaries
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shall be established to identify and separate urbanizable land from rural land." (Knaap and
Nelson 1992).
The UGB was established to help preserve farmland outside its borders. The UGB has
encouraged infill development within the Portland metropolitan region, which leads to
higher density housing. In order to alleviate effects of higher density, the provision of
parks and open space within these new developments is increasingly important.

F.2 House Bill 3133
House Bill 3133, enacted during the 1995 Regular Session of the Oregon Legislature, was
designed to promote construction of multiple unit rental housing in light rail station areas,
and transit oriented areas through the exemption of property taxes. The bi 11 al lows a tax
exemption for such development, and offers the following rationale:

1.

It is, in the public interest to "stimulate the construction of (rental) transit supportive
multiple-unit housing in the core areas of Oregon's urban centers to improve the
balance between the residential and commercial nature of those areas, and (thus) to
ensure full-time use of the areas as places where citizens of the community have an
opportunity to live as well as work, and

2.

It is in the public interest to promote private investment in transit supportive
multiple-unit housing in light rail station areas and transit oriented areas in order to
maximize Oregon's transit investment to the fullest extent possible and that the
cities and counties should be enabled to establish and design programs to attract
new development of multiple-unit housing, and commercial and retail property, in
areas located within a light rail station area or transit oriented community.

An application for tax exemption may be approved if the developer provides open spaces,
parks, recreational facilities, common meeting rooms, day .care facilities, and transit
amenities or pedestrian design elements. This provides an opportunity not only t6promote
high density development within the light rail station community, but to enhance the
livability of the area through the provision of these ·amenities. By working in coordination
with developers, THPRD can expand the number of facilities within their district and/or
contract with developers to offer programs and classes at these facilities.

F.3 Metro 2040 Growth Concept
Metro's 2040 Growth Concept, adopted in December of 1994, integrates many of the
ideas and policies that have come out of the above-mentioned regulations into a growth
plan for the Portland metropolitan region.
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The Growth Concept calls for:

+
+
+
+
+

More compact urban form--especial ly along transportation corridors and areas of
new development.
Pedestrian and bicycle access improvements.
New housing types and designs, including row houses and single family detached
houses on smaller lots.
Commercial and retai I development near major I ight rai I corridors and bus
corridors.
Designation of open spaces, including parks, stream and trail corridors, wetlands,
and floodplains.

Metro's Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) was adopted in the summer of 1995 as part of
the 2040 Growth Concept. It allocated $27 million in federal funds to transportation
projects that will help implement the 2040 Growth Concept. Among the projects to be
funded is a revolving fund for transit-oriented development to ensure that jobs and housing
are located in areas served by light rail.
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APPENDIX
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PARK ISSUES IN HISTORIC CONTEXT

G. l Transportation's Effects on Urban Form
Since the early era of American park planning, there has been a circular evolution of the
urban form, depending upon the availability and accessibility of transportation between the
population's residence and workplace. In the communities of 19th century America, the
working population had to live close to their place of work because travel was restricted to
available modes of transportation. The predominant urban form was compact to allow for
foot travel, and contained a mix of uses to allow the population to perform all of their daily
functions-work, shopping, attending school and church, and other business and social
functions-within a short distance of their home. Because of this compact form, residents
of urban areas did not have far to travel to escape the urban environment, for the rural
countryside existed within a relatively short distance from the center of the community.
With the advent of improved transportation systems, i.e., streetcars, the urban form began
to change radically. The city expanded outward as workers moved their place of residence
into the more open environment ~t the periphery of the community. They were no longer
forced to live close to their workplace because streetcars provided an affordable, efficient
mode of transportation. As the urban area continued to expand, many residents found that
their once semi-rural home environment had become engulfed by urban development, and
they would have to travel increasingly long distances to escape their hectic city life. This
dilemma is what stimulated the beginning of the American Park movement-to provide the
residents of urban areas with a "bit of country" in the city.
Today, people have even more transportation freedom because of the personal automobile.
However, auto dependence has created land-consumptive development patterns. The
urban environment sprawls out for miles, destroying the rural areas used for agriculture
and recreation. If cities are to create and maintain a livable environment in the face of an
ever growing population, there must be a revolution in urban form. This is especially true
for the Portland metropolitan area which is experiencing rapid growth.
As they have in the past, available transportation options will play a key role in shaping the
form of urban developm~nt. Westside Light Rail will play a large part in shaping the
development that will occur alon{its line between downtown Portland and Hillsboro.
Plans are in the works for TODs near the light rail stations. These communities will consist
of mixed uses: housing, working envir'?nments, commercial areas, and institutional
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entities, as well as recreational facilities. After decades of dispersion and separation of
these land uses, communities pay a heavy price in the form of urban sprawl, traffic
congestion, air pollution, and loss of open and natural areas. Using the light rail to provide
alternatives to individual auto travel, and designing mixed-use communities around the
stations can improve the urban environment. Incorporating parks and open spaces in light
rail communities will allow residents a peaceful retreat into nature - from their daily life
within the urban environment.

G.2 Historical Context for Station Area Parks
The provision of parks and open space in light rail station communities presents a different
set of parameters for suburban park planners than they have encountered in the past. Due
to higher density housing, and commercial development, parks will be smaller in size, but
more frequently distributed. Each park's qualities and uses can be greatly enhanced by
providing a system of parks linked by trails and the light rail system.
A connected system of parks is not a new idea. The parkways of Frederick Law Olmsted
and Calvert Vaux in the late 19th century were designed to serve the function of linking
parks in New York, and Boston. Even at that early stage in the development of the
American Park Movement, its chief advocates realized that the large parks, such as
Portland's Washington Park, could not be accessible on a daily basis to the majority of a
city's population and that small urban parks could serve an important function in the
everyday Iife of urban residents.
The. Greenway movement has been very strong in Oregon. In fact, Oregon is credited with
having the first actual greenway plan in the United States. Frederick Law Olmsted's sons,
Frederick Law, Jr. and John Charles, were commissioned by the City of Portland in 1903 to
help spruce up the city for the Lewis and Clark exposition. Instead of a park, they
proposed a 40-mile loop of trails which would link a number of parks throughout the city .
"Parks should be connected and approached by boulevards and parkways .... They should
be located and improved to take advantage of beautiful natural scenery . . ." (Olmsted
Brothers 1904)

The first section of the loop through Forest Park was set aside in a bond measure in 1907,
but the land was not actually acquired until 1948. The rest of the loop has been added a
piece at a time. The 40-Mile Loop Land Trust has been coordinating efforts to close the
loop. One of the most recent additions to the system is the Springwater Corridor Trail,
which follows a Burlington Northern Railroad right-of-way. It uses a rail alignment to link
park areas with greenways in the Portland area. The 40-Mile Loop Land Trust has
proposed an additional 100 miles of trails to link even more Portland area parks. Their
goal was tp close the loop by 1995, but there are still a few bits and pieces that need to be
acquired.
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The idea of using greenways to link parks, as suggested by the Olmsteds and Calvert Vaux,
has become increasingly relevant as land available for parks and open spaces becomes
more difficult to acquire. Linking greenspaces with recreational greenways can maximize
park use.
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CONCEPTUAL AND DESIGN ISSUES

H. l The Positive Roles of Urban Parks
"Urban parks are community assets. They prpvide a convenient setting for a broad variety of
leisure and recreational activities, as well as enhancing the image and perceived value of the
community. Urban parks can serve the needs and interests of all kinds of people and many
subgroups of the population: young and old, groups and individuals, affluent and poor, male
and female, athletic or not, and all ethnic and cultural groups. This wide appeal makes city
parks a tremendous asset - in a social and behavioral sense as wel I as a physical sense - to
the quality of urban life." (Hayward 1989)

H.2 The Role of Nature
Design With Nature
McHarg's Design With Nature (1969) deals with our relation to environment as a whole.
His fundamental message is that natural features and forms must take precedence if we are
to build livable and rational communities. In a number of examples of large scale planning
projects, he and his colleagues first identified the most important natural features, setting
those aside. Only after protecting the important features can planning for development
begin. Here is a sample list from a project in Philadelphia, in order of "natural-value" and
degree of intolerance to development (McHarg 1969):
Surface water
Marshes
Floodplains
Aquifer recharge areas
Aquifers
Steep slopes
Forests, woodlands
Flat land
Reverse this list and it is a fair representati~n of those areas most suitable for urban
development.
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Though the exact priority features may differ from area to area, the approach that McHarg
advocates remains an important guide anywhere. THPRD is one of the primary defenders
of natural space within the urban area of its District. As such, natural features should
command great interest for acquisition. At the same time, in setting parks and facilities
development priorities, these same features should be protected from harm.

Psychological Benefits of Natural Space
Intuitively, we know that natural space-even a stand of trees or a stream-has positive
psychological and spiritual benefits. It is also true that research "findings tend to be
consistent with the conjectures of Olmsted and others that visual exposure to trees and
other nature have restorative psychological effects" (Ulrich 1990). In fact,
"many scenes dominated by trees foster restoration because they elicit positive feelings;
reduce negatively toned emotions such as fear, anger, and sadness; effectively hold interest;
and accordingly, might block or reduce stressful thoughts.N (Ulrich 1990)

H.3 Parks and Urban Density
The relationship between urban density and open space is not simple. High density
development does not necessarily entail limited park space, nor does low density ensure
usable seen ic and recreational land.
"It matters little to a child that he lives in the "objectively" low density of suburbia if he still
must travel miles to a public playfield, duck pond, or urban wilderness .... Where community
mobility means the automobile, parks may simply not exist for children, aside from family
trips." (Fadely 1987)
·

Park proximity is essential. Christopher Alexander, et al. state that parks should be no
more than three minutes away from any residence (Alexander 1977). Though the need for
the positive aspects of parks is great, according to their research, only those who live very
close (generally within 3 minutes) make full, daily use of them. Alexander also stresses the
need for central pub Iic squares as public spaces.
Public spaces, both hardscape and greenscape ,are essential for the full social potential of a
community to be realized. The existence of parks, and their proximity to people, is more
important than their size. "A p~rk the·size of a single lot can serve many park functions if
it is well designed" (Fadely 1987)
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NOTES FROM "BRAINSTORMING" SESSIONS

The Hexagon Group conducted two brainstorming sessions during the process of preparing
this plan. The first was with the students in Planning Workshop, a course in the Master's of
Urban and Regional Planning program at Portland State University. The second was with a
group of THPRD staff members. Both were designed to generate ideas about what makes a
good park (and bad park), what roles parks play, and issues that should be considered in
planning for parks in station area communities. Comments from both sessions are
included in this appendix. In addition, many of the ideas resulting from these sessions are
included throughout this plan.

I. I Session with Planning Students
On January 17, 1996, the Hexagon Group conducted a class session in Planning
Workshop.
Eighteen students and two professors attended and contributed their
comments, most of which are presented here, in response to specific questions.

1. What is your favorite park and why1
Mt. Tabor Park, Portland, Oregon (SE 60th Avenue and Hawthorne)
+ close
+ refuge
.
+ destination - activity center
+ variety; open, trails, multiple use
+ basketbal I hoop - even half court
+ allows a variety of people to play in small space
+ periodic closing to auto, top of park better without cars
Mohonk, New York State
+ crystal clear mountain lake
+ rock trail with ladders - rock climbing for all ages
+ paddle boats
+ water and views
Gas Works, Seattle, Washington
+ transformation (was an industrial site)
+ unique play structures
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•
•
•
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view of downtown and lake
varied landscape
open space
bike friendly on Burke-Gilman Trail

Peninsula Park, North Portland, Oregon
• classical Olmsted design
• trees and roses in formal plantings
• passive and active recreation for both the young and old
• many facilities: swimming pool, basketball and tennis courts, classrooms
A Tower in Berlin, Germany
• vine covered tower - not really a park
• view
+ invites you to go in and up to the top
Water
•
•
•
•

Park in Vienna, Austria
near city hal I/national theater
used to be for aristocrats
high plantings
place to sit and talk

Boston Common, Boston, Massachusetts
• pub Iic garden
• formal
• labeled plants
• swan boats
• ducklings
• passive recreation/education
• statue
• ballfield
• greenspace
• special element
• playgrounds
+ old fountain (flooded in the winter and used for skating)
• always busy and Iively
• three transit stations
Pioneer Park, Walla Walla, Washington
• undiscovered corners
• duck ponds
• small aviary
• bandstand with concerts
• serves whole city
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+ walk/drive through
+ old cannon that kids climb on
+ great trees with horizontal branches to sit on
Hendricks Park, Eugene, Oregon
+ half natural areas and half rhododendron garden
+ big picnic lawn
+ quiet and open
+ beautiful in spring
+ located on top of a hill
Lone Fir Cemetery, Portland, Oregon
+ close
+ jogging; park to run/move through
+ peaceful
+ a few benches
+ historic headstones
+ not perfect - shows age
+ always something new to see
Stone Face Park, near Berkeley, California
+ bit of nature
+ defining feature is a huge rock
Park in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
+ triangle
+ on transit
+ juxtaposition of grids
+ close to small-scale shopping etc.
+ small park about 1SO'xSO'
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
+ bushy place by the side of the road
+ get away
+ serene
+ near creek
+ path that leads away from noise of traffic
+ quiet to be sought

2.

What are some of the things you least like about parks1; What makes a bad park1

+ safety issues (berms around edges so can't see into it, St. Francis at SE 12 & Stark)
+ dark is threatening·
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+
+
+
+

+
•

+
+
+
+
+
+

lack of visibility
feeling of darkness
ignore traffic patterns
no paved path -no use during Portland winter because of the mud
not enough trash cans
auto acc~ss and big parking lots - big waste of land
highly manicured - modern can be too sterile
too much clutter gets in the way
spaces that are too large and vacant are not enjoyable; need· intrigue and things to
discover
if not integrated, extra things don't add to variety
what's around urban parks is essential as part of the area
buildings need to be maintained or be removed

3. What are the Functions and Roles of Parks?

• respite
BBQ
• not
privately owned space
• waiting
• sleep
• shade
• playing
• reading
• people watching
• dog walking
• exercising kids
• cruising - cars
• duck feeding
• fountains - cool off
• festivals
• connecting w/ natural
• environment
• special events/shows
•

groups
• theater
music
• focus center
• helps define community
• garden
• group activities
•
• enduring/constant
• leisure
partying
• out
loop
• kidsofmixconsumer
more w/ turf
• informal
• truly public space
• gives area identity
• political events
• meeting people w/ similar
• interest

4. What public spaces do you use that are not traditional parks?

What are non-

traditional roles of parks?

+ the "stoop" (stairs in front of a house or apartment - a place to watch activity on the
street)
+ railroad tracks (like in Astoria, where they are right on the water behind other
buildings so they have to be "discovered")
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tops of buildings; gardens, new perspective, historic, view of area
• connecting different parts of city malls
• beach
• in Golden Gate Park; connection, dirt trails
+ linear parks
• stairways
+ bridges; view, water
+ middle of street for kids
+ block parties
+ abandoned houses; old plants, poke around, discovery
+ building lobbies; escape from outside
+ plazas, a place to escape cars
+ train stations
+ airports; play areas and shopping areas
+ ·MAX (Portland's light rail line) as play and watch area
+ play structures as art
+ stream as link to park
+ noise buffer
+ garden space
+ meandering path and picnic knoll
• community garden
.
+ greenspace for neighborhood
+ matrix of smal I parks w/varied uses
+ incidental to transit
+ amphitheater to MAX
+ allow "musical" inviting movement w/ MAX
+ airspace for development and linking

Summary of Workshop Session
These are some themes and elements that came up repeatedly. They are things people like
in a park or the roles that parks play:
•

parks built with a variety of uses in mind; open space, trails, gardens and varied
landscape
+ playing fields and courts for activities such as soccer, basketball, baseball and tennis
+ accommodates and allows a variety of people to use the same space
+ unique play structures, e.g. animal sculptures, historical items
+ views
+ water features such as swim~~ng pool, wading pool and duck pond
+ picnic area
+ open space
+ parks should include defined areas for play and leisure
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+
+
+
+
•
+

natural or planted trees, shrubs and/or flowers should be part of the park design
passive and active recreation for both the young and old
parks serves as a connection between the built and natural environment
parks helps to define a community and serve as a focus for a neighborhood or an
area.
a plac~ to walk pets
water fountain

1.2 THPRD "Experts" Meeting
The Hexagon Group met with five members of THPRD's staff on February 23, 1996. The
purpose of the meeting was to get staff input-as park and recreation professionals and as
park users-on issues relating to park planning. We talked about broad issues, such as the
roles of parks, as well as issues relating to parks around light rail stations and our
. conceptual plan for the 170th/Elmonica station community. THPRD staff who attended the
brainstorming session were:
Andy Priebe, Project Planning Coordinator
Mark Hokkanen, Director of Recreation and Community Services
Lisa Novak, Special Activities, historic sites, Nature Park
Vicki Vanneman - Superintend_ent of Sports Activities
Laurie Conlin - Aquatics

1.

What are the roles of parks? What is important in parks?

+ Gathering points for community
+ Open space at more of a premium in dense development. People need a place to
walk their dogs.
+ Important to have open space for children and pets, they act as natural space,
especially in tightly knit areas.
+ Parks offer solitude and observation and knowledge of nature.
+ Importance of natural areas.
+ Play equipment for children, facilities for adults - soccer, tennis, climbing wall,
wading pools.
+ In context of light rail station area facility - an activity pool (wave pool) might attract
people from outside the district.
.+ Gardening/garden space
+ The Beaverton area is lacking in a good trail system - there needs to be more
connectivity of trails for bikes, skates, rollerblades, etc.
+ In the Trails and Pathways Master Plan, connectivity and continuity are the two
major issues- trails need to go somewhere.
+ Parks provide visual and sensual relief from the concrete environment.
1-6
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Hardscapes have their place - a place for kids to play ball - but the major role of
parks is to provide a soft-scape.
A hardscape can provide a good gathering place and should be surrounded by softscape.
A new skate park is being developed at Terpenning-a half-acre site for skate

boarding, and street hockey.
+ Traffic is always an issue when designing a park
How can parks improve light rail station areas? What special issues are raised by
station area development?

2.

•

+
•
•
•

+
•
•

3.

Keep dogs and bikes out of the Nature Park.
Tri-Met is building a boardwalk trail from the Merlo Station to the Nature Park.
At the Elmonica Station, the area along the creek/wetland area will probably have a
boardwalk trail; it could be made of recycled material.
Community garden with children's play area adjacent.
Provide a mix of play structures for all different groups (i.e., preschool, elementary,
teens and adults, for example, Landscape (specific brand) play structures for pre-·
teen kids.
The denser the area the less back yard and green there is, so government need to
provide these spaces for the pub Iic.
A combination of soft and hard surfaces such as grass areas and basketball courts is
good because it attracts a variety of users.
Could locate appropriate bike facilities such as racks and lockers next to station

Are there special maintenance issues we should be aware of?
•
•

+
•

Accessibility is important. There should be hardscape under picnic tables etc.. (for
ease of lawn mowing). Cooperative agreements with school districts for mowing.
Size isn't as critical as design.
The issue of maintenance of small parks can be mitigated by improving accessibility
to and between parks and also by improved designs.
It costs about $3,800 to maintain an acre of park per year.

(It should be noted that Dave Chrisman,· THPRD Maintenance, was unable to attend the
brainstorming session. He was interviewed February 28, 1996, over the phone. His
comments are included below.)

4.

How does the size of a park affect its function? What can be incorporated in a
small park (less than one acre)?
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+ Small parks could include a play structure, play pad, trees, picnic tables, and small

+
+
+

5.

amphitheater (no tennis court)
It is important to look at physical and topographical constraints when considering
what facilities will fit into a small park site.
Two parks that serve as good examples and comparisons of facilities at small parks
are Rock Creek Park (trail, play pads, play structure), and Rock Creek Landing (2
tennis courts).
There needs to be a happy medium between too smal I and too big.
A
Neighborhood Park feel is appropriate for station areas.

How can THPRD provide an equitable level of service and a quality park
experience in higher density areas, as compared to other areas1

+ Joint Partnerships?

PublidPrivate partnerships?
Possibilities with Nike?
Partnerships should be encouraged.
+ Encourage designation of open space in new developments (by developers)
+ Joint use arrangements: THPRD could negotiate with apartment owners to use
apartment facilities (parks, community centers, gyms) for THPRD classes and
programs.
+ Possible facilities for small parks could include:
a putting course (pitch and putt) - which can be done on less than an acre
frisbee golf - a course could be set up in a linear park.

6.

If you could see anything at a station area park, what would you like to see mosH

+ An aquatic park would attract a lot of people and could provide revenue for
THPRD.
+ Community Center - includes recreatron, aquatics, senior center, library, and afterschool activities.
+ In aquatics centers, develop ,.an ice rink next to the pool - these are compatible
because the heat removed from the ice rink can be used to heat the pool. This has
been done in Canada.

Follow-Up: Telephone Interview About Maintenance Issues:
Dave Chrisman, THPRD Maintenance, stressed that the size of a park is not as critical as
the state of its development. THPRD does a thorough inventory of the physical resources
or assets of a park, then classifies the park into one of three categories.: 1) Priority Parks,
2) Secondary Parks, and 3) Undeveloped Parks. The level of service (maintenance)
corresponds to the classification of the par~. Category 1 receives a higher level of service
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than categories 2 and 3. Services such as mowing, sweeping, watering and pruning all
vary according to the classification of a park.
Factors that affect how much and how often a park is serviced include:
•

+
+
+
+

usage and busyness,
accessibility,
visibility,
design, and
physical assets.
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•!• APPENDIX J •!•
A NEW STANDARD FOR FACILITIES PROVISION

J.l Standardized Use Ratio
Current NRPA facilities provision standards seem to be somewhat arbitrary (e.g., 1
badminton court should be provided for each 30,000 population in the service area; see
Figure 2-2). A standardized system is needed to plan for activities that become popular in
the future. A final reiteration of the standard warning is appropriate: these numbers are
only guides. People are too variable and mutable to treat as engineered objects, especially
over the long term. Nevertheless, the following is an attempt to provide some structure
and a basis with which to begin ·deciding on specific population numbers needed to
support different types of facilities.
One logical measure is the number of people who could make use of the facility per hour
per 1,000 people in the service area (number of people "per 1K pop-hr"). This measure is
developed in three steps. First, the number of people who can use a facility at once is
determined (e.g., 22 people-11 on each team-can typically play soccer at once). Next,
the turnover rate per hour is determined (e.g., a soccer game takes about one and one-half
h.ours, which means about two-thirds of a game is played in a single hour). Finally, the
standard developed for the population, such as NRPA standards, is used to compensate for
population differences (e.g., the · NRPA standard for soccer is 1 field per 10,000
population).
The formula is:
((capacity per unit)*(turnover rate per hour))
Standardized use ratio =

population per facility standard

A value of 1.47 for soccer means that for each 1,000 population, 1.47 people should be
accommodated by that facility per hour. The number itself has no meaning (what is 1.47
people?), but can be applied to any facility. The standardized use ratio allows comparison
across different capacities of various _activities for different population sizes. In short, it is a
fully standardized figure that can be applied in any case.
In application, facilities standards can be derived by estimating a capacity per unit and a
turnover rate per hour, then inserting a preferred standardized use ratio (between 1 and 2
and modified by the expected popularity). The equation can then be solved for the
population per facility standard.
A Plan for Parks and Recreation in Light Rail Station Communities, Appendix J
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Figure J-1 shows the current standards of the NRPA as well as four Pacific Northwest park
districts. The stated current standard is shown followed by the equivalent standardized use
ratio of "per 1K pop-hr."

Evaluation
All of the standardized use ratios except for bicycling and hiking trails are within the same
order of magnitude. While they range between 0.48 for golf (which traditionally serves a
small portion of the population) up to 4.80 for baseball (in Olympia, Washington; which
has targeted baseball as an activity to support), most values fall between 1 and 2.

Application: Why Does This Matter?
Twenty years· ago, during the mid 1970s, soccer was played by a very small portion of the
population in Washington County. Now it is one of the most popular sports within
THPRD. New sports are almost certain to appear over the next 20 years and beyond. This
standardized use ratio can provide general guidance for developing new standards. The
idea is that new, suddenly popular, sports facilities can be compared in some sense with _
other existing sports.
Why include this in a study focused on light rail station areas? One of the issues raised at
the beginning of this process was the sudden popularity of skateboard and in-line skate
facilities. Light rail stations are prime areas' for such facilities because light rail transit
allows better accessibility for the transit-dependent age groups that are typically active in
these sports. The same may also be true of sports that have not yet emerged. The
standardized use ratio can be used to generate service guidelines in any case.
The standardized use ratios vary with popularity and accessibility of the facilities, and thus ·
cannot be applied wholesale. As with NRPA standards, they should be used only as an
estimate from which to begin.
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(1) Number of persons who can utilize one unit of facility at a given moment.
(2) Number of different groups served by facility in one hour.
(e.g. 0.5 for football means each hour 1/2 of a game is played- assuming games take approx. 2 hours each)
(3) Represents the current standard for designated district. Units are number of residents per one unit of facility
(e.g. 2,000 under Tennis means 1 Tennis Court per 2,000 population).
(4) Represents a standardized number to compare standards. Number of people accomodated per hour per 1,000 population.
(e.g. 2.40 under Baseball means 2.4 people per hour can be served under this standard for each 1,000 people within the service district)

Tennis
Baseball
Soccer
Swimming Pool
Volleyball
Golf
Football
Bike trails (mi.)
Hiking trails (mi.)

Olympia
Gresham
Vancouver
NRPA
Clark County
capacity turnover rate
per
1K
standard
per
1K
standard
standard
standard
per 1K standard
per 1K
per 1K
per hour
per unit
(3)
(1)
pop-hr (4)
pop-hr (4)
(3)
pop-hr (4)
(3)
pop-hr (4)
(3)
(3)
(2)
pop-hr (4)
1.00
1.00
1,600
1.25
2,000
2,000
2
2,000
1.00
2,000
1.00
1.00
2.40
2.40
4.80
8,000
1.50
5,000
5,000
2,500
18
0.67
5,000
2.40
1.47
1.47
3,500
4.19
10,000
10,000
1.47
22
0.67 10,000
10,000
1.47
2.40
0.96
2.40
20,000
50,000
50,000
2.40
20,000
24
2.00 20,000
0.96
2.40
2.40
5,000
5,000
5,000
12
1.00
2.40
0.48
0.48
50,000
50,000
50,000
4
6.00
0.48
15,000
0.73
0.55
22
0.50 20,000
24.00
5,000
12
10.00
14.40
2,500
12
3.00

Figure J-1
Example Facility Standards and Standardized Use Ratios

•!• APPENDIX K •!•
CLACKAMAS COUNTY SUNNYSIDE VILLAGE DISTRICT PLAN

AND ORDINANCE PROVISIONS

The Clackamas County Sunnyside Village District Plan and ordinance provisions included
in this appendix were adopted by the Board of County Commissioners on November 29,
1995. The copy of the plan and ordinances presented herein indicate the latest revisions.
New text is underlined, and deleted text is struck through (e.g., fast).
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-BEITiORf'E ~T~E-$0ARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
OF CLACKAMAS COUNTY, STATE OF OREGON
..···.

:\

·....

.

~:: .;·

...

..·, .
.

.

•:·

:·':.

t .e Matter· of an amendment

.:: ·~~ ..

tue _Zoning and.Development
.
l\p.ance related to the Sunnyside ......
.: tge Including Sections 1600, 1602.,
>:.., 1604 ,· ~605, 1608 and the. Village
:mtinity Plant ZD0-123

ORDER NO.

. 95-1091

. ·•
..

.

.,. :.
. ····'
. :~ ..·.

.
. .
.
..
·~·•..... Thi·s matter.-cominq regularly before
Board of County· Commissioners,· and i1:- appearing that the· County
~uai~g Department ~taff has pro~3:,~~d~i~~~ing the sections of the
&£.kamas County Zoning and Devel~,~
~i.':61na~ce related to Sunnyside
1 aqe and the correspon~1tng., Comm?-"'
·
J~lan-; and .
·
-

!

.

·..

i

~ ~~d s1P~ember

r-ninq Conunission at its AUqust
·orted the proposed amendment.,patckaq~.; a~g.
--~ ~·· : .\ '. : ~

25, 1995

hearing~

.i;

·. > ·····_i.>->~t

furt~er

appearing that after
\
>I ·opriate notice puql:~c... :h~·~rings ·~~re _!yild IS'~;~re the Board of County
>nullissioners in the .c·ounty Court~~\l~e A6.nex)~{A.~9"¥,. Main Street, Oregon
~ t.Y I OR, on October 4;.. 'November 1 ! a-nd Nove~-ji'§.4 ·19 9 5, in which
!~ :imony and evidence we~~· .presented, and ~~t a preliminary decision
lL made at the time;- an:d
·
~\; . ':
.
Based upon the evidence and testimony
r 3ented, this Board finds that the proposed amendment is in the ·best
nterest of the ci tizens_.~of the area and the County as a whole.
~·~
-'-.-=----·-NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED
h~t Sect~9ns 1600,~ 1602,_1603, 1604, 16p5, 1608 of the Zoning And
e~elopment Qrdina~e and the Sunnyside°""'1'.i.~.¢age~}:omn_tuni ty Plan be
u nded as shown on the attached Exhibif:.·A.\,' J : ·
.
"· · ....
DATED this 29th day .of November, 1995

·.·

t~;

·:; ~··.
~-:~-4 ••

:."":

•·.

·'·t'
...
.,.,·.:

.

. ~.~:··
~ ·.~·

.

·::::.

'"'.'
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.....·.
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·1:·..

600 VILLAGE

B.

GE~RAL

PROVISIONS

AREA OF APPLicATION
:

The sast Sunnyside:~illage Plan is applied within
the area located generally east of I-205 along the
south side of Sunnyside Road between 142nd and
152nd Avenues, including portions of 1and west of
142nd and east of 152nd, in addi~ion to a section
north.of tJ;le :Lntersection of 142nd and Sunnyside
Road. The East Sunnyside Village Plan is
i11ustrated on Plan Map X-7.
1600. 01 ACCESSWAYS

""
A ~stEalU orln~connecting
accessways shal.1 be provided
from subdivisions and multifamJ.ly developments to . ·
commercial facilities and public amenities such as
existing or planned transit stop or facility, school,
park, church, day care center, children's play area,
outdoor activity areas, plazas, library, or similar
facility and to a dead-end street, loop, or mid-block
where the block is longer than 600 ft.
A.

The accessway shall include at least a 15 ft.
~ight-of-way and a 10 ft. _wide paved surface.

B.

Accessways shall be illuminated so tjlat they may be
safely used at night.
.

c.

The maximum height of a fence along such a facility
shall not exceed 4 ft.
.

D.

Bollards or other similar types of treatment may be
required in order to prevent cars from entering· the
accessway. -'.:

E.

'!'he designated East-West~pedestrian accesswajr shall
_:-include· a minimum 10 ft. wide concrete surface
·within a 10 ft. wide right-of-way, easement, or
Other legal form satisfactory to the county.
Planting areas adjacent to the easement with street
trees should be· provided along at least one side of
this accessway. However. alternatives to this
standard may be considered through tbe Design
Review process. If the accessway is within a
parking area, it shall be lined by parking lot
trees planted at a maximUm of 30 ft. on-center
along both sides.

1600 - 1

£-x.

A

.. . .
.......

l.Q00.02 ONSITE WALKWAYS FOR COMMERCIAL, MULT;IFAMILY (4 OR MORE
UNITS), INSTITUTIONAL_~ OFFICE DEVELOPMENT.

c.

Walkways sha11 be constructed of concrete-' er paving

J-.

walla1ays 1fi~. ~ Mstanee grea:te!? =than 18 f~, sha.11 he
nnvA;g=Ae.

bricks..c.. textured and colored concrete e.g. bomonite oi:
other similar material end be at least five (5) ft. 1n
unobstructed w:tdth.
.

-

-.600.03 S'l'REETS[SXDEWl\LKS_
\

A.

.

'l'he f o11dW~g .streets are unique to tile Bae1i Sunnyside
Community'"PI"an4area in.a~dJ.tion to the arteri~ and
collector streets.- The corresponding figures ere found
in the Comprehensive Plan Amendment. (Map X-8, Street.·

Classifications).
In

conaeEftolE' sti=ee:t;s witft li!Jce laaes s 68 foo4i. ( 41 foo4a
adjaemrt te Resot:lroe l2Poteotioa Areas) rights of
way iael:uaiag ~,e 10 foo=t tra~el l~es, =a10 8 foo1J
wide parlEing strips and =a10 4 foot 11ide l:liJs:e lemea
aloag ho~ sises of the s=treet with a 9 foot 11i.de
side11a1lE adj aoes:t to :e:etail and a e foot 11iae s!:ae11allt
aajaae&t =te lE'esideatial. 'l'sees shal:l he 54 fee=t on
eea-tei= aad saa11 ee looatzed inside =th.e 01iH line .
· ~11£~11 1:he eai=ltiM stri·ss CFig.m;:e X l) ,,

1,.

Connector streets with bike lanes shall include two
10-ft. wide -travel lanes, two 6 in. wide stan4ard
curbs. two 7-ft. Wide parking Strips, twO 4 to 5-ft.
wide planting strips, two 4-ft. wicie bike lanes and
two 5-ft. wide sidewalks. The minimum right-of-way
width shall be 61 to 63 ft. tiependJ.ng on the planting
stJ;ip width- ' Xf coDDDercial/&at~il are adjacent to tbe
site. then 9-ft. wide sidewi.lks·are required CFigurg

waea

x-1j.

........
--Conee~OlE'.et:eeete
1fi~Olff hiffe laftea1
·-.;

s-.

&Q feo=t: caa
foo13 11aen Reso\lroe Protee:tioa A:ea is on· oae side and
29 :leot 11aea Resource Protee:tiea Ai=ea is ea so1Hl.
sises) :igMs of way iaelaaift§ =ti1e 10 foot wa·w"el
laaes, · 't'&10 8 f oat wide parltiag . strips with a 9 foot
1iiae siaewallE adjaeeat to retail aaa a a foo=t wide
si4e,lalll. and a 4 feet wide eee plaati:ag etsip
aajao~ to i=esiaential.
~reeo shall se 64 fee=t: on
ee!Vt;er and shall ee located inside the ours line
wi~i:n.

tzae sai=ltiaa stri1> ( FietlK'e X 2 )
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a

2.

c;...

Connector streets without bike lanes shal1 include two
10-ft. wide travel lanes, -two 6 in. wide stan4ard
curbs, two 7-ft. ·wide parking strips, two 4 to 5-ft.
wide plant;lnq .strips and two· 5-ft,· wide·. sidewalk§.
'!'he minimum right-df'!9way width·Shall he 53 to 55· ft,
:cf commercial/retail iS adjacent -tcf the: site, then 9ft. wide sidewalks.are required (Figure X-21 •
.-··
Loeal seeerts1
.

4.2 . foot

rig~s.

ei way .inel1:1ding twe S
:feet; &av'el:.l:aae:9~ 8ftd eae.4 :fee:t wJ.de Uee,pl:amd&g
& :feeot.wJ.&e Si:El::e ei 'the s•en h~ea 'the ~J:i.aed
e1a!'ifl ea eaeft a. . .. .. h 1l: lie H &et; ea eeat;mP ...•..
tile s:LaewallE a • W:ees sa
.
·

ne a foo=t; 11iEle pamEUl§ swi.iJ, ;_ene

(Fi§\&~ X : 3 ) •

3.s

~;r;~
•
..
·· '· · · · ·· · · · · · 8 -ft
ide· gavel lanes,
LQcal sp;:gets include twp • w
:·

·ir· ,- ....:..

-; ·

··

two

6 in.· wide standard curbs. one 8-ft·.- wide parking
striP« two 5-ft. ·wide sidewalks and -two 4 ft. wide
tree planting strips. '!'he minimmp right-of-way width
shall be 43 ft. (Figure X-31
· .

42 f=t;, E":1g&i3 of way iaelea:Lag =a1e 8 f'b, 'bra·J'el. laaes
=a10 8 :fti •. wide pa~ld.ng e=t~:1ps, &M eae & · ·s=t;. 11:1.ae
' s:Ldewall1 ea eaea side. 'lreees shall he e4 fti. ea &.,
ema=t;e£

aBa

!di =t:;hi.n tlie

se

saal~
leeated inside =tae G\H:S
=em;rld:ner s=t:l?i'S CFiet:are X 4) •

l:!Be

4. All streets adjacent to Resource Protection lreas shall
have at ·1east-one 5 ft. wide sidewall< along one side gf the
street. :tf there·are no significant t]:"ees Cat least 8 in.
in diameter) along the Resource Protection area adjacent to
the street, then a minimum 4 ft. wide planting strip is
required alc)ng both sides of the street. Xf it is
determined that a gnigue view is to be preserved. then staff
will determine if s-treet trees are regUired.
'

5.

- New street co~ections and. private
access driveways shou!d be iocated along arterial and
col~ectot··roadways within .Smmyside Village to provide
safe and efficient -traffic operations. New street
connections along arterial stJ;eets are shgwn on Map x8 ·of the Sunnyside village Cnmpnmj,ty Plan •. New Street
connections to colleqtor roadways shall be a minimum
-of 150 feet apart, measured road centerline to
centerline.

Access-~pacing

New individual driyeway cgnnectigns shall not be
permitted algng arteriai and collector roadways.

'J.'he

removal and/or consolidation of existing private
driveways on arterial and collector streets should be
investigated as kedevelopment of proper-ties occur.

1600 - 3

....:

At existing or futu;e major s-t;reet intersectign
<ex.is-ting gr pro1?osed traffic signals), no new .
driveways or street cgnneqtions shall be .allowed·
within the ;Influence ;area of 1:Jia intersec-tign. · ~e
inf luenc;e a;:ea is defined as She distance that
.
yehicles will queu' from the signalized ·intersec;tign.
The influeru;e.-area shall he based won traffic VolU!!e!a
S'P"P'@rized in @e Stmnyside J\rea Master Plan (Hgyember
19941 or based upQD information acceptilble to DTP
'.l'raffic Enginem;:i.ng. '!'his influence area shall
.include an add1.:t£onal 1oo·feet beyond =the quege length
for ·back-tg;...baclc _,left 'turn•·· ·.::..~ - .!.:~~
: : . • •_ . .
:._. ·
·.

on

The priferrcd minimum interseqtign·sP~cing
id.nor
arteria11f3,s 500 feet, measured r<>ad eenterlJ.ne to
····centerline. ·. MajOr a.rtuial hrtersec-tigp ·spacing ,is
preferred =to be between.600 feet and l,000 feet,
measured road .centerline to centerline.
·.
Roagway Design - The interior angles at intersection
6.a
roadways shall be as near to ninety (90) degrees as
possible, and in no case sh,11 it be less than eighty
( 80 l degrees or greater than 100 degrees. Minimum
centerline radius for local roadways shall be 100 feet
.unless the alternative horizontal curve illustrated on
Map X-10 is used.·
.

B·

Planting strips which include street trees are part of
the
street cross sect!Qn§. see Section lfiQO.Q4 for
details.

k..

Sidewalks within tbe Village shall have a minJmmn
µnobstrµcted width of 5 ft. No street lights,
,
mailboxes, fire hydrants, etc. are allowed within the
sidewalk.

.
- ::

1600.04
·STREET
..

.=:.-:
,.,.;;..

-

.

-.-

-

TREES

..

Street"·trees ·are required along both sides of all connector
and local.streets within the Ba£T6 Sunnyside Communi.ty Plan.
One to -two street qees are required Per interior lot, and
2-4 for corner lots depending on the canopy of the tree
species proposed. J:f a small cangpy Cless than gr equal to
25 ft. in diameter at maturity) is propqsed. then 2 per
interior lots and 4 per corner lots are required. if a
larger canopy <greater tban 25 ft. in diameter at maturity)
is proposed. then 1 Per interior lot and 2 per corner lots
are required.

1600 - 4

.

L600.07

TRAILS AND PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIONS

An interconnecting system.of trails and accessways

throughout the 6as1i SUXU?-yside Community Plan area shall. be
provided. The general. tra.i,l..locations are shown on Map x-7,..
are eeneepWal, The preeisg lgcatign of the -trails shall be
set at the time a 1apd use application £s approved. '?he
locations gf the t;"ai1s are based on achieving connectigns
to streets and/or pedestrian ways and protection of the
significant feaPu;es of

the

Resource

Protection areas.

1600.0SSIGNS
Signs shall.~be as per section 1010 1.inl.ess otherwise stated.
When sectio4. lOlQ conflicts with this section, the
standards of-~s~ sect=Lon shall apply.
-

Freestanding S.&.igns shall be constructed of bri~, masonry,
wood or other natural material used in the deveiopment.
Signs in the Village Commercial. Village Apartment. and
Village Office Districts are sµbject to Design Review.

..

1600 - 5

2_

VILLAGE PARK PROVISIONS

2 )1 PURPOSE

-

A.

This section sha11: apply to the development of
property located within the boundarie~ of the East
Sunnyside Vil.l.age Plan area in Clackamas County.·

B.

The purpose of-· this section is to provide a minimum
l.evel of .publ.ic parks to adequately serve the demands
of this new· coll1D1UIU.ty. :It will.ensure that future· ·
growth contributes i.ts fair share to the _cost cf new
parks. 'r?U.s .cost is for· park ,acquisition- .and park ·
road frontage construction only and does not i.ncl.ude
park de~opment, operations, or maintenance costs.
.
.
. -.. .
.
The p~k·aea.i.Oa.tfon or fee in iieu of dedic~ti.on is
incurred upon the application for a bui.ld:Lng permit or
iand use act~on.

."

-

-

c.

.

D.

The existence of public parks has substantial benefits
to proximate deve1opment. These benefits include
aesthetic, recreational, and _environmental benefits to
the neighborhood. Actual use of these parks will be
by residents end employees of businesses. · · · ·

E.

The park dedication or fee in.lieu of dedication is
not !~tended to be a tax on property as a direct
consequence of ownership of property within the
meaning of Section llb, Article XI of the Oregon
Constitution or the legislation implementing that
section.·

....._

>-02 GENERAL PROVISIONS

A.

The public interest, convenience, health, welfare, and
safety require ·:that a minimum of two and one half (211)
acres · for· each one thousand ( 1, 000) persons residing
. ·. or_ emp~oyed ..within the village be devoted to local
parks 13.S identified in Table IX-1 of the Clackamas
County . _comprehensive Plan.

B.

An applicant requesting a land use action shall
dedicate land for park purposes if the site has been
identified as a park site on the East Sunnyside
Village Plan Map X-9. Park sizes represented on Map
x-9 are minimum park sizes.
·

c.

Modifying park location shall occur only when it can
be shown that access, topographic conditions, or
extreme engineering costs make the depicted location
impractical to develop as a park.
·

.....

-

1602-1

..
D.

Land dedications sha11 be conveyed by plat and deed to
the North C1ackamas Parks District. A11 dedications
sha11 be p1atted·wi.th the final ses!aea:&.£.al p1at
adjacent to the d~~sna;ted park site or by ~ternate
arrangement specified: ill a recordable agreement as
determined by the Planning Director or designate.

E.

The deve1opmerit and ~aintenance of these parks will be
the responsil>.ili.ty of the North Clackamas.Parks
District. ~The Parks D.istrict will a1so be responsible
for maintaining the center landscaped portion·of the
V:L11age
r.rraf~:Lc~~e north o~ the Village_ Green •.
.
.
.
.. . ...... ....
.. - - :_- . .
Prior to issuance of a residential-building p8rm:Lt the
applicanL-flha~1 _pay a fee in lieu of dedicat.ion for
park ac~is:Lt:Lon &:• ~e le=t was :ae=t pan e:f =t;he ..
· original ;pai:eel: in 11hiea aediea-tien 11as reqaired.
Fees in 1iea e£ dedieattion shall be determined J.n
accordance with Section 1602.03,B,1.
.
.
.
Prior to issuance of a residential building permit the
applicant sha11 pay a fee for park road frontage
construction. 'this fe~ shall be used for the
construction of the connector roads and local streets
adjacent to parks 3,4, and 5 as depicted on the ~
Sunnyside Vi11age Plan Map X-9. Fee for park road
frontage construction shall be determined in
accordance with Section 1~02.03,C.
.

F.

G.

.

.

~

'

~·.

-;

"

·.:

~.~

.

~.

-

H.

Prior to issuance of nonresidential building permit
the applicant shall pay a fee in lieu of dedication
for park acquisition if said si=te is no=t iden:tified
as a parl;: si=te on =the Eas=t: Sunnyside Road Communi=ty
~Fees in liea ef dediea~ien shall be in
accordance with Section 1602.03,B,2.

I.

All-fee-paymehts shall be made prior to the issuance
of a~ building permit. No building permit shall be
issued by-~he County until the applicant has satisfied
the.provisions of this ordinanc~.

1602.03.PARK DEDICATION OR FEES IN LIEU OF DEDICATION
.-

A~· :.~..

...

Park Land Dedication per Dwelling Unit.

1.

Amount of
Req'd Park

(=)

Land (Net Acres)

The actual amount of park land to be dedicated
shall be determined by the-following formula:
Total Number
of Proposed (X)
Dwelling Units

No. of Persons
Per Dwelling
(X)
Unit

1602-2

.0025 Net
Acres Per
Person

.a.

The tota1 number of dwe1ling units sha1l be
the actua1 number of units ref1ected on the
fina1 plat.

b.

Determiria;tion of popu1at~on density, that
:is, the numbEF of persons per dwe11.ing unit
(PPU) shall be based on the latest US Census
data..•

Persons Per Dwelling Unit By 'l'ype
PPU _
.
Sing1e-Faitd1y Mu1ti.-Family
··Attached · ·
Unit
.... PPU

rPU
~a-Family
o~ :ached

.

""

•

.

..

: PPU

. _Acces!!·al:y _Dwell.ing
·'i··

1

2.03

Metro, computed- from the 1980 censu$.

Source:

-

c.

ownership of
'in eHeess ef

i~entified park land which
~e amoan:t retfUestzea for

is

eeaieatziea ana located on property under
review for a· development permit shall be
relf\li:ea tzo transf err~ o~mershiD to the
North Clackamas Parks District.
compensation will be provided at the time of
transfer based upon an appraisal
representing fair market value.

B.

Fee in Lieu of Dedication
1.

Residential Development
a.

......

Park land fee in lieu of dedication shall be
based upon the average appraised value of
--- all designated p~k sites. 'l'he park land
fee :in lieu of dedication shall be
··determined in accordance with the following
formu1a:
·

Park

Park Land

Land
(X)
Value/AC

~netary

-

-

2. 27 ··;

......3.04

E

-.

(•)
es/Dwelling Unit
b.

.0025
Acres per
Person

(X)

Net People
Per Dwelling
Unit

People per dwelling unit shall be in
accordance with Section 1602.03,A,1,b.

1602-3

2.

Non

a.

Resident~al

A11 nonresidentia1 deve1opment shall be
requireq to pay a fee U1 lieu of dedication.
The f ormtila ~or determining the fee shall be
determined ~y the following formu1a:

ParJ{

ark Land

1

(=). ~and

(X)
Va1ue/AC

~ee/per
~ployee

Development

.0025
Acres per

·Employee

(X)

. #of
Employees

-

..

b. The ·number of emPloyees per nonresidenti.a1 use
shall. ·be determined by a the "stpdy of
~
pplmnnent density" completed by Metro in
-r,~1990 gr anY updated version of th1,s study
'Ehe mes~ ~ea~ Inst!1nl~e ei Wranspe~a~ien
Eagineero (I'PE) 'lr!p Cefterat!en Maftua1. l:f
from· the information provided in this stµdy
cm emplgyee figure cannot be obtained, then

=tl=le prepooea use ie ao~ listea !ft tiie Manual
the Planning Director or designate shall
determine the nUDiber of employees based upon
simi1ar uses in the County l!stea in tke
M:innal:

c.

to the extent 12ossible.

Park/School road frontage and utilities construction
fee
1.

The park road frontage construction fee shall be
determined in accordance with the following
formula: X = ([A I Bl I Cl x D

x

= Park

Road Frontage constrµction fee per Unit.

A_= cost of all connector and local roads

adjacent to all parJcs, utilities in these
park roads. and· the Connector road adjacent
to the sogth property line of the Sc;hool •
... B

=2

Chalf street).

C_= Estimated population at.build-out
D

= Net

people per dwelling unit Cfrom most
recent census l.

Net. people
Cos=t of all
~Pop• at
Frontage_eonst. ( ) Connee=ter & I stree=t I :Bld. O\lt X per Unit
fee per Unit
Loeal Roads adj.
(7,600)
to all parlts & 'the
Connector adj. to 'the
South s/l of the Sehool -

Parlt Road

1602-4

...... .
.:..

2.

Peop1e per dwe11ing unit sha11 be in accordance
with ·section 1602.03,A,l,b.

3.

Reimbµrsemen~

to DevelQpers for Half Street

improvements ·Adjacent to Parks

,
When a developer completes construction of
utilitj,es and roads adjacent to a park or the
1

cot\fteetor road adjacent to the sou-th prgperty

line 9£ =the School as per County requirements.
the develOPer shall be reiDlbursed according to
the·fee schedule for local and·cgppeqtor s=treets,
This rate ·may he changed at a rate rnmmensurate
with a c;hange in cgnstrµction ·cgsts. ·
·
:. ·

~

\

D.
S~. 04

If a residential building permit encompassing
feepaying development expires or is revoked, the fee
payer shall be ent1tled to a refund of the fee.

EXEMP'l'IONS

A.

The following shall be exempted from park dedication
and fee in lieu of dedication:
1.

A1terations, expansion or rep~acement of existing
dwelling unit(s} where no additional dwelling
units are created.

2.

construction of accessory buildings and
structures not creating additional dwelling
units.

.,,..._

-

The issuance of a temporary permit for a mobile

3.

·-=- =-

..

REFUND OF FEES PAZD

A.

6.02. 05

A11 fee~.Ji,ha11· ~e rounded to the nearest dollar.

-

~-

hem~~
~

~Any.land use action whi~ does not result in the

creation of a new lot(s}, excluding Design Review
actions.

r.02. 06 ...RECORDS
..... -·.
~-

......

A.

Fees collected. Clackamas County shali maintain
accurate records of each par~ fee imposed including
the following:
1.

Name, address and, telephone number of the
applicant or feepayer;

1602-5

2.

Social security number or taxpayer identification
number of a~plicant or feepayer;

3.

Amount and

4.

Date of payment; and

5.

Building permit number

m~tjlod
?

.of payment;
•

·~JI

B.

....

;

.

..C1ackamas County
-sha11 ma1.nta:Lil accurate_· r_ecords _of . all :~s=tf,e.e. funds
expended, -inc1uding 1:he -~ollo~ing: ·.
Fee 'frus-t; Acsotint Funds E&>ended.
.

1.

N~e and 1ocation.of
'f
-.
.• . ....·

~-:-~

park;

,~--·

2.

Legal description, area, and sketch of parent
tract, the number and type of dwelling )JIU.ts;

3.

Amount and date of each fee for sUb-parcels of
the parent tract together with the l~gal.
description, area and sketch of said sub-parcel;

4.

Building and Zoning hearing number for whichcontributions have been approved; and

s.

Amount and date of refunds paid by Clackamas
County.
·

- ""'-.,_

1602.07 FEE TRUST ACCOUNTS
A.

To insure that fees collected will benefit feepaying
developments, all park acquisition fees described in
Section 1602.02,F shall be depos~ted in the. Park
Acquisition AeegUJN: Fund of the "East Sunnyside
Village Pant Acquisition Fund." This account fund
shall be maintained be the Finance Department of
ClaCkaiiias county and with fees accountable by the
Finclnce Department, North Clackamas Parks District,
..~d.~.~e ··Planning Department.
.
..

B.

To insure that fees collected will benefit feepaying
developments, a11·park road frontage construction fees
·described in Section 1602.02,G shall be deposited in
the Park Road Frontage Construction Aeeoun~ fund of
~"East Sunnyside Village Parl1 Road Frontage
Construction Fund.• This aeoo\lllt fyng shall be
maintained by the Finance Department of Clackamas
County and with fees accountable by the Finance
Department and the Planning Department.

~,...

c.

All fees collected by the Director shall be promptly
deposited into the trust accounts listed in Sections
1602.07 A. and B. above.
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-

~

D.

Fees, inc1uding any accrued ~nterest, not encumbered
in any fisca1 period, sha11 be retained in the ~s~
funds :into the next f isca1 period except as provided
by the refund pro~isions of this section.

E.

Fees may be used only ~or park land acquisition and
park road frontage construction within the Bast
Sunnyside Vil~~ge Planning area as depicted on the
compre??.ensive Plan Map X-9 and described in Section
1602.01,B.

F.

The provisions of this section wi11 sunset at the time
all designated .park land has been acquired and all
park acquisition and rgad frontage fees for all .

:

-

buj.ltling pepn;lts within :the S1mnyside Village have
been coll@.Cted.

Any residua1 money will be ·
transferred to the North Clackamas Parks District's
Park Development account. This residua1 may be
utilized only for park development within the ~an~
Sunnyside Village Plan area.

-..

-,,.,..__

-
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1603 VlLLAGE STANDARD AND SMALL LOT BESIDENT:IAL CVR-5/7. YR-4/5)
(06-02-94)
1603.01 PRIMARY USES

A.

Detached single fami~y dwelling units and
manufactured homes. (06-02-94)'
..

s.

,Raaidential homes.

c.

Public

park~,

playgrounds, recreationa1 and
bW:1clings and_.grounds, tenni.s courts, and
siDd.1ar recreationa1 uses, .a11 of a nancommercJ.al
na~, prov:Lded that any principal bu1.1cu.ng·,-:
swimiQing ~1, or use.shall be located not less
than·~-five (45) feet from any. other 1ot :ln the
•··
...
residential di.strict~ 'fhese.uses may be designated·
0pen· Space Management under Section 702 when the
criteria under Section 1011 are satisfied.

commun:L~

.

.

1603.M'ZB-riB.2. Streets, public paths or open
space sha11 abut the entire perimeter of all parks.
In no case sha11 the rear of a building O:E" a ,
residea~ia1 1o~ face a park.
Street alignments and
lotting patterns shall ensure that building fronts
or sides face parks,· with building sides acceptable
along not more than one-third of a park~s
perimeter.
Purpgse: Street•, paths, or.open space around
neighborhood parks .provide parJs;lpg, apprgpriate

access, and visibility £ram nearby development.
D.

Utility carrier cabinets, subject to Section 830.

E.

Commonwall dwelling units when a 0-ft. lgt line
option is used.
<

F.

- .'fQwnhouse dwelling units when transferring density
· · :. ·from· the Resource Protect~on Area into the VR 4 /5
zone only (See Section 1604 fgr Development

standards).
1603.02;.-.. ACCESSORY
USES
·-·.":. A.

Accessory uses, buildings, and structures
customarily incidental to any primary use located
on the same lot. Subject to the provisions of
Section 1603.07E150~ n.s (R1rnnntdAR:n ~n Gnnnrn'
R,.,~Airlrements}.

B.

Accessory residential units shall se located either
above a detached garage, sub1ect to the provisions
of Section 1603.07E •• or integral to the primary
1603-1

dwelling unit, u_provided under Section
se'tSaels and llei:ga15. lii&i=ts se me1i.

c.

Home occupations,

subje~

1603.0?D.~

to the provisions of Secti.on 822.

.

.

D.

Bed and breakfast homestays, subject to. the major home
occupation prari$iOns under Section 822,
.
.

E.

Signs, as

F.

.p~rlded

.. .

under Section 1010 •

Temporary bW.1clings for uses· incidenta1 to construction work
which sha11 ·.be removed upon completJ.on or abandonment of the,
· constru~
_._.,
rk •· .· _. · . ..
·
·
'-'-OX\ wo
·.
•,. \
-_ .
. ·.
.
Bus she1t~,under. the provisions of Section. 823, bicycl.e
faci.lities,·s-a;aet :furniture, drinking fountains, kiosks, art
works, sculptures, and other pedestrian and transit ameni·-

G.

..

.

ties.

)~ 03

-

H.

Solar col1ection apparatus.

I.

Family daycare provider home facilities, as defined in
Section 202.
r

CONDITIONAL USES

The following conditional uses may be allowed in the Standard and
Small Lot Residential Districts subject to review by the Hearings
Officer, pursuant to Section 1300, or the review procedures.
provided under the specific 800 Section. App~ova1 shall not.be
granted unless the proposal satisfies the criteria under Section
1203, the applicable provisions of Section 800, and a11 o~er
requirements ~f this Ordinance.

A.

Two- and three-family dwellings, and the conversion of
single-family d~lings into duplexes, see Section 802 •

...:::.~· -- 'l'ownho~se units, except when ~anSferring density from
~
resow:ae protecti.on to VR-4/5, as Per 1603.01.P., in which
case see Seqtion 1604 for development standa;:ds.

c.

Churches, see Section 804.

D. ........ Ptiblic schools and private and parochial schools offering
curricula similar to public schools, see Section 805.
E.

Schools:

parochia1 and private, see Section 806.

F.

Daycare centers·, see Section 807.

G.

Nursing homes, see Section 810.

1603.04 PROHIBITED AND PREEXISTING USES

1603-2

A.

PROH:IB:ITED USES

1. Except as prgvided below, UUses of structures er
land not specifica1ly permitted in Section 1603 are
prohil>ite~ in this zo~e.
2. The use of a mobile home as a residence, un1ess
specifically authorized under the provisions of

section 1204 fer Tempo•a:y Pexmits.
.

.

B.

PREEXXST:ING us~s

c.

1. · Design8ted. Bis~aric Landmarks .sha11 be preserved
as prov~ded under Section 707.

1>,

2. Preexjstipq single family residences gr
residential hgmes !l'?Y be allowed tg remodel or expand
and sha.11 pot be subject to the provisions of Sectign
1206. Xn addition. the following provisions shall
apply:
56....s

Densitv; A preexisting dwelling shall be one Cll
gwelling unit for purposes of calculating denSi'tl!
under Sµbseqtion 1603.05, unless:
Cll, The structure will be ·remgved prior tg.

gccupancv of the new ·aevelopment on the same
property, or
(2l. The dwelling will be used for another

allgwed use incidental
the property.
b.

io "the primary-use of

Lot Division. Adjustments, and Setbacks:

Cll. A new lot created for a preexisting dwelling
shall be a maximum of 15, 000 sauare feet.
·'rhis lot need not :be included in the
calculation of average lot size.
Preexisting dwellings in Besource frgtec-tion
areas shall be exempt from 1:his maximum lot
1ize, but shall meet gther stan4ards of
Resgurce Ji:oteqtion lreas.
C2l. Lot line adjustments may be allowed under
the provisions of Sµbsec;tion 902.03.

160a.os

EXCEP'PIONS 'fO CENBJU\L JlEOVIRRmNWS1 ~he geaeral
reEfl:!iremeats ef =this sane shall he s\Haj ee=t te =the pre·J"isien.s
l:maer Seetions 900 a-ad 1000 asd ~e fellowing aeserihed helew.

If there is a eonfliet. thea the standards ef this sl:lbseotiea
shal:l a.nnlv-

1603-3

J~.

405A71'.E. Accessory Structures:

A maximum of two (2l acces~qry structures (including an
accessory residentia1 unit) ma:y be permitted subjeCt to lot
- coverage 1imitations. An acces$ory structure and its
projections shall be d~tached and separated from other
structures by at least three (3) feet. On1y one accessory
structure may exc.eed_ 100 square feet in area. 'fhc;>se greater
than 100 square feet •ha11 meet the following reqW.rements:

accessory .structure slu;ll.1 be comitructed with
similar erter.:Lor building materials as ·that· of the ·

1 • . '?he

prima;y dwe11mg.
'"
.
·..
-, The sq'18re · £ootage of. ·the .gro~ -floor of the
accessoxy structure shall_not exceed e1,ther 600 sq.
ft. gr the square footage·of the ground floor of the
primary dwe11.ing, whichever is less.

2.

Ip ac;cessory residential upi

•m1•re feet in 1!~§.

.

~ may not exi;ged

120

detached accessory structure shall not exceed
either 25 ft. in height or the height of the primary
dwe11~g, wh£chever is less.

~a-.--The

43.

Setback Requirements
ba.

Strµqtures 100 sauare feet gr less in area: No
side or rear yard .setback 1Jehi:a4 ~ froa:t
builaieg liae shall be required for any .
detached accessory structure which is one
hundred (100) square feet or less in area and
does not exceed a height of eight. (8) feet. No
portion of any such structure shall project
-across ~a 1ot line.
..
_
"'!""'

•
-QB~

Strµqtures With biuilding foo'ti)rint 100 - 600

· · Square Feet: A Eletaehe4 aeeessery· s"b:'\le"Wre
w:l"tll a gai:age whieh taJEes aeeese f Pom aa _a11G¥
shall he se=t saol1 a Bl:ir1·\Bll of eia ( e) :Beetz
from =tae alley. Ne a:ebi:=tee=tu:al: projee=tions

are allowed ea
nnA~t:.:

eMO a-ft

t~e fiJ?s=t
alleVa

leTw~l

where a garage

All a=taer detaehea aooessory heil:Eling se=tbaoJls
eha.11 se as fellows:
--SETBACKS
SETBACKS

BUILDING HEIGHTS
>20 ft •. - <25

8 ft,_ - 20 ft.

1603-4

ft.

!

0 ft. one side &
3 ft. other side

0 ft. one side &
5 ft._other side

6 ft. from alley

6 ft. from alley fJ.rst 1eve1.&.
no pro:Jeatigns

~
~ge

Uley

along the alley way, a,second
level accessory residentia1
unit may cantilever
.·up to 4 ft.
\

~

on Alley 3 ft.
§.6 ••

';"

--

5 ft.
~

The front yard setback shall be no less than the
front facade of the primary dwelling unit excluding
the porch..L. aaa garage, and other Architectural
~eatures,
Garages shall meet tile h'ont setbacks of
Section 1603.07F.3.

.

·

4s

struqtures shall comply with yard requirements a·f
the state of Oregon Building Code.

&..

Aeeeooery Residential Yni=t1
An aeeessery residea=tial ani.=t \:ti» te 72Q s~are feet
arage=taa:t
er ift=tegral
=te
~e?epre0jf
a !ided
all
loea=te d. eitheruait;
he
are met• ·
primHYElQuelling
aeiea=t
· may
=the
,,,,_t;hn~lc;e an

l:imi=t~

i03 • Oi§.VARIANCES

The requirements of ~he section 1603.07 above dealiftg wi'th
EBoeptiono ~o Cea~al RequiremOBts may be modified, subject
to ·staff review and the criteria ~or . a variance under
Section 1205 .,.with notice pursuant to Section 1305. 02. The
effect··o£ ·~e proposed modification on the natural features
of the site and the use and preservation of solar access
shall be considered, when applicable.
603 • 0!1-.5. DENSITY
.
~..

,._ ....... ..
:~

A.

VR-5/7

The minimum land area required per dwelling unit
("District Land Area") for purposes of calculating
density pursuant to Section 1012 shall be 5,000 square
feet per lot. (See Section 1601). When there is a
conflict between this section and Section 1012, this
section shall apply.

1603-5

Aeeessory

:esidea~ia1 l:HU:~s
nnl-nnl-a;t;;Laa

B.

eensiw.

ao~

se

eoaside:-ed waen

VR-4/5
The minimum land area required per dwel.l.ing unit
(•District Land lU;'ea•) for purposes of calcu1ating
density pursuant to Section 1012 shall bG 4,000 square
feet per lot. (See Section 1601). When there is a
confl.ict between t!Us section and Section 1012, th.is
section sha11 .. .app1y
•
,, .. . . .
.. .....
Accessory residenti.Bl. uni
and' park sites shall not be
considered.when
ca1cu1ating
density.
~
\;'
.
~

- . c.

shall

~

,;

ts'

&-9. 08§. INDJ:VZDUAL
.
.

A.

~IZE

VR-5/7
. Except as provided in Subsection 1603.06C, Beach lot
created within the Standard Lot Village Residential
District sha11 be no smaller than 5,000 square feet

and no larger than 7, 000 square feet, or each lot...
shall be a minimum of 5,000 square.feet and the
average size of a11 lots shall not exceed 6,500 square
feet except that those areas designated Resource
Protection sha11 be excluded from the lot size
calculations.
B.

VR-4/5
Except as provided in Sµbsection 1603.06C, Beach lot

CJ:eated within the Small Lot Village Residential
District sha11 be no smaller than 4,000 square feet.
and·no larger.than 5,000 square feet, or each lot
shall be a mip.imum.of 4,000 square feet and the
ave;-age ~-size of all lots sha11 not exceed 5, 000 square
fee~ except that tho~e areas designated Resource
Pro~ection shall be excluded from the lot size
caleulations·.

c~

Lot Size Exqeptions

· 1.

'.

A master plan for development shall be required

for any application whicli leaves a -portion of a
property caPable of further divisign. The master
plan sball demonstrate that the pro-gerty·can be
·developed consistent with ap-glicable stand8rds.
Any area included within the master plan shall
not be included for purposes of calculating
maximum allow&ble average lot size (Sections

1603.08.Al.
2.

New lots created for a preexisting dwelling shall
conform with the provisions of Subsection
1603-6

1603.04.B.2Cal when the parce1 is not intended to
be divided £~F in the future and no master
plan has beep prepared.
3. 007. DEVELOPMEN'l' STANDARDS

A.

A11 development :in these zones sha11 be subject to the
applicab1e provisions of Sections 900 and 1000,-as
a,ard.fied &El& Sesee4:iens lQQl • Ql and lQQl, Q3, In
aa&i.~£ea; . and the following specific standards--.; shall
appl.y 1 · ·J:f -theJ"e is a · conflict,
tbi s seqt£on •b=,11 apply. .

"then

1:he standards of

1603.09-7.

-

1603.0?D.2.Setbacks
a. rrgnt Yard Setbacks. except £or dwe11ings
within =the Resource Protection Area <see 1600.07
D. 2 •. d.l.
Whe §~ont& yard setbacks of the uru:ts primary

dwellhigs with recessed garages sha11 be se=tbaoJc
a udnimum of 10 feet and a max~um of 18 feet
·from street rights-of-way or as close to the
ltreet as pgssible if a public utility easement
along the public street frontage precludes
meeting this maxiDlll18 setback standard. A. porc;h
may extend up to four C4l ft. into a front yard
setback- Primary dwellings located gn lots with
·1ess then thirtv-five C35l feet of street
frgntage~shall be exempt form the maximum setback
standards •
··
..;..1 . .... .:_
wrront yard setback of primary dwellings with.
at=tached garages extending beygnd the front
facade shall be 20 ft. Cmin. /max. l from the
sidewalk to -the foremost point of the side of the
garage with the garage door •
Primary dwellings gn lots having more than gne
street frontage are regµired to meet "the maximum
front 1etback only on two.intersecting street
frontages. The minimum setback shall be met on
all sides.
·
·

b. Sides of \Hlits primary dwellings sha11 be set
back at 1east 5 feet from property lines unless a
zero-lot line condition is used, then a single 5
ft. side yard is required.
1603-7

..
c. Primary s=e:ueamesdwell:l.ngs sha11 be set back
at least 15 .feet from-the rear property 1ine.
d.

Yard

Sgthapk~ in

1

Resource Protection Areas:

Standarc!s are applical>~e to lots rec:;orged after
Hmremher .· 29, 1995.
. ·
Devel.opmept of dwellings and accessory struC;tures
ri+bip 1:he Resgurce Jlrgteqtj,gp area shall be
sub;Jec;t to Design Beriaw· p~omept Mall meet
the fo11md,ng reqqirements:
i\.

Mipjpjze cli

0
:I.
f .mrtJ.mil
=
ad t:reed ll.lltgrbanca
ope1 :I.a exc;ess
of
g>rrlflors; areal •. ntl.muil and

'r·-> J1Ql.uding

f

eatures · · .

=~nus

2.

·eomply
With Seci:i
1002.95:
~J>DI l99 2 -03, 1QQ2.04 and

as

'flie pfximum disturbed area Shall be 5,QQQ
sq. ft.; all blrl.ldings·an(l yard areas iha11
be contained withip this are•- Priveways
and required 'trails and utility
gonstruction shall be excluded from
c;alc;ulatign gf the disturbed area.

L. §hared Oriveways Ge

·encouraged and shall
be.4es1,gned to be as narrow as possible,
~gnsistent with -the requirements of th•
lire District.

1603.Q.9.7 J&.3-.-Bui1ding Coverage -- Maximum 50%
1603.07G.1&Q~,Q9A.4.Fences,·

Screening, and Buffering

. ...:..._..-

Fences, screens, and sight--Obscuring plantings
.shall meet the intersection sight distance
·-reqW.rE!ments as established by C1ackamas County

Engineering Department.
The maximum height of a fence, screen, or sightobscuring plantings shall be 6 feet, a1ong the
side and rear yards ~ack from the front building
line and 4 feet, forward o~ the front building
line.

·

. 1603.0ZF. 1.3-r Off-Street

Parki~g:

At least one (1) offstreet parking space located

behind the front yard setback line shall be
provided for each dwelling unit.

1603-8

Offstreet parld.ng for other permitted uses shall
be as speci£~ed in Subsection 1007.07.
1603.071'.2 •.fi..s.Driveways
a.

s.m S 1 2

Driveways sha11 not exceed a width of 16 ft.

at the front property line.

'iR 41&

1:a

~:1:9ewa7a sha11 ne=t

a43 ti:&e· §sen-t
\•'\P • • •
.. .
••.

eaeeee a wi4:VA ef 12 f=t,

p:E"SJl&E ty

1:£.Be.

•

b. ',..s;qr ·pubdiyisigns reqdying fipal plat
apgrgya1 after·Hovenber 29, 1995, a mjnimum

of 50'4 of lots constructed on alleys shall
bave alley access only.

c.

'.In no gase shall· a lot have more than one
·driveway.

1603.Q.9A..-7.B.1.Streets end a1leys.shall be designed
according to Section 1600, General Provisions.
1603.07B.3.Developments within this district shall meet the
Solar Access requirements of Subsections 1017, 1018
and 1019.

s.

Aaai~ieaal:
+:hin nR &'7

s4;and&E!as appl7!Bg =ta all
aaa v:R 4/6 menes1

1603.Q.9.~p.4.Entries

ae9elepm~

in

and Porches

The f gllg~ing standard shall apply to primary
dwellings: ip all subdivisions which have final
.plat·--apprgyal after Hoyembei- 29, 1995.

..

...

l>rbim;y entries shcµl be accessed direct1y from a
public street and must be visible from the
street. At least 50% of the dwellings in all VR4/5 and VR-5/7 developments Shall haVO porches.
A covered porch or patio shall be placed
immediately adjacent to the primary entry ml6
00"~0$' at leas=t aot ef =tile ~rima::y faoaae (no~
iaeluaisg tihe garage) wi=th a Ele11ti=l ef a=t least 6
fee:t for a4i leas=t &Qi e:i =tfte awelliage ia all 'IR
4/6 ana !JR 5/7 .aeveelepmen=ts a

The porch shall

have a net dePth of at least 6 ft. and a net
width of at least 10 ft. A porch may extend into
a front yard setback by four C4l ft.
1603.07F.3.~.Garage

Requirements:

1603-9

A detaehed garage may

~

a-E 1 n:f;s

se

plaeed

a~ ~he

rear

er

~~:::a::~:a.:::ef:::.!1;::a~:e:e:;::\l!~:st

In

(ae~

iaeluding perehes, says and e~eP
antJ M least; 2Q lee4i :ili'e•

prajee~ieftS)

c.

e•

seee:t

P:i:gll~

Tandem

parking (or

a, . __ Re~
d.

a11

-

~e

·

end-ta-end)

is peruU.tted.

gmrages . ~ay ·l:le _aeeess.~~ :frem aa al:ley

-- · a:r Ai..se ~e.

\

way.

J&iaer

· ·

· · · ··

'

.

,Mu1t:L~ar garage~ ar~ p~~ed, provided
.se"'tl:>ack ·arid configurationa1 requirements

·.are met.

··

~-

1603.07E.4.Ccl Rear and side Yard setbacks
§hall be as follows. & <llleeptieas te
S:en0£al Benl•emeatsl uceirt whm;:e adjacent
j:o a street, pedestrian path. sidewalk or
accessway in which case a setback of at··
least 5 feet is required.

A

ae1;~ehed

aeeessory

s=true~e wi~

a ga:Jrage

whieh talles aeeess f Pem an all:ey shal:l: he
setbael1 a miftiml:lBl of si• ( fi) i"eet: :fi:em t:he
aileya No arehi:teotural prejeo=tieas aPe
allowed ea t:he first le?el whePe a garage

opens onto an alley.
accessory

bui1d~

All other detached

setbacks shall be as

follows:

s.e.

VR-5/7
#.

Ull t:o 60% of all :gar;lges may OiRend s~·ond
'the·fpoa~ faeade of =tae 1mi1i (ne=t; ifteluding
J:lorehes, hays and other mine:e proj eo1:ions)
up =ta a ft.

At least_50% of

the primary dwellings shall

have+

l)

Cgarages with a front yard setback at
least recessed 5 ft. more than minimum
behiad the front yard setback :f aeade of
the primary dwelling unit (not
including porches, bays and other
architectural fea"turegm£nrnr
n-rnit"n=t=i nn~).

~l

Rear earaae, side

1603-10

dri?~e

aeeessed

~)

Re~

saraae- a11EY7 aeeessed

b,g4-. VR-4/5

A11 garages:sha11 have a front setback at
least be ei~e: ~eeeesed a miftimum ef 5 ft.
greater +ban the behind =tae front ~
se-tbacJc of facade ef tile an.it; the primaxy
dwelling (not including porches, bays and
other. arc:hiteqtural features ·inei:'

pre"j.eeiiiens)- er have aeeess frem a s:lde er
res:

&~e.

1603.Q.9.~D.32.Facades

r

'='
.
sai:l:e:!AgPrimary

dwelling front facades shall be
des:l.giied w:Lth balconies and/or bays. Facades
f ac:l.ng a public street· sha11 not consist of a
blank wa11.

W:l.ndow tr:l.m shall not be flush w:l.th exterior wall
treatment. Windows shall be provided with an
architectural surround at the jamb, head and_s:l.11.
41603.07D5.Roofs
Hipped, gambrel or gabled roofs are required.
Flat roofs are not permitted •

1603-11

VILLAGE TOWNHOUSE RESIDENTl:AL D:tSTRICT

(VTHl

(2-9-95)

• "'l PRIMARY USES

TownhcusesAttaehea~«w~lliftgs; congregate housing

A.

faci1ities and nursing homes.

0!. 02

B.

Condominiums.

c.

Pub1ic par~, p1aygrounds, recreationa1 and commwU.ty
bui1dings and-grounds, tennis courts, and·simi1ar .
.recreationa1 uses, a11 of a noncommercia1 nature,
·provided that any princi.pal bu:11ding or swimlld.ng pool
sha11 be located not less than thirty (30). feet from
any other lot :l.n a res:idential district. These uses
may be de:;;.ignated Open Space Management under Section
702 wheii tlie br:iteria under Section 1011 are
satisfied.

D.

Utility carrier ·cabinets, subject to Section 830.

E.

Bed and Breakfast Residences, subject to the
provisions of Section 832.

F.

Duplexes. triplexes. and fourplexes.

ACCESSORY USES .
A.

Accessory uses, buildings, and structures customarily
incidental to any primary use located on the same lot
therewith, inc1udi~g but not limited to indoor end
outdoor recreat:1.ona1 facilities, such as swimmjng
pools, saunas, game and craft rooms, exercise rooms,
community meeting rooms, lounges, playgrounds, tennis
and other courts, bike and walking trails, and
pedestrian plazas, private bus shelter and courts.
'\,

B.
•

-

Accessory· residential units ..,aCCQrding to Section

1604!07D. eaall se leea=ted ei~ aeor.• a galfage, er
in1:e§-1:=al =te "t-Be 11:eima:y Elwell!Bg uni=t, i:eerff.aed all
nn=hh.nnl~A aRQ

c.

Rental

Bezlas;t 11 mi 'tS are me't a

info~ation

offices.

D;·

-·Repair and maintenance services in association with a
primary or accessory use.

E.

'l'he temporary storage within an enclosed structure of
source-separated recyclable/reusable materials
generated and/or used on site prior to onsite reuse
or removal.by the generator or licensed or franchised
collector to a user or broker.

F.

Solar collection apparatus.
1604-1

G.

Home occupations, subject to the provisions of Section
822.

H.

Temporary bui1dings for uses inci~ental to
construction work; rwlµ.ch shall be removed upon
completion or abandonment of the construction work.

I.

Bus sheltars under the ·p•ovisions of Section 823,
bicycl.e faci1ities, street furniture, drinking
fountcdns,· kiosks, art works, scu1ptures, and other
pedestrian ~~ transit emenities~

J.

~~~;·d~~(;~··p~vider .home ·facilitie~;··a,9· ·defined

.'"

1604.03 CONDI'l'IONAL
A.

in

Se~:iop 20~ •·

.

USES~

Cond:itiona1 uses may be established in the Townhouse
Residentia1 District subject to review and action on
the specific proposal, pursuant to Section 1300, or
the review procedures provided under the specific 800
section. Approva1 sha11 not be ~anted un1ess the
proposa1 satisfies the criteria set forth in Sec~ion
1203 and the special use requirements under Section
800.
1.

Daycare centers,· see Section 807.

1604.04 PROHIBITED AND PREEXISTING USES
A.

Except as provided below, a11 uses of structures and
land not specifically permitted in Section 1604· shall
be prohibited in the Townhouse District.

B.

The use of a trailer house or mobile home as a
residence, ~ess specifically authorized under the
pr~visions of Section 1204-~for :emporary Permits •

-c.

P~e;zis~;tng single family residences or residential
homes may be a11owed to remodel or expand without
public hearing revie~ when consistent with remaining
provisions of the Ordinance. In addition, the
following provisions shall apply:

l.

Density: A preexisting dwelling shall be one (1)
dwelling unit for purposes of calcu1ating density
under Subsection 1604.07, un1ess:
a.

The single family residence will be
converted into a townhouse structure, or

b.

The structure will be removed prior to
occupancy of the new development on the same
property, or
1604-2

c.

2.

The dwe11ing wi1l. be used for another
a11owed use i.ncidenta1 to the primary use of
the property.

Lot

Division,: Adjustments, and Setbacks:
7

a.

A new 1ot. created for a preexisting dwelling
ahal1 be a minimum of 3,000 square feet. and
A max:l.mum of 5,000 ag. ft •

b.

Pre~istj.ng

.

dwel.l:Lngs shall satisfy the VR4/5- setback
requirements.
.· ....
..
. .

.LOt ·1·~~ ·-~dj~~ts may--~

allowed under
provisions
of
Sect.ion
1020.
(2~9-95)
:'r
,_,...,. .
.
d.
-~he 1ot created for a preexisting dwelling
sha11 not-be included in the land area used
to determine the allowed densitY for the
remaining lot.

c.lr

.th~

~

n.

Any
~eligious
prior to·July

facility which was legally established
1, 1993, maybe a1teJ:ea or expanded
subject to Hear=Lngs Officer review, pursuant to -~
Section 1300. Approval shall not be granted unless
the applicant demonstrates that al.l the fol.lowing
conditions are satisfied:

1.

The use sha11 not extend beyond the property
which was under the ownership of, or occupied by,
the preexisting religious facility, and
associated facilities, prior to July 1, 1993.

2.

The proposed altered or expanded religious ·
facility satisfies conditions B-E under
Subsection 1203.01.
-~

c-4 ) 4.

pa

·-::=-~

EXCB?WioN~ '190.. Qpmt".L. REOUIREMmfq'S I
-who general
reqai~eme{l'ts ~~ =th4.s soae sh~~l lie suhjeet to the
pr9'J'iSiens uades See~ion5 900 aad 1000 desoribed selow,

I:f
there is a eoaflie=t5- =thOB 'the standards of =this sllbseotion
shal:l apply.

12..t..A._. Accessory Structures: A maximum of two (2) accessory
·•· ·structures- (inc1uding an accessory residential unit)
may be permitted subject to lot coverage limitations.
An accessory structure and its projections shall be
detached and separated from other structures by at
least three (3) feet. On1y one accessory structure may
exceed 100 square feet in area. Those greater than
100 square feet shall meet the following requirements:
1.

The accessory structure shall be constructed with
similar exterior building materials as that of
the primary dwelling.
1604-3

2.

The square footage of the accessory structure
sha11 not exceed either 500 sq. ft. or the square
footage of the ground floor of the primary
dwe11.ing, wM.chever is less.
•

J

J

1

~fh.The

detached accessory structure sha11 not exceed
eithel!' 25 ft. in height or the height of the
pr:lmary dwe1ling, whichever is less.

~-

SetbaCJc' Requ.irements

Ra·

atrw:;tures 100 'square feet-gr less :f.n area:
·.No s:Lde or rear ~d setback behind the
~ ·:front bUild.ing ·1ine shall be required :for
'r_
any detached accessory structure w!Uch is
-~ne htindred _(100) square feet or less in

area· and does not exceed a heiglit of e.ight
feet. Na·· portion of any such structure
shall project across a lot line.

· · -cs>
c&.

)lhere adjacent to a street, pedestrian path,

sidewalk, or accessway, rear and side yard
se:f:hac;ks for structures With Building r
foqtpr;lnt+ 100 - 500 Square Feet+ shell be
at least 5 feet.
A detached aeeessory stX'\lo~e wi'th a garage
wh:i:ea t;aJ;es aeeess from an alley shall be
ee:ehaeJE a. J&ifl;i.m\HB e:f eia ( G) :feet :&em the
alley, _ He arehiteo=aeal proj eetieRG are
alleitea ea =the :fiJ:st;

le~el

whm:e a gaJ1age

epeas ante aa alley. All other detached
accessory bu.ilding setbacks shall be as
fo11ows:
BUILDING HEIGHTS

SETBACKS

SE'fBACKS

Side
.,......
~

On Alley

---

.:•
..:_.: ·8 ft·~'··- 20 ft. .

.~z-

>20 ft. ·- <25 ft.

0 ft. one side &
3 ft. other side

0 ft. one side &
5 ft. other side

6 ft. from alley

6 ft. from alley first levelL
no projections

)~·

along the alley way, a second
leve1 accessory residential
unit may cantilever
up to 4 ft.

1604-4

L

:

5 ft.

in A1ley 3 ft.

&e.

'?he front yard setback sha11 be no 1ess than
the frorit f.acad~ of the 11rimaey dwell;lng ·
wU.t excluding the porch..c.. aa6 garage.·· an4
1

other minor projeqtions. Garages shall meet
:the frgnt setbacJcs of Section 1604.071 ••

Aeeesse!:7.Resi4ewtia1

4.

.

Yni~11607D.2 •

An accessory residen~ia1 uni.t maY Dpt exceed ~
.:te--500 square feet in size. Zt shall be located
either above a garage or integra1 to the primary
- dWel.1ing uxdt, provided that a11 setbacks end
·
· ··lielgllt
1ind.ts
are
met.
.
..
-~

.

.•

iC-i. 06§. VAEUANCES

The requirements of the Section 1604.05 above dea1ing with
Exceptions to Genera1 Requirements may be modified, subject
to staff review and. the criteria for a variance under
Section 1205 with notice pursuant to Section·1305.02. The
effect of the proposed modification on the natural fea"fures
of the site end the use and preservation of solar access
shall be consi.dered, when applicable.
5-4.o+,5.DENS:ITY .

The minimum.land area req\J.ired per dwelling unit ("District
Land Area•) for purposes of calculating density pursuant to
Section 1012 shall be 2,000 square feet per lot. (See
Section 1601). When there is a conflict between this
section and section 1012, this-section shall apply.
Accessory residentia1 units shall not be considered when
calcu1ating densitY.
•

·-~--..r.:"':..·

-

'.'-J4.~ IND:IV:I!JUAJ. LO~- SIZE

---· . ......_

Each toWnbouse lot created within the Village Townhouse
Residential District_shall be no sma1ler than 2,000 square
feet and no greater than 3000 square feet, or each lot
shall be a minimum of 2,000 square feet and the average
size·-·'of all lots sha11 not exceed 2,500 square feet.
Lots created for congregate care facilities, duplexes,
triplexes or £gurplexes are not subject to the minimum,
maximum, or ayerage lot size stan4ards. The density
provision of 1604.05 are applicable.
:.. J04. Q.9.2 DEVELOPMEN'l' STANDARDS

A.

A11 development in this zone shall be subject to the
applicable provisions of Sections 900, and 1000, as
1604-5

specified under Subsections 1001.02 and 1001.03. In
addition, the fo11owing specific standards shal.1
app1y+. 1t·1:here is· a conflict. then 1:he standards of
this sghsegtion

~11
•

1

1

1pply.
I

1604.07C. Pri•@ry Dwelling
1.

·.:,

Height

.-"

B~ldi~gs within this designation sha11 not
. ~exceed 35 feet in height.
. .•.~.:~. -· :., ·.~:- ~ ..
:.~.-:~tt;~~,:~

-

,;:

·

- primaxy dwelling mu.ts
a."'< '?he fronts of. the
shall: be setback a 'minimum of ·12 ft. and a

maximum of 20 ft. from street rights-of-way and
designated accessway. Awnings, porches, bays and
overhangs may extend up to 6 feet into this
setback. Siaes e:f uru:ts saall se se=thaeJE a"t
leas-t; & •ee:t; :!:em s~e=t :igb'ts o:f way and
nndAsi=~an eonaeo~ions.
·
.~

No side setback is required adjacent to
another unit. .lnY side of a primary dwell.ing
µnit which is not a common wall with another unit
shall be setback at least 5 ft. from the property
line and pedestrian connections.
.

b.

~Prim8.ry
~

structures shall be setback at least·
feet from the rear propertf line.

Ba..

Lot coverage - 65%

F4.

Fences, Screening, and Buffering

Fences, 'screens, and s~ght~obscuring plantings
• shall ·meet the intersection sight distance·

_ ·:. reqtµ.rements as established by Clackamas County
...::. -·-Engineering Department.

..-::.~

The maximum height of a fence, screen, or s:l.ghtobscuring plantings shall be 6 feet, along the
side and rear yards back from the front building
line and 4 feet, forward of the front buildJ.ng
line.

... .
:-..

E-&.

OFFS'l'RErf PARIO:NGIGARAGES

---=li:..:._Off-Street Parking:
L-At least one Cll two (2) offstreet parking
spaces shall be located in stree~ f aoing garages
reeessea seaina =the front f aeaae o: ia alley
:'\nm·u=;see aaraaes at the rear of the lot.
1604-6

b. No required parking or loading space shall be
used £or storing a recreational vehicle, camper,
or boat.

s,

Additiona1 staadard~ applyiag =ta all de?elopmea=t in
=the ~ownhouse Eis=t:-i~t

.{l:.

Entries and Porches
Pr"i.mm;y entries shall be accessed directly from a
pub1ic street and must be visible :from the

street. ·perches are required for each wnt and
must be ·1ocated ~ediately adjacent to the
primary entxy. Porches must cover at least 50%
. o:L\· the pr:lmary facade (not incl'1ding the garage)
wi~IFpet a .depth of. at least six (6) :feet •
... .
··.

Jt...2.

Garage/Dr:l.~eway Requirem~ts:

a.

A detached garage may be placed at the rear

of a lot.

a,

for de=taohed. gm?ages
from =the rear or siae propeFty line, eaeept
where adjacent to a p\Halio street er
pedestrian oonneotion, in which ease a
se"tBaeJc of at least 5 feet is required,
Rear garages •ay l:»e aeeessed from aa al:ley

Ne setbaolc is Pequired

n=r

t:: i.

de driv:e a

Al.lay aeeess garages shall be set baclt 6'
t:he allev.

·=f=rnm

be.

~~=-=

c.

d.

Aft front access attached garage conta:Lned

within the dwelling structure shall be
recessed at least ·two C2l feet behind the
front facade at least two (2) fee=t (not
·including porches 1 _ bc;iys and other
.. architectural features.miner prejeotione)
··and at least 20 feet from the street rightof-way.s- ·nnd n
ft. deep trellis or bay window
shall be placed above the garage opening.
The trellis shall extend the full width of
the garage and the bay window shall be at
least 8 ft. in width.

A minimum 2

If located in the front, the garage opening
and the driveway shall not exceed a width of

10 feet.
e.

Tandem (end-to-end) parking is permitted.

1604-7

f.

:tf an alley adjoins a lot, then garage
access from the street is ngt permitted.

1604.07C.3.Configuration and Facades
1

1

1

7

.

Townhouses shall orient to and line streets with .
a series of attached •rowhouse" units •
.•

rrimary

dwelling front Bui.1diftg facades sha1l be
designe~ . w:Lth ba1conies and/or bays.
Facades

facl.ng a.public street or designated accessway
·sha.11 -not
.consist of... ·. ... ~ blank. . wa11.
· · ·.
-· .. ·.
..

.

.

.

~. '~·...

.

._

.~.

;

.

~

~

.

..Window trim-· shall not be flush .wi~ exterior wall
treatment. Windows ·shall be provided with an
arc:::M'teatUral surx:ound at the jamb 1 head and
sill.
1604.07C.54.Roofs

Hipped, gambrel or gabled roofs are required.
Flat ·roofs are not permitted.
1604.07G.&.. Landscaping

A niinimum of 25% landscaping is

1604-8

requi~ed.

/-SO~(

'

·•-.:·

----:;··
..
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VILLAGE COMMERCIAL DISTRICT

1608.07

DEVELOPMENT

D.

STAND~S

.

ACCESS AND ONSITB CIRCULATION

3.

Motor

.v~c1es

.

In addition to the provisions of Section 1007, the
location,. design, and development_of access and
onsi.te-circu1ation shall comply with the
fo11owii1.g~
When Section 1007 conflicts with
spec:l.fi~ . P~king standard~ ~f th!~ section, the
standards J.n
this section,..sh~~ prevai1.
.
.

s~ed "driveway entrances, s'.hared parking and
maneuv-ering·areas, -~ear-yard parking, and interior
driveways between parking lots shall be required
for all nonresidential uses. The maximum width
for a driveway sha11 be ~featy (20) :ft;, twenty-six
(26) ft.
Driveways for service Vehicle routes may
be 30 ft. in width if a Service Vehicle
Circ;ulation Plan is approyed through the Design
Review app1ication process. Curb cuts sha11 ~ine
up with each other across 147th Avenue.
F.

....

ENTRIES

1.

Primary entries shall _face a public street or
designated. accessway and shall be accessed
from a public sidewalk. These entries·shall
ce·designed to be attractive and functional,
and shall be open to the.public during all
business hours. Secondary entries may face
parking lots or loading areas.

2.

Anchor store entries must face 147th Avenue.
·---_:-.-Anchor stores shall be_connected .to 147th
Avenue, Sunnyside Road, and the required
··pedestrian connection with a continuous
wa1kway lined by parking lot trees planted at
least every 30 feet.

-~

3.
G.

Buildings except for anchor stores shall have
entries every 25 to 30 feet.

FACADES

1.

For storefronts facing public streets or
pedestrian connections, building facades
shall be designed with windows, entries,
and/or bays.

I <Pos- l

Di:s1>lay w:f::adous saall line facades ;faeiag
p\iBlie s~re~s aad aeeessways wi=tll ao more
than 6 ~eet of blanlE aoa wiadow wa11 Qaee 1B
ev=ery 25 fee~ o:f storefro&t. Sides or :rrears
of saildi~g~ ~hall not consist of an
undif£erewtiated wall when fac!:ng a pl:lhlio
etreet, aeeessway, or a residential a:rrea.

-

Windows shall line facades facing public
streets and accessways with no more than 30%
of blank non-window wall space on average for
all ·such facades added together. No front
facade shall have less than 70!1 Jdgdou gas:;e.
xo·s!.de facade shall haye less -than SO't
it ·window space. For =the anchor store <building
·'°...:greater than 40.000 sg.ft.l other pedestrian
·. env"lronment enhancing features such as
architectural features. wall articulation,
Art· landscaping, or seating may be used in
Addition to or instead of windows~ A
· landscaped pedestrian walkway with seating
may be substituted for -this requirement along
elevations where public entranc;es do not
ocqur. Sides or rears of buildings shail not
consist of an undifferentiated wall when
facing a public street, accessway, or a
residential area.

%he @hove section shall not regyire display
wind9ws or a landscaped pedestrian plaza
adjacent to ··faca4es with loading .bays;
however. special landscaping and screening
·§hall be required to lessen tbe potential
adverse impacts of loading areas to the
pµblic.
J,

·

Screening
.......

--~7-- ~

.:Mechanical egµipment and satellite dishes
..:.; --~be s<#:eened from pµhlic view, however,
alternatives to physical screening, such
painting and/or alternative placement of
equipment, may be considered through the
Review process.

L [gQg- 'Z..
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CLACKAMAS
COUNTY

Department of Transportation & Development
THaMAS J. YANDIRZAHDIH

DIRECTOR

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

CHANGES

September 20, 1995 ·
.

.

1.

Rep1ace Figures X-1 8.?d X-2 (Street Cross Se~ions Connector Street With Bike Lanes and Without Bike Lanes) with
new Figures X~l and X-2 illustrating the new connector street
standards.
·--:: ..

2.

E1iminate (Street Cross Section
We11s) Figure X-4.

3.

'fhe east-west connector street located just sou"th ~e school
site sha11 be changed to a local street. Map X-8 wi11 be
modified to accommodate this change.
~

4.

142nd north of Sunnyside Road shall be changed from a
connector to a collector street. Map X-8 sha11 be modified
to illustrate.this change.

~

Loca1 Street With Tree

"An analysis of the present alignment of 147th and its

connection.to Sunnyside Road shall be ~onsidered. This
analysis shall occur prior to or in conjunction with the
development of the Village Commercial site. The realignment
of 147th should be with 142nd. This project should be
included in the colinty's Capital Improvement Plan as·a "high
priority" safety project."
·
~

~e
·.~_and

5.

6 •.

.

east-west ·-connector street loc;§.te~ just west of P~k 15
.west of• 152nd Avenue shall be changed to a local street.
"'Map X-8- ~;Lli be.. modified to accommodate this change.
~e

east-west connector street with a Bike Lane designation
was inadvertently lab.elled incorrectly. · 'fhe correct eastwest connector street designated with a Bike Lane is the
street running through the turnaround. Modify Map X-8
illustrating the correct connector with a designated Bike
Lane.

902 Abernethy Road • Oregon City. OR 97045-1100 • (503) 655-8521 • FAX 650-3351

•

Jls

The current location of the Summers Lane Extension a1ignment
is not possible as a subdivision has been developed where,'the
street would have been ~onstructed. As described in Ron
Weinman's memorandum dated April 21, 1995, an alternate route
has been recommended as "the p~eferred alternative.. This
alignment is currently being ·finalized. :Ct is recommended
that Maps X-7 (Sunnyside v;11age Plan Land Use Plan Map), Map
x-s (Sunnyside ~illage Plan St::eet Classifications) and Map
X-9 (Sunnyside Village Plan Park Locations & Sizes) be
amended to reflect.the new location of Summers Lane and that
the original aligmn~t be el!minated.

ldd Policy 7, o ui:u~m: ~. Parks
7.0

A connec$or·or higher level s-treet shall be located

•
s i te 12.
along one s ide. gf Park

9.

The north/south conneator street illustrated on the Sunnyside
Village Plan Street Classifications Map X-8 is not
illustrated on the adopted Land Use Map for the Village, Map
X-7. '.rhis was an error. :It is recommended that this street
be eliminated from Map X-8.
.~

10. The streets surrounding Park # 5 were appropriately
designated when Map X-8 was originally drawn. Currently, the
street abutting the park to the north and east is designated
as "collector" and should be "connector". The ·street
abutting the park to the south and west is designated as
"residential" and shou1d be "collector". Maps X-7, X-8 and
X-9 will be modified to re~lect these changes.
11. :It is recommen~ed that the term "East" be omitted throughout
the Sunnyside Village Community Plan text which is consistent
with a similar change throughout the implementing ordinance
sections, generally sections 1600-1608.
12. The proposed -~-~an text amendment allows the extension of the
Sunnyside.Village boundary when certain criteria are met.
·-~~EXh.ibit "A!' details this change.
:::~

~-

.. .:··

13. Modify Maps ··x-7, X-8, and X-9 to reflect the realignment of
152nd as approved by the Rocle Creek Community Association at
its June 13, 1995, general meeting (Exhibits 14 and 19).
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